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AN INFERIOR PHARMACY CONSOLIDATION AND PRIVATIZATION 

In late 1991, the Administration initiated a pharmacy 

privatization and consolidation for the Executive Office of 

Health and Human Services ("EOHHS") Departments of Public Health 

("DPH"), Mental Health ("DMH"), and Mental Retardation ("DMR"). 

The pharmacy privatization was supposed to be a more cost 

efficient and better operating system. The Massachusetts House 

of Representatives' Post Audit Bureau ("the Bureau") believes 

the privatizated and consolidated EOHHS pharmacy is an inferior 

system. 

The Bureau issues this preliminary report in the belief that the 

privatized pharmacy system is more costly and less efficient than 

the state operated system it replaced: 

The Bureau also believes that there is sufficient documentation 

available to -question whether the issue of quality of care 

between the state-operated pharmacies and the now privatized 

EOHHS pharmacy was ever evaluated. 



A lack of a quality of care evaluation creates an unnecessary 

and potentially dangerous medication risk to the clients and 

patients. Striking at the heart of privatization, the lack of 

quality of care evaluation introduces an unpredictable financial 

frailty to the new system. What is represented as a cost savings 

is really a hidden, long term financial liability. A lack of 

quality of care also makes comparison between the public and 

private pharmacy systems invalid. 

EOHHS pharmacies were privatized and consolidated in August, 

1993. 

HPI Health Care Services, Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of 

Diagnostek, Inc., of Albuquerque, New Mexico, was awarded the 

contract to operate the privatized pharmacies. 

Alt'hough a private vendor operates the "consolidated" EOHHS 

pharmacies in DPH, DMH, and DMR, the system that the vendor 

operates is more aptly termed state subsidized rather than 

privately operated. 

Strictly speaking, the EOHHS pharmacies are only marginally 

privatized. The state continues to provide subsidies in the form 

of rent-free space, state paid utilities, and state purchased 

pharmaceuticals procured under state-negotiated contracts. 
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The pharmaceuticals, ordered by the now "privatized" pharmacies, 

are acquired and delivered by a private pharmaceutical prime 

vendor at prices determined by the state negotiated contracts 

plus a prime vendor's service fee on each item handled. A prime 

vendor is an industry term for a company which procures and 

delivers a product, in this case, pharmaceuticals, on behalf of a 

customer. 

The James Brudnick Company of Malden, the sole bidder for the 

service, is the pharmaceutical prime vendor for Mass. The 

Brudnick Company charges the state a 1.9 percent handling fee or 

"upcharge" on every item ordered and delivered. 

The pharmaceutical prime vendor system does not make drugs 

purchased by the state less expensive. The pharmaceuticals 

acquired and distributed by the Brudnick Company are more 

expensive than the direct drug purchase system the prime vendor 

replaced. 

The Commonwealth uses a comprehensive, annual bid solicitation 

and contract award system to negotiate and purchase 

pharmaceuticals, rather than a professionally managed drug 

contract strategy, as preferred by pharmaceutical industry 

practitioners. The state's method of drug/price negotiation and 

purchase makes the drugs more expensive. 
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This report has four major findings. They are: 

1. The initial "assessment" study by Health Care Consultants 

(HCC) of Sharon, Massachusetts, which was the basis for 

consolidating and privatizing the EOHHS pharmacies, was poorly 

done. It was severly criticized within EOHHS, particularly 

within the largest agency, DMR. Significantly, DMR had previous 

experience with "privatized" and "consolidated" pharmacies at 

several facilities. With one exception, the criticism of the HCC 

study and final report was ignored. Pharmacy privatization and 

consolidation was to be done "fast," according to memos obtained 

by subpoena. 

2. The so-called pr~me vendor system developed by the 

Administration was hastily conceived and poorly implemented. 

Pharmaceutical industry practitioners told the Bureau that the 

purpose of a pharmaceutical prime vendor is not to just acquire 

and deliver drugs in the way that the Mass. system is designed. 

A prime vendor must use a drug contract management firm to 

negotiate the best possible price on brand name and generic 

pharmaceuticals, in addition to efficient drug distribution. 

The pharmaceutical industry is too sophisticated to rely on a 
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pharmaceutical generalist to negotiate drug contracts, according 

to industry representatives and health care administrators. 

The prime vendor initiative designed by the Administration's 

Department of Procurement and General Services ("DPGS") did not 

institute a contract management system despite ample evidence 

such a system was necessary. Rather, it hastily created its 

own version of a prime vendor system that - relied on the state to 

negotiate the pharmaceutical contracts. The pharmaceutical prime 

vendor was responsible solely for acquiring and distributing 

pharmaceuticals ordered first by the state-operated pharmacies 

and now by the private company operating EOHHS pharmacies, HPI 

Health Care Services, Inc. 

According to its own records, the DPGS initiated its prime vendor 

system after conducting a single, non-professional survey, and 

making inquiries of only two health care organizations. This is 

hardly a detailed analysis. 

3. The drug contracts were ineptly handled, possibly 

manipulated, and the pharmaceuticals purchased by the state 

are now more costly due to specific DPGS action or neglect. 
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In two examples of contract meddling or inaction, DPGS cancelled 

four contracts with two companies (McNeil and Ortho> prior to 

their expiration dates immediately raising pharmaceutical costs. 

In another case (Bristol Myers Squibb> it allowed an option 

for price negotiation to pass without action. This immediately 

increased the drug cost from a very favorable negotiated price to 

the most expensive list price. 

DPGS also altered existing contracts from direct purchase 

agreements to prime vendor distribution-only arrangements. 

Apart from any increased drug cost, this immediately increased 

drug costs by a minimum 1.9 percent on each pharmaceutical 

transaction. This percentage increase is the service fee charged 

by the prime vendor. 

4.. The Administration's EOHHS pharmacy privatization in its 

current form is a mismanaged, inefficient, more costly, and 

inferior substitution for the state operated pharmacies. 

Under the current contract the responsibilities and duties of the 

pharmacy vendor, HPI Health Care Services, Inc., are needlessly 

and inappropriately fractured. 
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In its present form, HPI Health Care Services, Inc., only 

manages staff and procedures. All other functions are subsidized 

by the state or handled by the prime vendor. The pharmacy staff 

are former state employees transferred to a private payroll and, 

despite accumulated employment seniority, are now conditionally 

employed by the new vendor. 

Significantly, HPI Health Care Inc.'s own proposal to operate 

the EOHHS pharmacies suggested a more comprehensive pharmacy 

privatization system. 

The Administration, contrary to this vendor's suggestion and 

other evidence presented in this report, created an inferior 

product in its rush to privatize. Haste made waste. 
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A FLAWED STUDY, A FLAWED PRODUCT 

In early 1992 the Division of Capital Planning and Operations 

(DCPO) issued a request for proposals seeking a consultant's 

opinion on consolidating the pharmacies and pharmacy services 

in the Commonwealth's Departments of Public Health (DPH), 

Mental Health (DMH), and Mental Retardation (DMR). All of these 

departments are agencies of the Executive Office of Health and 

Human Services (EOHHS). 

Eight consulting companies submitted proposals. A Sharon- based 

firm, Health Care Consultants (HCC) was chosen to assess the 

pharmacies in DPH, DMH, and DMR for possible "consolidation" into 

a single pharmacy system serving all of EOHHS. (FOOTNOTE: HCC 

office appears to be the residence of R. Vogenberg). 

The initial DCPO commissioned contract with HCC to assess the 

EOHHS pharmacies began on 6 March 1992 and expired on 30 June 

1992. The HCC firm issued a final report dated July, 1992. 

The HCC final report recommended that EOHHS "completely 
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reorganize and restructure the state system along with 

implementation of pharmacies privately managed by a firm with 

strong academic affiliation." 

In April 1993, using this HCC report and additional work by 

another consulting firm, Concepts in Healthcare (CIH) of Ashland, 

Massachusetts, EOHHS released a RFP that sought a private vendor 

to operate the three health and human service pharmacies as one 

unit of EOHHS. 

HPI Health Care Services, Inc. of Albuqueque, New Mexico was 

ultimately chosen as the private pharmacy vendor. Since August, 

1993 this company has begun to consolidate the pharmacies of DPH, 

DMH, and DMR into one consolidated unit within EOHHS. 

The Bureau finds the system of so-called privatized pharmacies 

now operated by HPI Health Care Se~vices, Inc. to be a poorly 

conceived and a needlessly fractured operation. The private 

vendor manages the pharmacy staff only while the state contracts 

for pharmaceuticals, a separate company acquires and distributes 

the pharmaceuticals, and the state supplies rent-free space, 

computers, equipment, and utilities to HPI Health Care Services, 

Inc. (ITEM 27) 

The Bureau attributes this inferior consolidation to the 
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less than adequate initial assessment study done by HCC. The 

consolidation was based on this HCC study despite extensive 

criticism of the HCC methodology, data collection, and 

conclusions. The criticism was wholly ignored by the pharmacy 

privatization and consolidation project managers. Pharmacy 

privatization was to be done "fast," according to memos obtained 

under subpoena by the Bureau. The project was mismanaged into 

its c urrent existence. (ITEM 11) 

Because of the mismanaged implementation the Bureau believes that 

the "consolidated" pharmacy system will be more costly and less 

efficient than the state operated pharmacies it replaced. 

PRE-CONSOLIDATION 

Prior to August, 1993 the Commonwealth of Massachusetts operated 

pharmacies within the Departments of Public Health (DPH), Mental 

Health (DMH), and Mental Retardation (DMR), all departments of 

the Executive Office of Health and Human Services (EOHHS). 

All of the pharmacies were state controlled. Some pharmacies 

at EOHHS facilities were operated under contract and were run 

by private vendors and staffed by non-state employees. Examples 

of pharmacies operated for the state by private vendors were 
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the pharmacy at the Monson Development Center (Monson, Mass.) 

operated by Liberty Health Care and the pharmacy at the Wrentham 

state School (Wrentham, Mass.) operated by Children's Hospital. 

The majority of the pharmacies were state operated and staffed 

by state employees. The state's pharmacies served the clients of 

the particular EOHHS agencies where they were located. 

In early 1992 the DCPO issued an RFP for the "Assessment of 

state Operated Pharmacy Services in Health and Human Services 

Facilities." This RFP was requested by EOHHS and was inspired 

by an award-winning article appearing in a collection of 

essays published by the Pioneer Institute for Public Policy 

Research, according to a 19 February 1992 memo to Kevin Smith, 

commissioner, Executive Office of Administration and Finance, 

from Daniel Nakamoto and Beth Rubenstein both of DCPO. 

THE INITIAL ASSESSMENT WAS POORLY DONE 

HCC began their assessment ln early March, 1992. 

The HCC draft and final reports, issued in July, 1992, received 

a large amount of criticism from DMH and DMR line managers. Most 

notably, severe, negative critical comments were written by Denis 
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Brown of the DMR Monson Development Center (MDC). Mr. Brown, an 

employee of a private contractor, Liberty Health Care, was the 

Pharmacy Director at Monson. The MDC superintendent identified 

Mr. Brown as someone who "successfully consolidated" two DMR 

pharmacies. More importantly, particularly to EOHHS secretary 

Charles Baker, Mr. Brown was a co-author of the Pioneer 

Institute's award winning essay that inspired the pharmacy 

privatization project. (Item 6,7,9,10,18, and 20) 

Mr. Brown's criticism of HCC's effort included: insufficient 

information obtained to make "workable" recommendations; a 

flawed proposed model that will reverse gains made since 1990; 

negatively affected satellite pharmacies; inaccurate prediction 

of medication needs which potentially endanger DMR clients; 

inaccurate assessment of cost savings from drug inventory and 

inaccurate assessment of prime vendor savings; and, the computer 

software system, the Advanced Institutional Management System 

(AIMS), was mismatched. Mr. Brown concluded that the beneficiary 

of pharmacy consolidation will be DPH, and that DMR and DMH would 

fund the consolidation and receive a "compromised system" in 

return. (ITEM 9) 

The MDC Superintendent, Donald Fletcher, in a memo to the DMR 

commissioner noted that EOHHS Secretary Charles Baker met with 

Mr. Brown. Secretary Baker, the memo said, indicated Mr. Brown's 

criticism of the HCC assessment was factual. 
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The handwritten memo from Superintendent Fletcher said that 

Secretary Baker told Mr. Brown that the HCC study would not be 

used to develop the RFP soliciting a vendor to privatize DPH, 

DMH, and DMR pharmacies. 

One year later, after another consultant - Concepts in Healthcare 

(CIH) - was hired to gather more specific data and assemble a 

pharmacy privatization RFP, the HCC final report for DCPO and a 

separate but similar pharmacy study done for DMH were attached 

as the RFP appendices A and B. There were no noticeable changes 

ln the appended HCC reports. CIH received $80,000 for its work, 

according to Massachusetts Management Accounting and Reporting 

System (MMARS). 

Appendix B was commissioned separately from DCPO by DMH to assess 

the Community Mental Health Center (CMHC) pharmacies. 

Mr. Brown was not the only person to critize the HCC study. 

Other line managers and upper level administrators were highly 

critical. 

However, except for the documents referring to the EOHHS 

Secretary Charles Baker/Denis Brown meeting, all other documents 

the Bureau subpoenaed indicated that criticism of HCC's report, 
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methodology, and data, was frustrated, ignored, and unaddressed 

by EOHHS. There seemed to be no interest within the 

Administration to involve line managers in the privatization 

process if the criticism was negative. 

The Bureau reviewed a vast collection of memoranda from EOHHS 

agency line managers. Among this memoranda were extensive 

and widespread critical comments of the final HCC report. 

The comments generally labeled the HCC report as vague in its 

recommendations, simplistic in particular aspects of the state 

agency pharmacies, and erroneous in its fact-finding, and data 

gathering. 

HCC. 

Sources for this report had similar criticisms of 

The Bureau is concerned by the apparent disinterest and outright 

discouragement of any employee participation. Competent and 

knowledgeable state employees and private employees working at 

state facilities - including state pharmacists and professional 

line managers and upper level administrators - who displayed 

any negative reaction to the pharmacy privatization process were 

frustrated. Only in Mr. Brown's case - who was a co-author of 

the essay that inspired the Administration to privatize - did 

a line manager gain the attention of EOHHS when offering a 

dissenting opinion. Mr. Brown's criticism of the HCC report was 

substantial, as are other comments appended to this report. (ITEM 

7 ) 
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No negative commentary on the pharmacy privatization, not even 

Mr. Brown's, resulted in any remedial action. 

QUALITY OF CARE 

One serious problem specifically noted in DMR subpeoned 

documentation is the criticism that HCC never evaluate the 

"quality of care." (ITEM 6) 

This failure is primarily dangerous to those individuals who 

depend upon the state for pharmacy services. 

an enormous financial frailty. 

Secondarily, it 1S 

If the quality of care is not evaluated there is no way to guage 

whether the Commonwealth is appropriately caring for its patients 

and clients. Is EOHHS delivering better (or the same) care? Or is 

EOHHS saving money and operating its services efficiently at the 

expense of quality care? 

In the course of its inquiry the Bureau spoke with people who 

were participants in the HCC field study of EOHHS pharmacies. 

Those sources said that the HCC staff who conducted the field 

study and evaluated the pharmacies, conducted a perfunctory 

visit to the pharmacies. The HCC consultants utilized a short 
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checklist to evaluate policy and procedures, requested a copy 

of the pharmacy's policy and procedures manuel, and spent most 

of the time in personal rather than professional conversation. 

The bulk of the HCC visit was spent visiting institution 

administrators rather than the pharmacy, Bureau sources said. 

Among the subpeonaed documents a lack of quality of care 

criticism came from the Assistant DMR Commissioner for Facilities 

Management, Mary Cerreto, and Edward A. Cavallari, Director of 

Pharmacy, Wrentham state School. Mr. Cavallari was an employee 

of Children's Hospital, the private vendor operating the Wrentham 

State School pharmacy. (ITEM 6) 

If the former state-operated pharmacies and the new private 

vendor pharmacies offer different levels of service, valid 

comparisons are extremely difficult if not impossible. 

Since the premise and promise of privatization is cost savings, 

a lack of quality of care assessment contains a large future 

financial implication. It is reminiscent of the automobile 

repair advertising slogan popular a few years ago: "You can pay 

me now, or you can pay me later." 

The Bureau is concerned that the Commonwealth is operating in 

such a way as to "pay later." 
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EXTENSIVE INTERNAL CRITICISM 

The HCC study was the subject of some significant, consistent, 

and critical negative commentary. This criticism was from the 

multi-department line managers,state-employee pharmacists and 

private vendor pharmacists employed by the Commonwealth of 

Massachusetts. This criticism was particularly evident among 

Department of Mental Retardation (DMR) documents. DMR is 

the largest of the three EOHHS agencies involved in pharmacy 

privatization. DMR has privatization and consolidation 

experience at its facilities. Among the documents subpoenaed 

and reviewed the Bureau found no evidence that this criticism 

received any consideration from any of the Pharmacy Consolidation 

project managers at EOHSS or DCPO. (ITEM 7, 10, 17) 

In a 28 September 1992 memo from Mary Cerreto, DMR assistant 

commissioner for facilities managment, to Laurie Ansorge, also 

a DMR assistant commissioner, Commissioner Cerreto noted that 

she favored each agency contracting with HCC but recommended 

to Ansorge that the DMR contract contain specific language to 

rectify a previous problem with HCC's final report from the 

initial pharmacy contract. "One of the primary concerns we 

all had about the HCC 'final report' was how vague it was," 

Commissioner Cerreto wrote. 
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Criticism regarding the BCC compiled data's accuracy and the 

weakness of the reports done by BCC abounded in DMR internal 

memos subpoenaed by the Committee on Post Audit and Oversight. 

Beginning with a memo dated 18 June 1992, Commissioner 

Cerreto, requested that DMR Facility Directors solicit and/or 

provide comments regarding the "Pharmacy Consultants" (BCC) 

recommendations. (ITEM 7) 

The comments returned by Facility Directors, Pharmacy Directors, 

and Medical Directors were overwhelmingly critical of the BCC 

methodology and conclusions. Among the criticisms was the 

earlier referenced and highly critical response from Denis Brown, 

Director of Pharmacy at the MDC. 

Commissioner Cerreto forwarded a synopsls of the comments to BCC 

principal Randy Vogenberg on 15 July 1992 a month prior to their 

meeting. 

Following the Meeting with BCC (held on 18 August 1992), 

Commissioner Cerreto addressed a memo, dated 20 August 1992, 

to pharmacy and facility directors which said that she and 

"Laurie" (Assistant Commissioner Ansorge) "will maintain our 

recommendation to (DMR) Commissioner Campbell that DMR not 

participate in the EOBBS consolidation." 
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Commissioner Cerreto continued in this memo: "While I think 

at times the group (to whom the memo was addressed) had some 

difficulty differentiating the role of the consultant from 

factors over which they had no control, a bottom line was that 

the process has not provided our managers either sufficient 

background data or sufficient implementation data upon which 

to base a decision with such an enormous impact on the quality 

of care (UNDERLINE IS THE BUREAU EMPHASIS) that we provide 

the individuals whom we serve, our staffing patterns, and our 

cost-efficiency programs." 

Eight months later ( 5 April 1993) Cerreto made an astericked 

annotation "NOTE: HCC did not evaluate the quality of care." 

to her heavily edited copy of "Request for Proposals to Provide 

Pharmacy Services at Institutions operated by the Department of 

Mental Health, Department of Mental Retardation, Public Health." 

(ITEM 6) 

This annotated draft RFP offers an interesting critique of 

the pharmacy consolidation process from an inside viewpoint. 

The Bureau believes it is illustrative of ignored commentary 

regarding the privatization of pharmacies that only in two cases 

are her annotations observed by the Administration. 
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Those cases are: The "Wrentham State Hospital" is changed, per 

her annotation, to "Wrentham Development Center." The section 

"4. Pharmacy Information System" is somewhat re-written. 

other than these two changes the final RFP, "TO PROVIDE PHARMACY 

SERVICES AT INSTITUTIONS OPERATED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL 

HEALTH, DEPARTMENT OF RETARDATION, DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH" 

was as originally submitted in draft form by CIH and the 

Administration. 

The Bureau believes it is appropriate to comment on the language 

changes suggested by Commissioner Cerreto in the draft RFP 

regarding the persons served at mental retardation faciities. 

Cerreto made a particular point of noting in the margin of 

section "3 Site-Based Acitivities", "Note: ?good grief? DMR 

facilities are homes not places for length of stays". The 

suggestion was not taken and the final RFP retained the original 

language. That particular sentence read, in both draft and final 

RFP, "This determination will be based upon the usual length of 

stay experienced on the Unit or relative frequency of medication 

order changes." 

Commissioner Cerreto suggested other similar, more humanizing 

language - such as, "individuals", "residents" - to the writer 

of the RFP. 
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No rewrite was made. Is this indicative of the "quality of 

care?" 

FATAL FLAWS" 

On 21 August 1992 Commissioner Cerreto wrote to the HCC 

consultants. She said that their meeting (on 18 August 1992) 

showed the "fatal flaws" in pharmacy consolidation. She detailed 

three "fatal flaws": a lack of sufficient data and pertinent 

information, too many "programs managed statewide (as opposed 

to Department based) that are greatly impeding our ability to 

operate cost effectively ... ", and "The fiscal details are not at 

all clear." Her memo noted a copy was sent to DMR Commissioner 

Campbell. 

Two days later, Commissioner Cerreto addressed a detailed memo 

to DMR Commissioner Philip Campbell regarding Pharmacy 

Consolidation. She recommened DMR consolidate its pharmacies but 

not participate in the EOHHS pharmacy consolidation. She based 

her objections to the EOHHS consolidation on a simple lack 

of sufficient data and noted that the DMR would bear the most 

significant fiscal and operational impact. She carefully 

criticised the "HCC plan" as lacking "particulars." 
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Interestingly, she added: "And finally, our experience with 

statewide management (e.g. the pharmacy Prime Vendor system, the 

vehicle system) is just not good." 

The Bureau devotes a separate section of this report to the 

pharmaceutical prime vendor system. 

In a memo dated 27 August 1992 from DMR Commissioner Campbell 

to Assistant Commissioners Cerreto and Ansorge, the DMR 

Commissioner notified them that: "Based on conversation with EOHHS 

I have decided we will participate in the efforts to consolidate 

the delivery of pharmaceutical services across DPH, DMR and DMH 

facilities." (ITEM 26) 

commissioner Cerreto notified DMR Facility Directors, Assistant 

Facility Directors, and Directors of Facility Pharmacies in a 

8 September 1992 memo that DMR would join the EOHHS pharmacy 

consolidation and she would "attempt to assure your participation 

in decision-making endeavors." 

It is plain that objections, observations, and recommendations 

from line managers, at least in DMR, carried little if any 

influence with EOHHS. 

DMH also found HCC's expertise lacking. 
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In a 9 April 1993 memo from Richard Cooley, DMH Director of 

Accounting and Operations, to DMH Commissioner Eileen Elias, 

Cooley noted that he "did speak with Annette Hansen, and she 

indicated that the Health Care Consultants did not have a lot of 

Hospital Pharmacy experience. 

were doing 'a wonderful' job. 

Concepts in Health Care did and 

Concepts in Health Care (CIH) were contracted to prepare the RFP 

for the pharmacy vendor proposals. Their reports are extremely 

detailed as opposed to the more simple style of HCC. However, 

CIH attached the HCC assessment as "Appendix A" to the RFP for 

Pharmacy Vendor Services. 

AN INSISTANCE ON A BLEMISHED SOFTWARE SYSTEM 

In its final report released in July 1992, HCC recommended 

the adoption of the Advanced Institutional Management System 

(AIMS) software system for the use of DMH, DPH, and DMR after 

consolidation. 

From this first suggestion that AIMS software be used, there was 

overwhelming internal criticisms of it. These suggestions were 

ignored. 
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Sources informed the Bureau that the AIMS system is to be used 

in DPH and DMH, while the Rescot (find out what this is) software 

system is planned for DMR. A DMH memo from Walter Lander written 

on 15 March 1993 advises DMH Commissioner Elias that the AIMS 

system will be installed as the privatized pharmacy software. 

(ITEM 13) 

Only one substitution from the original plan was made. AIMS 

is the system installed at DPH and DMH facilities. The RESCOT 

software system is scheduled for DMR facilities. 

Other software systems were available that were at least as 

good, potentially more sophisticated, and possibly less expensive 

as the documents the Bureau reviewed suggested and as sources 

explained to the Bureau. 

In fact, the current state Pharmacy Director, Louis Dell'Olio, 

severly criticized the HCC computer recommendation of the AIMS 

computer system when he was the Pharmacy Director at Worcester 

State Hospital. (ITEM 18) 

The state Pharmacy Director 1S one of serveral new positions in 

EOHHS created to administer the privatized pharmacy operation. 

In addition to being responsible for coordinating the 

"consolidated" EOHHS pharmacy the Pharmacy Director is also 
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responsible for oversight of the privatized pharmacies. 

In a copy of a critial commentary by Mr. Dell'Olio and Bruce 

Gaulin, clinical pharmacist, obtained by the Bureau and with 

a facsimile machine date imprint of 3 August 1992, the two 

pharmacists wrote: 

"The use of the AIMS computer software package 1S also a part of 

this proposal. This software program contains a pharmacy package 

that has been piloted at one DMH pharmacy already (Westboro). 

The inefficiency of this software in meeting the needs of a 

typical DMH pharmacy cannot be overstated. Order entry time, 

one of the most critical factors in choosing a system, was 

exceedingly long. Combining this with the need for telephone 

links to the mini-computer spells a disastrous increase in 

order entry time at the facilities. At the time this system was 

piloted the clinical screening capabilities were minimal at best. 

This capabability is used to detect drug to drug interactions, 

and drug overlaps." 

The then Worcester State Hospital Pharmacy Director Dell'Ollio 

had a multitude of other criticisms of the pharmacy consultants 

report and he concluded that the pharmacy consolidation proposed 

by HCC was "a mediocre system." (ITEM 18) 
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He was not alone in his criticism of the AIMS system. Bureau 

sources were severely critical of it. They suggested two other 

systems that they said were less expensive and better - the QS-1 

and the DataStat systems - and, these sources, felt frustrated 

that their suggestions were ignored. 

Internally, the line managers were also critical of the system. 

In Bureau obtained documents there was a significant attempt to 

halt the acquisition of the AIMS system. 

In a memo dated 14 July 1992, Annette Hanson, M.D., DMH deputy 

commissioner, clinical and professional services, advised Medical 

Directors, Area Directors, and Chief Operating Officers, that 

"five points" were discussed at a meeting at the Executive Office 

of Health and Human Services ( EOHHS). The first of the points 

listed was "The computer system used would most likely be AIM's, 

and it would have to be expanded to all agencies. The cost of 

this is questionable. Dan Nakamoto would check to see if DCPO 

could fund this as a capital project." (ITEM 11) 

Three months later, in a memo dated 14 October 1992 from 

Commissioner Hanson to Daniel Nakamoto, assistant secretary for 

Facility Consolidation, Ms. Hanson protested the choice of the 

AIMS system. Hanson suggested substituting the Data Stat system. 
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"Based on conversation with some of our better pharmacies and my 

own personal knowledge ... The recommended choice, an expansion of 

the Aims (sic) Computer software package, ~s less than optimal. 

Our experience has shown this software to be inefficient in 

meeting the needs of a typical DMH pharmacy. We found the order 

entry time to be exceedingly long and the clinical screening 

capabilities to be inadequate," the Hanson memo said. The memo 

was was widely circulated and listed Charles Baker, Eileen 

Elias, John Ford, Carolyn Schlaepfer, walter Lander, and Tony 

Shake as receiving coples. The Bureau found no record of a 

response or of any discussion of the suggestion in the documents 

it subpoenaed. 

There were similar criticisms of the system from the DMR. 

On 18 June 1992, one month prior to the release of the final HCC 

report, Commissioner Cerreto requested a critique from Facility 

Directors and their colleagues regarding the HCC consultants 

recomendations. 

As mentioned earlier in this report, the Monson Pharmacy 

Director, Denis Brown, was highly critical of HCC. Regarding the 

HCC recommended AIMS computer system, Mr. Brown wrote: 
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"The proposed system is based on a computer system which is 

hospital based and was withdrawn from service at Westboro state 

Hospital due to poor performance. The system is reported to have 

a 'module' that will be added for the LTC (long term care) needs 

of DMR. MDC (Monson Development Center) has documented the 

multitude of problems associated with the use of a computer 

system which has be "adopted for LTC use."" (ITEM 9) 

Also among the HCC critiques was the comment of Edward A. 

Cavallari, Director of Pharmacy, Wrentham State School and, like 

Mr. Brown, the employee of a private vendor. 

Regarding the AIMS computer system, Cavallari responded: "The 

AIMS system was previously evaluated by the Department of Mental 

Health and rejected. They preferred and purchased the DataStat 

system for two DMH pharmacies (Worcester and Westborough State 

Hospitals)." (ITEM 7) 

In response to the House Post Audit and Oversight Committee ("the 

Committee") request and subpoena of the Department of Public 

Health (DPH) the Bureau found few records, notes, or memorandum 

regarding internal discussion of the HCC recommended AIMS system, 

or of any HCC criticism. 
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MULTIPLE CONTRACTS ISSUED 

Despite the extensive internal criticism of their work, HCC was 

awarded numerous other contracts with EOHHS agencies. Among 

subpoenaed documents, the Bureau found three separate contracts 

with DPH, DMH, and DMR for "pre-implementation strategies" of 

pharmacy privatization and a DMH contract that was an off-shoot 

of the original DCPO contract. This auxiliary contract was 

written with DMH for an assessment of the department's Community 

Mental Health Centers (CMHC). The CMHC final report was a simple 

re-ordering of the original DCPO report. 

The Bureau requested all HCC related documents from EOHHS and -

as requested by EOHHS - made separate and duplicative requests 

for the same material of DPH, DMH, and DMR. The Bureau found 

the maze of relationships concerning HCC contracts overly 

complex. 

One discernable pattern, however, was the initial writing of 

a contract for a small amount followed shortly by an amendment 

substantially increasing the original contract amount. 

Using the MMARS the Bureau found HCC had received $140,000 during 

Fiscal year 1993. MMARS also revealed that the firm continues to 

contract with the state, most recently receiving a $7000 payment 

in October. 
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POLISHING HCC'S INITIAL STUDY AND SELECTING A VENDOR 

After nearly a year of assessment (and other studies) by Hce, 

EOHHS hired another well compensated consultant, Concepts in 

Healthcare (CIH). 

eIH advised the EOHHS on assembling the RFP to solicit vendors 

to privatize and consolidate the pharmacies of DMH, DPH, and DMR. 

The HCC assessment and a nearly identical Community Mental Health 

Centers (CMHC) report also issued by HCC and paid for by DMH 

were appended to the RFP as explanatory appendices for the use of 

bidding vendors. 

There were seven bidder/vendors. Of this group three finalists 

were chosen, Liberty Healthcare Corporation of Bala Cynwyd, 

Pennsylvania, HPI Healthcare of Alberqueque, New Mexico, and 

the University of Massachusetts Medical Center of Worcester, 

Massachusetts. 

The University of Massachusetts Medical Center submitted the 

lowest bid at $11,564,960 for a three year budget, followed 

by the next lowest bidder, HPI Health Care Services, Inc. with 

a three year budget of $12,058,911., and the third finalist, 

Liberty Healthcare, Inc. submitted a bid of $12,509,985 for a 

three year budget. 
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HPI Health Care Services, Inc. was chosen from this field of 

three finalists. 

EMPLOYEE PARTICIPATION DISCOURAGED 

It was the Administraton's way or no way. Critical participation 

was not encouraged. 

In reviewing the records provided to the Bureau and after 

conducting a multitude of interviews with sources familiar 

with the labyrthine process the Administration called Pharmacy 

Consolidation, it appears that if the message was bad the 

messenger was ignored. 

On 20 August 1992 , Edward A. Cavallari, director of pharmacy 

at Wrentham State School, wrote to Commissioner Cerreto to thank 

her "for the opportunity to express my concerns at Tuesday's 

meeting with the Health Care Consultants regarding the proposed 

consolidation of state pharmacies .•• The fact that you involved 

the facility pharmacists in your decision-making process is most 

appreciated. I am grateful for having had the opportunity to 

be heard." Mr. Cavallari was a pharmacist at Wrentham State 

Hospital and an employee of a private vendor, Children's 

Hospital. 
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In a 8 July 1992 memo from DMH Deputy Commissioner Hanson to DMH 

Commissioner Eileen Elias regarding Pharmacy Materials, Hanson 

references and includes an alternative (pharmacy) plan submitted 

by George Oliveira. 

by the Committee. 

This memo was among the material subpoenaed 

Attached to it was a handwritten note 

addressed to "Eileen" and signed "A". It noted that Oliveira 

stated the pharmacists point of view and, Hanson said, they felt 

"uneasy (understandably)." 

During its inquiry the Bureau was shown several alternative plans 

by state pharmacists which were not among any of the documents 

submitted by any of the agencies subpoenaed. 

Although there is often reference to the cooperative nature of 

the pharmacy consolidation among the documents reviewed, there is 

no record of any action taken by policy level managers on lower 

level management suggestions. (ITEM 15) 

While there was state employee and state pharmacist 

representation on various selection committees that 

representation appears carefully constructed and never more 

than minority representation. Sources also told the Bureau 

that meeting notices often arrived just prior to the scheduled 

sittings making attendance a problem at the very least. The 

Bureau was provided a creditable example of this allegation. 
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The Bureau concludes that there was no desire for employee 

participation, particularly if the discussion was critical of 

management's aims. 

The Bureau concludes that the EOHHS pharmacy field study, 

overall review, and final recommendations were poorly done, not 

comprehensive, the subject of significant criticism, and did 

not adequtely consider client distinctions and departmental 

differences within DPH, DMH, and DMR. Therefore, the HCC study 

was insufficient to justify their recommendation to privatize 

and to consolidate EOHHS pharmacies. Yet, EOHHS imprudently 

proceeded to consolidate fast. (ITEM 11 
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PHARMACEUTICAL PRIME VENDOR: EXPENSIVE DRUG DISTRIBUTION 

Since July, 1992 Massachusetts has used a pharmaceutical prime 

vendor to acquire and distribute drugs to the EOHHS pharmacies. 

On behalf of the prime vendor, the Commonwealth negotiates the 

contracts with pharmaceutical manufacturers and establishes a 

drug product list for the prime vendor. The prime vendor, using 

this product list, acquires the pharmaceuticals and distributes 

them to the pharmacies within EOHHS. The missing element which 

makes this system inefficient is a lack of specialized and 
I 

professional drug contract management and negotiation, the Bureau 

was told by industry practitioners, analysts, and sources for 

this report. 

The Bureau finds the Massachusetts pharmaceutical prlme vendor 

system generally mismanaged. From beginning to end it was 

ineptly researched, poorly assembled, and inappropriately 

coordinated. 

DEFINITION OF A PRIME VENDOR 

A prime vendor is an industry or trade term that refers to a 

product procurement and delivery system. 
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In this report the prime vendor, or wholesaler, 1S a procurement 

agent and delivery service for pharmaceuticals bought and used by 

the Commonwealth of Massachusetts in its EOHHS pharmacies. Since 

June, 1992 this EOHHS pharmaceutical prime vendor is the James 

Brudnick Company of Malden. 

THE SURVEY RESEARCH TO SELECT A DELIVERY SERVICE 

The DPGS attributes its interest in a pr1me vendor to a survey it 

"prepared and mailed" to 49 states. Only 31 states responded and 

17 use a pharmaceutical prime vendor, according to DPGS summary. 

The same summary referred to "information" DPGS received from 

Boston City Hospital ("BCH") and the U.S. Veterans Administration 

regarding their prime vendor experience. The DPGS document did 

not specify the nature of the "information." (ITEM 22) 

The Bureau spoke to BCH regarding its prime vendor experience. 

The BCH pharmaceutical prime vendor arrangement has been in place 

for seven or eight years, according to the purchasing department 

there. 
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BCH said their prime vendor arrangement is a complex and 

cumbersome process, primarily because they did not utilize a 

contract mangagement firm to negotiate their pharmaceutical 

prices. This drug contract management feature is missing from 

the Commonwealth's prime vendor system. 

Another problem in the BCH prime vendor system is proper 

oversight capability. Because the prime vendor system deals 

exclusively in the flow of money, checking the purchase of 

proper, approved product, the cost of the product, and other 

necessary monitoring techniques is extremely difficult, and labor 

intensive, the BCH purchasing department said. 

The "information" sought by the state DPGS from the BCH 

experience cautioned against using a prime vendor without 

contract management for drug purchasing. There was no mention of 

this potential defect in the DCPO subpoenaed material or from the 

material from its subdivision, DPGS. 

In fact, a lack of investigation of the prlme vendor process 

seems to be a characteristic of the research process. 

In the summary of the prime vendor initiation and selection 

process, DPGS barely mentioned the Minnesota Plan for 

pharmaceutical purchasing. 
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The Minnesota plan is a group of states that collectively 

purchase pharmaceuticals to achieve a bulk purchasing discount. 

Yet, DPGS did indicate in its survey results that Connecticut, 

Maine, and Vermont were interested in participating in "a joint 

venture with the Commonwealth of Massachusetts on prime vending 

of pharmaceuticals. Incredibly, the survey summary indicated 

that "New Hampshire, Rhode Island, and New York did not return 

the questionaire." There was no mention of follow-up or inquiry 

from the states not returning the survey. No determination 

regarding the merit of a "joint venture" was made. 

not pursued. (ITEM 22) 

The issue was 

The Bureau finds this derelict inquiry and lack of interest 

appalling and not in the interests of the state-operated 

pharmacies, nor in the interests of the citizens and taxpayers of 

Massachusetts. 

Despite this minimal inquiry, DPGS established a prlme vendor 

pharmaceutical system. 

The Bureau believes this prlme vendor initiative was poorly 

researched and developed, and hastily conceived. It is, 

consequently, inefficient and expensive. DPGS based it's choice 

of a pharmaceutical prime vendor system almost exclusively on a 

single, incomplete, inconclusive survey and very poor research. 
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THE RFP PROCESS AND PRIME VENDOR SELECTION 

An RFP was issued on 19 February 1992. A vendors conference, 

attended by three participants, was held on 25 February 1992. A 

revised RFP, based on the vendor's conference, was issued on 19 

March 1992. The James Brudnick Company was the sole bidder. The 

selection committee judged him to be qualified in compliance with 

the RFP. The James Brudnick Company was selected in late April 

1992 for a two year contract with an option to renew at the 

pleasure of the Commonwealth. 

DRUG COSTS INCREASE UNDER PRIME VENDOR SYSTEM 

Each item procured for the state-operated pharmacies by the prime 

vendor added an immediate cost lncrease of 1.9 percent in a 

service fee or "upcharge." 

In addition, the Commonwealth's DPGS initiated an exclusive, 

annually expiring, pharmaceutical product contract, negotiated by 

the state, for prime vendor purchasing by the pharmacies. 

Further, DPGS began to make changes in the Commonwealth's 

existing pharmaceutical manufacturer's contracts. 

These existing contracts were negotiated prior to, and apart 

from, the initiation of the pharmaceutical prime vendor. 
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The pre-prime vendor drug contracts were for terms longer than 

one year and had staggered expiration dates in order to make drug 

price analysis and negotiation simpler. All contracts did not 

expire or begin at once. The burden of complex and comprehensive 

drug/price negotiations could be lessened if not avoided, sources 

for this report told the Bureau. 

These DPGS initiated contract alterations, which differed 

inexplicably from company to company, are explored in detail ln 

a separate section of this report devoted to the contract 

administration departments of drug manufacturers. Both of these 

changes (drug contract changes and the prime vendor system) 

increased costs to the state run pharmacies. 

REACTION TO RFP PROCESS: 

AN INEFFICIENT, MISMANAGED SYSTEM 

The Bureau reviewed documentation subpoened from the DCPO 

regarding the prime vendor initiative and the sole bidder, 

the James Brudnick Company. The Bureau also contacted 

representatives from companies who expressed an interest in the 

prime vendor initiative but did not bid for the contract. The 

Bureau was told by these company representatives that the process 

was "a horrible experience" and that, speaking as industry 
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practitioners, the Commonwealth did not exhibit any understanding 

of the wholesale vendor process, particularly the necessity of 

contract management for pharmaceutical purchasing. 

Also, the Bureau was told, the Commonwealth did not, and would 

not, provide any detailed information on the types of accounts 

that would be purchasing from the prime vendor system during the 

RFP process. Neither companies bid because they were unable to 

assess the cost of the service. Both companies made extensive 

inquiry only to be frustrated. One company representative 

told the Bureau that he requested a meeting with the DPGS legal 

counsel and informed the attorney that the Commonwealth was 

proceeding inappropriately and incompetently. The meeting 

produced no result, the pharmaceutical company representative 

said. 

"I was told that approximately 900 separate entities would 

have access to the purchasing plan. The award winner was being 

asked to provide the same level of service on a cost plus basis 

(acquisition cost and handling fee) to a school nurse in a town 

hall who may buy a few items, as to a large hospital (whose 

purchase may involve thousands of dollars worth of drugs in each 

order). Yet, there was no framework to support this structure 

and no difference made between the different classes of trade. 

The costs associated with this (type of service) could not be 

estimated," a pharmaceutical wholesaler told the Bureau. 
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Another wholesaler, who also reluctantly withdrew his company 

from the bidding, described a similar problem. He characterized 

the Brudnick proposal as an "extremely competitive bid". Like 

the first wholesaler, he was unable to determine the number 

of accounts involved. Nor, despite what he said were repeated 

inquiries, was he able to get the Commonwealth to set a minimum 

purchase amount on a per day, per order basis. 

what my costs would be," he told the Bureau. 

"I had no idea 

Both company representatives described the bid procedure as an 

inept, hastily conceived initiative that displayed a lack of 

understanding of the prime vendor system. In a discussion of the 

flaws of Commonwealth's prime vendor program, a representative 

of a large wholesale vendor said that the state doesn't 

utilize contract management to negotiate product and price with 

pharmaceutical manufacturers. The nature of the pharmacuetical 

business makes this feature essential, the wholesaler said. He 

told the Bureau that his company offered assistance in selecting 

"a group purchase organization" to negotiate the best drug price. 

This selection service was available at no cost to the customer 

(Mass.). There are 111 of these companies doing business, he 

said. The Commonwealth was not interested. 
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Under the present privatization, the Commonwealth negotiates the 

drug contracts. The wholesaler, who was aware of this primative 

practice - a joke in the industry, he said - told the Bureau that 

a single person (the Commonwealth's pharmaceutical purchaser) 

just can't do the job despite all good intentions and honest 

effort. The "swing in costs" (for pharmaceutical purchasing) 1S 

just too sophisticated, he said. 

THE MASS PRIME VENDOR 

Massachusetts' prime vendor system works on a cost plus basis 

(acquisition cost plus a service or handling fee). Rather than a 

cost savings, using the prime vendor introduced an immediate 1.9 

percent cost increase to the state operated pharmacies. This 

does not include the increased cost of pharmaceuticals. 

If the pharmaceuticial pr1me vendor does not stock a prescribed 

drug it must either obtain it immediately or substitute an 

equivalent. Price, in this case, is a secondary consideration. 

If the prescribed drug is unavailable or not on contract the 

prime vendor must obtain the drug or its equivalent at list price 

if necessary. Always added to this is the "upcharge." 
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Increased drug costs, charges that the pharmaceutical prime 

vendor was often out of specific products, and the "upcharge" 

added to the pharmaceutical costs of the EOHHS pharmacies with 

every item purchased. 

Because the state pharmacists were victims of both real and 

artificially induced price increases for pharmaceuticals (Refer 

to section on "Drugs"), they overspent their budgets. 

A lack of money left them without the financial resources at the 

end of the state's fiscal year to buy any drugs in anticipation 

of a new fiscal year's (July) price increases. 

These artificially induced prlce increases were instituted one 

year before the state-run pharmacies were privatized. The Bureau 

believes that the price increases made the state pharmacies 

appear more costly and less efficient. These cost lncreases 

make comparisons between a state operated pharmacy and a private 

contractor false. 
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DRUG COST SAVINGS ESTIMATED 

In a DPGS summary sheet the department claimed the prlme vendor 

system will result in a $3 million dollar drug savings. It 

listed those savings as a result of: "a 40 percent reduction in 

inventory; a 70 percent decrease in the number of purchase orders 

which must be placed; no longer needing to order non-contract 

items directly from the manufacturer now only has to deal with 

one order and delivery site, the prime vendor; and, better data 

on pharmaceutical purchases allowing the Commonwealth to better 

target its efforts in securing good prices." (ITEM 22) 

BCH and the pharmaceutical industry representatives all disputed 

various of these claims. Most notably,however, Boston City 

Hospital's purchasing department questioned the pharmaceutical 

data gathering and the problem this created in oversight. 

Particularly noted was the lack of a drug contract management 

firm as the main obstacle to drug price savings. The Bureau 

is concerned that this criticism was apparently not understood, 

or worse, ignored, when DPGS made its informational inquiry and 

decision to institute a prime vendor system for pharmaceuticals. 

Utilizing financial information provided to the Bureau by 

the state Comptroller's office the Bureau examined all the FF 

subsidiary expenses regarding drugs at the DPH, DMH, and DMR 

facilities for Fiscal Years 1992 and 1993. 
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In DPH and DMR there were 22 percent and 13 percent increases 

respectively in drug expenditures from FY 92 to FY 93. 

Pharmaceutical savlngs are not apparent in DMH although the 

actual expenditures are more difficult to analyse. Structural 

changes that took place in DMH - patient transfers to DPH and 

hospital closings - make drug cost comparisons difficult to 

assess. 

Some DMH organizations - Medfield and Westborough State Hospitals 

are examples - have significant increases in drug expenditures. 

The patient census at both these hospitals decreased slightly. 

Medfield State Hospital served 219 in patients in July, 1992, and 

210 inpatients in July, 1993. Westboro State Hospital served 271 

inpatients in July, 1992, and 258 inpatients in July 1993. Both 

of these hospitals' census figures are taken from the monthly DMH 

facilities reports. 

Some DMH institutions closed during FY 92. Patients at those 

institutions either transferred to private psychiatric hospitals 

(where cost comparisons are blurred) or in some cases special 

psychiatric units within the Commonwealth's public health 

hospitals. The patients transferred from DMH facilities to DPH 

facilities are counted in DPH patient census, according to DPH 

hospital management department. 
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Two of those now-closed DMH institutions - Metropolitan state 

Hospital and Danvers state Hospital - expended almost $600,000 ln 

drug costs in FY 92 but no funds in FY 93, according to financial 

information provided by the Office of the Comptroller. Until the 

location of the inpatients of those hospitals can be identified 

it is incorrect to attribute a $600,000 expenditure decrease to a 

cost savings in FY 93. 

While public facility drug costs increased, overall client ' 

census in DMH and DMR state operated facilities decreased between 

FY 92 and FY 93, according to DMH and DMR facility reports. DPH 

does not have a published facility report. The patient census 

at DPH state operated facilities remained about the same 

(approximately 1000 patients), althouh some of those inpatients 

are former DMH patients, according to DPH hospital management 

department. 

AN EXAMPLE OF DRUG COST INCREASES UNDER THE PRIME VENDOR 

State - operated Pharmacies were caught squarely between their 

mortar and pestle regarding drug cost increases and the prime 

vendor system. 
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An example of the pharmaceutical price escalation, both real and 

induced, can be seen in the contracts for an anti-psychotic drug 

called fluphenazine decanoate. 

The Commonwealth of Massachusetts entered into a 

contractual agreement with E.R. Squibb & Sons (now 

Bristol-Myers-Squibb) in 1991 to provide certain drugs including 

a drug known under the brand name of Prolixin, and known 

generically as fluphenazine decanoate. 

Prolixin, or fluphenazine decanoate, 1S a an anti-psychotic 

pharmaceutical. 

Since February of 1991 the price of fluphenazine deconoate 

injection 2Smg/cc has increased by 500 percent. 

Under a contract which ran from 19 February 1991 through 30 

September 1992, the contracted for price for a Sml vial of 

Prolixen ( Fluphenazine Decanoate Injection 25 mg/ml) was $9.84. 

Bristol Myers Squibb knew the price of Prolixen would 

increase and would not "protect the price" for the duration of 

the contract, according to Bristol Myers Squibb contract 

administration department. 
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The contract for Prolixen contained an option to renegotiate 

the price of the brand but the customer was obligated to initiate 

the prlce bargaining. 

At the end of May, 1991 the list prlce of Prolixin (25 mg/ml, 

5 ml vial) increased to $79.62. At this time, under contract, 

Massachusetts was paying $9.84 per vial. That price ($9.84) was 

effective until October, 1991. 

"It was the responsibility of the account (Massachusetts) to 

re-open price negotiation on the item. Agreement on a price for 

the second year of the contract was by mutual consent," according 

to Diane Prowant of Bristol-Myers Squibb contract administration 

department. 

Bristol-Myers Squibb pricing statements issued to the state 

Department of Procurement and General Services and the computer 

printout supplied to the Bureau under Committee subpoena 

contained the price renegotiation option and identified the 

option date as October 1991. 

The negotiator for the Commonwealth "failed to pick up 

the negotiation" and "released the accounts" from price increase 

protection. He did not exercise the option to renegotiate the 

price, Ms Prowant said. 
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Failure to exercise the option to renegotiate the price 

guaranteed the Commonwealth paid the maximum list price, $79.62. 

As this report is written the retail price for Prolixin, quoted 

by Ms Prowant, remains at the May 1991 price of $79.62. 

At the time of the price increase there wa~ also a contract with 

Lyphomed, Inc. to provide the generic fluphenazine decanoate 

injection 25 mg/ml, 5 ml for $35 per vial (which is more than 

$25 over the cost of the brand name Prolixin on contract). That 

contract ran to term and expired 31 March 1993, according to 

Carol Robey of Lyphomed, Inc. 

Ms. Robey told the Bureau that Massachusetts wrote another 

overlapping, annual contract with Lyphomed to provide the same 

dosage fluphenazine decanoate injection also for $35. 

This contract, negotiated for the prime vendor system, had a 

beginning date of 1 July 1992 and an expiration date of 30 June 

1993. It was renewed again as an annual contract to begin on 1 

July 1993 and expire on 30 June 1994, Ms. Robey said. 

The drugs purchased by the state pharmacists from these annual 

contracts with Lyphomed were subject to the 1.9 percent prime 

vendor handling fee, or "up charge." 
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---------------------------------------

Under the first annual contract (1 July 1992 through 30 June 

1993) the drug price for fluphenazine decanoate was $35 and the 

1.9 percent upcharge was 67 cents for a total cost of $35.67. 

When the annual contract was renewed on 1 July 1993 the drug cost 

of fluphenazine decanoate became $47.93 and the "upcharge" was 91 

cents for a total cost of $48.84 

In the case of the brand name Prolixin the failure to 

renegotiate guaranteed the Commonwealth would pay the highest 

price for the drug. The price of a product is determined by the 

company's product mangers, Ms. Prowant told the Bureau. They 

also determine if a price will be guaranteed for the duration of 

a contract or if it will be subject to re-negotiation. 

Asked if she felt the Commonwealth's negotiator should have 

exercised his option rather than "releasing the account", Ms. 

Prowant said that the re-negotiation would have been up to 

Bristol-Myers Squibb's price management department and she could 

not predict what that outcome would be. 

"It was known that Prolixin would take quite a jump. If I 

was in that position (to re-negotiate) that is what I would do," 

she said. 
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Later, when the contracts offered drug companies became annual 

negotiations rather than multi-year pacts with staggered 

beginning and expiration dates, Bristol Myers Squibb again 

entered into the pharmaceutical bidding process. 

Ms. Prowant said that in July, 1992 Bristol Myers Squibb offered 

a final price of $66.59 for Prolixin during the negotiation for 

the then new annual, prime vendor contract. That contract began 

on July 1992. The Commonwealth did not accept their bid. 

This bid was nearly one year after the re-negotiation option 

expired. The company would not speculate on the outcome of the 

earlier option that was allowed to expire without action. 

The brand name drug Prolixin, except for a Prolixen oral 

concentrate, is no longer supplied to the Commonwealth under 

contract, Ms. Prowant said. 

Far from saving money the agencies pharmacies incurred greater 

costs. 

The Bureau's inquiry and review of documents - both subpoened 

and public - and its conversations with pharmaceutical industry 

practitioners and representatives causes it to conclude that 

the prime vendor system, coupled with altered, cancelled, and 

renegotiated drug contracts increased cost and decreased the 

efficiency of the state operated pharmacies. 
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INTERACTION WITH PRIME VENDOR INITIATIVE BY DCPO AND HCC 

The vagueness of the DPGS rational for establishing a prime 

vendor is matched by the surprizing lack of documents involving 

coordination of the pharmacy privatization with the prime vendor 

process. However, the Bureau did find a few memos referencing 

inter-department, and consultant contact. 

During its inquiry the Bureau found among the subpoenaed 

documents a DCPO amended contract with HCC, the firm which was 

contracted to assess the EOHHS pharmacies. 

The $11,355. contract amendment included, in part, these 

instructions to HCC: "Meet with the Department of Procurement 

and General Services (DPGS) to orient them to the project as well 

as receive updated information on their efforts to award a Prime 

V~ndor Contract for drugs needed for facilities." 

This amendment signed by Christopher Pilkington was dated 5 May 

1992. F. Randy Vogenberg accepted the amendment for HCC but the 

signature is not dated. A cover letter containing the amendment 

approval documents and the amendment instructions are dated 12 

June 1992. The amended contract, issued by DCPO, expired 30 June 

1992. The cover letter indicated that Beth Rubenstein and Daniel 

Nakamoto both of DCPO received copies of the amended contract. 
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The prime vendor was already chosen by the time this amendment 

was executed. A simple phone call was all that was required. 

Earlier documents also establish and document contact between 

the DCPO and DPGS, both of which are under the organizational 

umbrella of the Executive Office of Administration and Finance. 

In a memo dated 13 January 1992 from Daniel Nakamoto (written on 

EOHHS letterhead) to Ellen Phillips, Mr. Nakamoto attached "per 

your request the RFP for the assessment of pharmacy operations in 

EOHHS institutions ••• We are very interested in linking the prime 

vendor bid with pharmacy operations as we believe there may be 

significant cost efficiencies to this linkage. The issuance of 

-separate RFPs only a few weeks apart would seem to be duplicative 

and create confusion among potential vendors." 

It is unclear why confusion would result as the RFP he attached 

sought "consulting services for the assessment of state operated 

pharmacy services in health and human service facilities." The 

bidders for these separate RFPs offered distinct and different 

services. (ITEM 20) 
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In May, 1993 Gary Lambert, deputy purchasing agent for DPGS, 

wrote to Mr. Nakamoto expressing his concern regarding the 

Pharmacy Services RFP issued on 6 April 1993 and the DPGS Prime 

Vendor Contract. The concerns, he said, "fall into the general 

categories of payment issues, ordering issues, and control 

issues." Mr. Lambert requested DPGS representation on the 

pharmacy privatization project. 

Mr. Nakamoto answered Mr. Lambert's letter on 14 May 1993 and 

stated that he believed any difficulties could be worked out. 

He also noted that the privatization project had been in 

communication with DPGS since its inception. (ITEM 19) 
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INEPTLY NEGOTIATED PHARMACEUTICAL CONTRACTS 

The DPGS conducts drug product and prlce negotiation with 

pharmaceutical manufacturers. 

Simply, the process involves assembling a product list for bid, 

distributing the product list - 1n this case pharmaceuticals -

to drug makers, receiving the drug company product proposals, 

studying those proposals, and awarding the contracts to those 

companies the Commonwealth beleives offers the best product for 

the price. 

The Bureau believes the Commonwealth's DPGS has ineptly handled 

pharmaceutical price and product negotiation particularly 

regarding the pharmacy privatization. In fact, the evidence 

obtained by the Bureau suggests possible contract manipulation 

to hinder the state operated pharmacies and enhance the 

comparative performance of the privatized pharmacies~ 

A CALCULATED PLAN TO RAISE THE COST OF BUYING DRUGS 

The devil was in the details. 
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Different methods were used to manipulate contracts. Some 

contracts were cancelled prematurely (McNeil and Ortho). Some 

contracts which contained items subject to renegotiation were 

not re-negotiated (Bristol Myers Squibb). other contracts were 

transferred to the new prlme vendor exclusively (Parke-Davis) 

when the company would honor - without penalty - both a direct 

purchase and a prime vendor relationship. By transferring a 

contract from direct purchase to prime vendor, the price of each 

item under contract increased by the prime vendor's handing fee 

of 1.9 percent automatically. 

Strategically and purposefully the cart was placed before the 

horse. 

While there is no question that many of the pharmaceutical prices 

escalated due to market forces and trends, the Bureau found that 

instructions given to drug manufacturers regarding contracts 

made prices even higher. The Bureau also is confounded by the 

inexplicable mixture of differing instructions to different 

manufacturers. The anecdotal evidence cited here suggests 

that simple common sense was never employed regarding the drug 

contracts and drug costs. At the least this is ineptitude. 

Inquiries and conversations with pharmaceutical companies 

support those allegations. For example: 
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CONTRACTS CANCELLED 

The starkest examples of contract tampering are the 

pharmaceutical contracts with McNeil Pharmaceutical and otho 

Phamaceutical. Both McNeil and Ortho are owned by Johnson and 

Johnson. They were recently consolidated into one pharmaceutical 

division but continue to operate independently, according to the 

ortho contract administrator. 

In a letter obtained by the Bureau in the course of its 

inquiry, dated 28 July 1992 and signed in behalf of Ellen 

Phillips, bureau director, Commodities, DPGS, the Contract 

Department of McNeil Pharmaceutical was notified "that the 

Commonwealth of Massachusetts .•. is terminating the Contracts 

listed above for convenience ••. This action will take effect 

August 17, 1992. Please do not accept any orders from 

Commonwealth Agencies after that date." ITEM 2) 

The letter listed "Contract(s) Number: D17223200, D1733400." 

Janet strahan of the contract administration department 

of McNeil Pharmaceutical confirmed the cancellation of both 

contracts. She said that the cancellation was "one of the first 

she received in a long time." 
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strahan said that the Commonwealth of Massachusetts has a 

current contract with McNeil to purchase pharmaceuticals through 

its prime vendor, the James Brudnick Company. That contract runs 

for one year and expires on 30 June 1994. 

It is not unusual for McNeil to offer both a direct purchase 

contract and a prime vendor contract. "Sometimes they want us to 

do both," she said. The Commonwealth did not want both. 

Among the items under contract to Massachusetts on one of the 

cancelled contracts, McNeil's Haldol Decanoate Injection 50mg/ml 

1ml, is an example of an immediate price increase of $50 per 

package. Haldol decanoate is an anti-pyschotic drug. 

Under both cancelled and current contracts Haldol decanoate comes 

in a package of 10. Prior to contract cancellation the price 

per package was $151.58. Once the contract was cancelled the 

Haldol Decanoate price jumped to $205.74 (which includes the 

"upcharge"). It was available only through the prime vendor 

acquisition price list once the direct purchase contract was 

cancelled. (Item 3) 
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Ms. Strahan said that the Commonwealth negotiated two 

contracts designed for the prime vendor. The first annual 

contract took effect 1 July, 1992 and expired 30 June 1993. It 

was replaced by the current contract which is also for one year 

and also runs parallel to the state's fiscal year. 

After cancelling the direct purchase contract the 

Commonwealth re-bid the contract for use by James Brudnick 

Company, the state's prime pharmaceutical vendor. "The products 

look pretty much the same (as those in the terminated contracts). 

They did not award a full line of the re-bid items. They 

did not, for example, take two Tylenol (a McNeil brand name) 

products. No reason was given," strahan told the House Post 

Audit Bureau. She said it was possible that the state may have 

preferred to take a generic version of Tylenol. 

In a separate interview with a pharmacist and source for 

this report it was explained that McNeil, for marketing purposes, 

offers Tylenol to institutions at an extremely low price. This 

allows McNeil to rightly claim that Tylenol is the product used 

at most institutions. Obtaining a low cost drug was apparently 

not central to the award decision. 
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Contract D1722 had a beginning date of 19 February 1991, 

and an ending date of 30 September 1992. Contract D1733 had a 

beginning date of 3 April 1991, and an ending date of 28 February 

1993. 

It is the cancellation of the second contract, 01733, that 

is the most troubling. This contract with McNeil had six months 

remaining before it expired. Once the Commonwealth cancelled 

the contract, the pharmacists were required to buy from the prime 

vendor price list. The prlme vendor prices were, at a minimum, 

1.9 percent higher due to the "upcharge" cost. 

Cancellation of the first almost expired contract is also 

suspicious. That contract was scheduled to terminate only 44 

days after the Commonwealth cancelled it (17 August 1992). 

Other pharmaceutical price agreements - the Bristol-Myers 

Squibb) and Boehringer Ingleheim LTD are examples - were 

covered under the same Contract Number (D1722) and ran to term 

(30 September 1992), according to Diane Prowant for Bristol Myers 

Squibb and June Snowden of Boehringer Ingleheim LTD. 
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ORTHO 

In the other example, the Commonwealth's two contracts with 

Ortho-Pharmaceutical, which 1S now consolidated with McNeil, were 

also terminated. (ITEM 4) 

In a letter similar to the notice sent to McNeil, 

Commodities Bureau Director Ellen Phillips wrote Ortho and 

stated that the "Commonwealth is now purchasing pharmaceuticals 

through a Prime Vendor and therefore agencies will no longer make 

direct purchases of pharmaceuticals from manufacturers." The 

termination was effective 17 August 1992 for both contracts. One 

contract was schedule to expire on 30 September 1992, the other 

on 28 February 1993. 

Under the ortho-Pharmaceutical contract the Commonwealth 

was able to purchase Retin-A Gel 01% 45 GM, 24 to the case for 

$451.44 or $18.81 each. Retin-A Gel is a dermatological salve. 

Not covered by contract and recently purchased by Brudnick 

for the Commonwealth, the cost per item of Retin-A Gel 01% 45 GM 

was $38.62, or $926.88 per case. This represents a 105 percent 

price increase in a period of 13 months. 
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It is reasonable to believe that saving the state operated 

pharmacies money on their pharmaceutical purchases was not the 

foremost consideration of the Administration. 

Ortho-Pharmaceutical does not contract with prlme vendors. If a 

Massachusetts' prime vendor wants to purchase a product it must 

do so at list price. 

Kay Bell of Ortho-Pharmaceutical's contract administration 

department said that the company's policy is in part due to 

the fact that Ortho sells highly regulated clinic designated 

products. These products are sold to federally funded but non

Medicaid supported clinics that serve the indigent or those 

"near-poor" - just marginally above the poverty line. Medicaid 

funded clinics are distinct and separate. The Ortho clinic 

designated products are closely monitored to avoid illegal 

re-sale beyond their clinic destination. 

In some cases, she said, ortho will allow McNeil to distribute 

its products. McNeil, for example, distributes to certain very 

large hospital buying groups. ortho does not allow McNeil to 

sell to state buying groups. For example, it does not sell to 

the Minnesota drug purchasing compact of 12 Western states. 
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AN UNEXERCISED OPTION 

The Commonwealth of Massachusetts entered into a 

contractual agreement with E.R. Squibb & Sons (now 

Bristol-Myers-Squibb) in 1991 to provide certain drugs including 

a drug known under the brand name of Prolixin, and known 

generically as fluphenazine decanoate. 

Prolixin, or fluphenazine decanoate, 1S a an anti-psychotic 

pharmaceutical. 

Since February of 1991 the price of fluphenazine deconoate 

injection 25mg/cc has increased by 500 percent. 

Under a contract which ran from 19 February 1991 through 30 

September 1992, the contracted for price for a 5ml vial of 

Prolixen ( Fluphenazine Decanoate Injection 25 mg/ml) was $9.84. 

Bristol Myers Squibb knew the price of Prolixen would 

increase and would not "protect the price" for the duration of 

the contract, according to Bristol Myers Squibb contract 

administration department. 

The contract for Prolixen contained an option to renegotiate 

the price of the brand but the customer was obligated to initiate 

the price bargaining. 
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At the end of May, 1991 the list price of Prolixin (25 mg/ml, 

5 ml vial) increased to $79.62. At this time, under contract, 

Massachusetts was paying $9.84 per vial. 

"It was the responsibility of the account (Massachusetts) to 

re-open price negotiation on the item. Agreement on a price for 

the second year of the contract was by mutual consent," according 

to Diane Prowant of Bristol-Myers Squibb contract administration 

department. 

Bristol-Myers Squibb prlclng statements issued to the 

state DPGS and the computer printout supplied to the Bureau under 

committee subpoena contained the price renegotiation option and 

identified the option date as October 1991. 

The negotiator for the Commonwealth "failed to pick up 

the negotiation" and "released the accounts" from price increase 

protection. He did not exercise the option to renegotiate the 

price, Ms. Prowant said. 

Failure to exerClse the option to renegotiate the price 

guaranteed the Commonwealth paid the most expensive list price, 

$79.62. 
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As this report is written the retail price for Prolixin, quoted 

by Ms. Prowant, remains at the May, 1991 price of $79.62. It is 

not possible to know, in retrospect, what lower price could have 

been negotiated. Bristol-Myers Squibb would not comment. The 

Bureau believes there was sufficient time and notification to 

renegotiate. Also, there was ample time to analyse the price 

hike. The price hike was made in May, five months before the 

Commonwealth's contracted price escalated. 

At the time of the price lncrease there was also a contract with 

Lyphomed, Inc. to provide the generic fluphenazine decanoate 

injection 25 mg/ml, 5 ml for $35 per vial (which is more than 

$25 over the cost of the brand name Prolixin on contract). That 

contract ran to term and expired 31 March 1993, according to 

Carol Robey of Lyphomed, Inc. 

Ms. Robey told the Bureau that Massachusetts wrote an 

overlapping, annual contract with Lyphomed to provide the same 

dosage fluphenazine decanoate injection also for $35. No action 

- as in the case of McNeil and Ortho - was taken to cancel the 

direct purchase contract. 

This annual contract, negotiated for the prlme vendor system, had 

a beginning date of 1 July 1992 and an expiration date of 30 June 

1993. It was renewed again as an annual contract to begin on 1 

July 1993 and expire on 30 June 1994, Ms. Robey said. 
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Under the first annual contract (1 July 1992 through 30 June 

1993) the cost of the drug fluphenazine decanoate was $35 and the 

1.9 percent "upcharge" was 67 cents for a total cost of $35.67. 

When the annual contract with Lyphomed was renewed the cost of 

fluphenazine decanoate became $47.93 and the "upcharge" was 91 

cents. The total price became $48.84 

In the case of the brand name Prolixin the failure to 

renegotiate guaranteed the Commonwealth would pay the highest 

price for the drug. The price of a product is determined by 

the company's product mangers, Ms. Prowant told the Post Audit 

Bureau. They also determine if a price will be guaranteed 

for the duration of a contract or if it will be subject to 

re-negotiation. 

Asked if she felt the Commonwealth's negotiator should have 

exercised his option rather than "releasing the account", Ms. 

Prowant said that the re-negotiation would have been up to 

Bristol-Myers Squibb's price management department and she could 

not predict what that outcome would be. 

"It was known that Prolixin would take quite a jump. If I 

was in that position (to re-negotiate) that is what I would do," 

she said. 
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Later, when the contracts offered drug companles became annual 

negotiations rather than multi-year pacts with staggered 

beginning and expiration dates~ Bristol Myers Squibb entered into 

the pharmaceutical bidding process. 

Ms. Prowant said that in July, 1992 Bristol Myers Squibb offered 

a final price of $66.59 for Prolixin during the negotiation for 

the then new annual, prime vendor contract. That contract began 

on July 1992. The Commonwealth did not accept their bid. 

This bid was nearly one year after the re-negotiation option 

expired. 

The brand name drug Prolixin, except for a Prolixen oral 

concentrate, is no longer supplied to the Commonwealth under 

contract, Ms. Prowant said. 

The state continues to contract with Lyphomed, Inc. for the 

generic fluphenazine decanoate. Lyphomed, Inc. which was 

recently acquired by Fujisawa USA, Inc., according to Ms. Robey. 
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SINS OF OMISSION 

A clear example of inaction contributing to a pr1ce increase 

can be seen in a contract with Boehringer Ingelheim, LTD for a 

anti-psychotic pharmaceutical generically known as mesoridazine, 

or known as a brand by the name of Serentil. Mesoridazine, or 

Serentil 1S an anti-psychotic pharmaceutical. 

This contract, like the Bristol Myers Squibb contract, 

included a price change effective 1 January 1992. In November a 

notification was sent out informing the Commonwealth that prices 

would increase. 

The price increases were substantial. Serentil 25 mg 

tablets rose in price from $24.44 to $46.65 or a 91 percent price 

increase, while Serentil 100 mg tablets rose in price from $33.77 

to $64.48, also a 91 percent 1ncrease. 

Despite notification of a price increase no action was 

taken, the price increased without any negotiation and the 

cotract ran to completion, expiring on 30 September 1992. 

It is interesting to note that this contract ' was not 

cancelled as was the McNeil contracts with the same termination 

date. 
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The Commonwealth and its agencies continued to buy from 

Boehringer, according to June Snowden of the company's contract 

administration. 

When the direct purchase contract expired, a new contract 

was awarded by the Commonwealth. Under that contract Boehringer 

Ingelheim LTD supplied the Commonwealth's pharmaceutical prime 

vendor, the James Brudnick Company. 

CONTRACT DIVERSION 

Another pharmaceutical manufacturer experienced a much 

different version of contract alteration. 

Parke-Davis has existing contracts with the Commonwealth 

of Massachusetts. One contract (Parke-Davis) covers brand name 

pharmaceuticals, and the other contract (Warner Chilcott) covers 

generic drugs. Both contracts are for one year and run from 1 

July 1993 through 30 June 1994, according to Annette LeMenze of 

the company's contract administration department. 

Last year, when the contracts covered direct purchase, 

Parke-Davis received a letter from the Commonwealth requesting 

that it amend its direct purchase contract to a prime vendor 

contract. 
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The Commonwealth listed James Brudnick Company and 

Cardinal/Syracuse, Inc. as the prime vendors, LeMenze said. 

She could not provide any information on the 

Cardinal/Syracuse account apart from its reference in a letter 

from the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. She supplied the Bureau 

with a copy of the letter. (ITEM 5) 

Parke-Davis makes no distinction between a prime vendor and 

a direct purchase arrangement. Ms LeMenze said that it adjusted 

its account to distribute its pharmaceutical products to Brudnick 

and Cardinal/Syracuse, but it would also allow the Commonwealth 

to purchase direct without penalty. The Commonwealth did not 

want this arrangement. 

Both Parke-Davis and McNeil allow the customer to designqte 

a prime vendor without penalty. Yet, each received different 

instructions from the same customer - the Commonwealth of 

Massachusetts. Why? 

The Cardinal letter provided to the Bureau by Parke-Davis 

identified Cardinal/Daley as the prime vendor for the EMS A 

operated Corrections pharmacy. 
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Based on the above examples, a wide variety of interviews, and 

the review of subpoenaed and source-supplied documents the Bureau 

has ample evidence to suspect that the Administration purposely 

increased prlces and financially hobbled the state-operated 

pharmacies. 

The state pharmacies drug purchases were routed through Brudnick 

at both a greater cost for the pharmaceuticals and a percentage 

handling fee or "upcharge" increase of 1.9 percent of the per 

item cost. 

At the same time state pharmacists access to more favorably 

priced pharmaceuticals (at prices that they used to construct 

their budgets for FY93) was stopped. This curtailment was not 

done to achieve a cost savings. 

In choosing a prime vendor to distribute drugs the DPGS claimed a 

$3 million savings would be realized. 

The Bureau inspected the drug expenditures for DPH, DMR and DMH 

for Fiscal years 1992 and 1993. The Comptroller's Office said 

that Fiscal 1993's expenditures may not be final as some bills 

may be yet unpaid. 

drug expenditures. 

This would result in an increase in FY 93 
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Compared to Fiscal year 1992, the drug expenditures for 

DPH increased by 22 percent in FY 1993, while, in the same 

comparision of fiscal years, the drug expenditures for DMR 

increased by 13 percent. 

Comparison of the DMH drug expenditures is more difficult due to 

institutional closures and inpatient census decreases mostly due 

to client transfers. 

DRUG COST SAVINGS ESTIMATED 

In a DPGS summary sheet the department claimed the prime vendor 

system will result in a $3 million dollar drug savings. It 

listed those savings as a result of: "a 40 percent reduction in 

inventory; a 70 percent decrease in the number of purchase orders 

which must be placed; no longer needing to order non-contract 

items directly from the manufacturer now only has to deal with 

one order and delivery site, the prime vendor; and, better data 

on pharmaceutical purchases allowing the Commonwealth to better 

target its efforts in securing good prices." (ITEM 22) 
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------------------~------------------------.------------------

Boston City Hospital and the pharmaceutical industry 

representatives all disputed various of these claims. Most 

notably, however, Boston City Hospital's purchasing department 

questioned the pharmaceutical data gathering and the problem this 

created in oversight. Particularly noted was the lack of a drug 

contract management firm as the main obstacle to drug price 

sav1ngs. The Bureau is concerned that this criticism was 

apparently not understood, or worse, ignored, when DPGS made its 

informational inquiry and decision to institute a prime vendor 

system for pharmaceuticals. 

utilizing financial information provided to the Bureau by 

the state Comptroller's office the Bureau examined all the FF 

subsidiary expenses regarding drugs at the DPH, DMH, and DMR 

facilities for Fiscal Years 1992 and 1993. In DPH and DMR there 

were 22 percent and 13 percent increases respectively in drug 

expenditures from FY 92 to FY 93. 

Pharmaceutical savings are not apparent in DMH although the 

actual expenditures are more difficult to analyse. structural 

changes that took place in DMH - patient transfers to DPH 

facilities and the use of private hospitals to place former 

inpatients in DMH as well as hospital closings - make drug cost 

comparisons difficult to assess. 
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However, DMH organizations which remain open and operating -

Medfield and Westborough state Hospitals are examples - have 

significant increases in drug expenditures. The patient census 

at both these hospitals decreased slightly. Medfield state 

Hospital served 219 in patients in July, 1992, and 210 inpatients 

ln July, 1993. Westboro state Hospital served 271 inpatients 

ln July, 1992, and 258 inpatients in July 1993. Both of 

these hospitals' census figures are taken from the monthly DMH 

facilities reports. 

Some DMH institutions closed during FY 92. Patients at those 

institutions either transferred to private psychiatric hospitals 

(where cost comparisons are blurred) or in some cases special 

psychiatric units within the Commonwealth's public health 

hospitals. The patients transferred from DMH facilities to DPH 

facilities are counted in DPH patient census, according to DPH 

hospital management department. Two of those now-closed DMH 

institutions - Metropolitan state Hospital and Danvers State 

Hospital - expended almost $600,000 in drug costs in FY 92 but 

no funds in FY 93, according to financial information provided by 

the Comptroller's Office. Until the location of the inpatients 

of those hospitals can be identified it is incorrect to attribute 

a $600,000 expenditure decrease to a cost savings in FY 93. 
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While public facility drug costs increased, overall client 

census in DMH and DMR state operated facilities decreased between 

FY 92 and FY 93, according to DMH and DMR facility reports. DPH 

does not have a published facility report. The patient census 

at DPH state operated facilities remained about the same 

(approximately 1000 patients), althouh some of those inpatients 

are former DMH patients, according to DPH hospital management 

department. 
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AN INFERIOR CONSOLIDATED PHARMACY 

In August, 1993, the pharmacies of DPH, DMH, and DMR - all EOHHS 

agencies - were consolidated and privatized. 

The Administration's EOHHS pharmacy privatization in its current 

form is a mismanaged, inefficient, more costly, and inferior 

substitution for the state operated pharmacies. 

Under the current contract the responsibilities and duties of 

the EOHHS pharmacy vendor, HPI Health Care Services, Inc., are 

needlessly and inappropriately fractured. Haste made waste. 

In its present form, HPI Health Care Services, Inc., only 

manages staff and procedures. All other functions are subsidized 

by the state or handled by the prime vendor. The pharmacy staff 

are former state employees transferred to a private payroll and, 

despite accumulated employment seniority, are now conditionally 

employed by the new vendor. (ITEM 24) 

Significantly, HPI Health Care Inc.'s own proposal to operate 

the EOHHS pharmacies suggested a more comprehensive pharmacy 

privatization system. (ITEM 27) 

The Administration, contrary to this vendor's suggestion and 

other evidence presented in this report, created an inferior 

product in its rush to privatize. 
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Item #1 



·. 'W 

~ U R C HAS E 0 ROE R 

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS 
EXECUTIVE OrrICE FOR ADMINISTRATION AND FINANCE 

DEPT-ORG: ~M H-4801 

E R SQUIBB & SONS INC 
POBOX 5250 
ORDER DEPARTMENT 
PRINCETON NJ 085435250 

FOR DELIVERY BY: 09 / 16 / 91 

SHIP TO CODE : DMH-4507 
SHIP TO: TAUNTON STATE HOSPITAL 

DANFORTH STREET, ENTRANCE 
TAUNTON , MASS 
02780 

ATTN: PHARMACY 
INSTRUCTIONS TO VENDOR: 

1 . THIS ORDER HAS ALREADY BEEN ENCUMBERED. 

BILL 
BILL 

I' ". II' . I' 

COpy NUM BER: 1 - VENDOR 

ORDER NUMBER: PG-DMH-4801-GP64104 

ISSUE DATE: 09 / 10 / 91 

FREIGHT: FOB DEST PREPAID 

VENDOR CODE: 1361219830005 

CONTRACT:: 017223400 

TO CODE: DMH-4507 
TO: TAUNTON STATE HOSPITAL 

PO BOX 4007 
TAUNTON , MASS 
02780-0997 
ATTN: BUSINESS OFFICE 

2. MAKE OUT BILL ON OUR PAYMENT VOUCHER INPUT FORM. RETAIN LAST COPY FOR YOUR FILE. 
3. PURCHASE ORDER NUMBER MUST APPEAR ON PAYMENT VOUCHERS , PACKAGES AND 

CORRESPONDENCE. 
4. SUBJECT TO INSPECTION ON DELIVERY. REJECTED MATERIAL RETURNED AT VENDORS EXPENSE. 

••••• CON FIR MIN C o R D E R DON 0 T 0 U P L I CAT E ••••• 
LINE ITEM DESCRIPTION I QUANTITY/UNIT I UNIT PRICE TOTAL PRICE 
LINE ITEM 00001 COMMODITY 
CHLORAL HYDRATE 

707-60-80-005016 IS8 . 4300 SSO . 58 

CHLORAL HYDRATE PRODUCTS 
MFC . ... SCHERER 
BRAND . . NOCTEC 
CATlC: . VARIOUS 

IPERCENT OFF CALI 

1 I 

1 I 
I 

ILINE ITEM 00002 COMMODITY 707-40-17-0200 50 IS9.8400 
IFlUPHENAZINE DECANOATE EACH I 
IFlUPHENAZINE DECANOATE INJECTION I 
IMrG . ... SQUIBB 
ICATlC: . :0003-0569-15 I 

I 11 ) ~" ")~' I 
I I~ ~ ' I 

S492.00 

I I 
1--------------------------------~------------~----------.-----~S~S4~2'.~5.-8 

I 
FLUPHENAZ DEC ~~: 

: MG/ML L YF'HOME 
5 ML 

60.00 48.84. 
~21-2607\ 93 ~87897 

I" 



Commonwealth ot Massachusetts 
Price List 

For state Aqencies 
Prime Vendinq Pharmaoeuticals 

Beqinninq Datel 07/01/92 
Expiration Datel 06/30/93 

Fluphenazine decanoate (25 mq/ml) 5 ml VIAL PROLIXIN 

Net Price: $35.67 LYPHOMED Std Pic: 

Fluphenazine enanthate ( ' ~9/ml) 5 ml VIAL PROLIXIN 

Net Price: $72.27 BRISTOL-MYERS SQUIBB Std Pk: 

· " 'I'I .. , llazine hcl (2.5 1I19/m1) 10 ml VIAL PROLIXIN 

Net Price: $80.40 LYPIIOMED Std Pk: 10 per cs 

Fluphenazine hcl e1xir (2.5 m9/5m1) 473m1 PROLIXIN 

Net Price: $112.97 BRISTOL-MYERS SQUIBB Std Pk: 

Fluphenazine soln (5mq/ml) 120 ml PROLIXIN 

Net Price: $49.70 SCHERING CORP std Pk: 

Flurasepam 15 mq cap BTL ot 100 DALKANE 

Net Price: $2. )J SCHEIN PHARMACEUTICALS INC Std Pk: 

Flurazepam 15 m9 cap UD 100 DALKANE 

Ihlt Price: S6.SS U S TRADING CORP Std Pic: ----.. ------. . - .----.-.. ~ 

• • 

> 
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3t~o~ 

~ fJ}":t1 

NDC M: 0003082405 

NDC j: 0469272000 

NDC j: 0003082050 

NDC M: 0085029605 

NDC j: 0036408010 1-
I · ·~ j 

i· i I:' ~ 
i :. 

NDC j: 0615046013 
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Item #2 



fYk~ 
£:ecuMe' ~fo- and§~ 
~~a/g;~andC§~Y~ 

t J I "1 
~. A', i .. · -- . .... 1 . 

WIlliAM F. WELD 
Govemor 

PETEA NESSEN 
Secretary 

PHILMORE ANDERSON III 
Stare PurchaslI1g Agent 

O~,}~/~~, :?A~ ()21()tf 

McNeil Pharmaceutical 
Welsh & McKeans Rd 
Spring House PA 19477 
Attn: Contract Department 

Subject: Cancellation of COlltract(s) Number: D 172232()U. D 1733400. 

Dear Sir, 

(617) 727·7500 
FAX (817) 727-4527 

July 28, 1992 

This letter is to inform you that the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, through the 
Department of Procurement and General Services (DPGS), is terminating the Contracts 
listed ahove for convenience, pursuant to the Commonwealth of Massachusetts Standard 
terms and conditions clause # 7. This action will take effect August 17, 1992. Please do 
not accept any orders from Commonwealth Agencies after that date. 

The Contract(s) being terminated for convenience because the Commonwealth is now 
purchasing pharmaceuticals through a Prime vendor and therefore agencies will no longer 
make direct purchases of pharmaceuticals from manufactures. 

111ank you for your participation in Commonwealth of Massa(.;husetts Contracts. We louk 
forward to your participation in future procurements. 

Should you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to call Brian L. Putnam at (617) 
727-7500 ext. 328. 

Sincerely, 
/ l ,/lU'; --- -- J?{, ~~~ ?' .." , . .. .... ..· .Y.- · . 

( / [. '. 'l.~ 'l- t- C ~ tfOJ 
Ellen Phillips 13&-
Bureau Director, Commodities 



G ENE R A L 

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS 
BID A WAR D NOT ICE 

~uR BID: D1733 - PHARMACEUTICALS PART III 

BID I N FOR MAT ION: CON T R ACT D ATE S: 

BUYER . ... . . D2 - BRIAN PUTNAM (EXT . 328) CONTRACT BEGIN DATE . .. ... 04/03/91 
BID TYPE ... S - STATEWIDE PRICE AGREEMENT CONTRACT END DATE ........ 02/28/93 
SET ASIDE .. . 

V END 0 R SUM MAR Y: 
VENDOR CODE VENDOR NAME VENDOR ADDRESS VENDOR QUOTATION AND TERMS 
CLASSIFICATION 

0420754450001PO 

3606984400035PO 

1119633340006PO 

5928218720006PO 

0412296900008PO 

3606984400027PO 

91100330130007PO 

56110861160004PO 

3630965200007PO 

ASTRA PHARMACEUTICAL PROD 

CONT-MICHELLE CHASSE 
PHHE-800 225 6333 

ABBOTT LABS (PHARM PRODS) 

CONT-RUSSEL LEHN 
PHNE-708 937 6734 

BELLCO DRUG CORP 

COHT-ORDER DEPARTMENT 
PHNE-800 645 5314 

BEST GENERICS INC 

CO NT-ORDER DEPT 
PHNE-800 452 2378 

JAMES W DALY INC 

CONT-ORDER DEPT 
PHNE-800 221 6202 

50 OTIS STREET 
ORDER EtHRY 
WESTBORO 
MA 015810000 

P . O. BOX 1420 
ORDER ENTRY DEPARTMENT 
ABBOTT PARK 
Il 600640000 

101 E. HOFFMAN AVE. 

LINDENHURST 
NY 117570000 

19589 HE 10TH AVE . 

MIAMI 
Fl 33179 

TERMS 
FRGHT 
MIN ... 

TERMS 
FRGHT 
MIN .. . 

TERMS 
FRGHT 
MIN .. . 

45 
I-FOB DEST PREPAID 

0.00 

3)( NET 30 
I-FOB DEST PREPAID 

0.00 

45 
I-FOB DEST PREPAID 

0 . 00 

TERMS . 45 
FRGHT . I-FUB DEST PREPAID 
MIN ... 0.00 

11 CENTENNIAL DR BOX 6041 TERMS 
BIDS & QUOTATIONS DEPT. FRGHT 

45 
I-FOB DEST PREPAID 

0 . 00 PEABODY MIN . . . 
MA 019616041 

ABBOTT LABS (DIAGNOSTIC DIV) DIAGNOSTICS DIVISION 
PRICING, D943, AP6C 

TERMS . 45 
FRGHT . I-FOB DEST PREPAID 

CONT-BETTY WHITE ABBOTT PARK MIN ... 0.00 
PHNE-800 323 9100 IL 600649078 

CONHAUGHT LABS INC 

CONT-ERIC TISCHLER 
PHNE-717 839 4337 

CAROLINA MEDICAL PRODUCTS CO 

CONT-TRACEY SMITH 
PHNE-919 753 7111 

UDL LABORATORIES INC 
(FORMALLY UNIT DOSE LABS INC) 
CONT-ORDER DEPT 
PHNE-800 435 5272 

ROUTE 611, P. O. BOX 1117 
ORDER DEPT 
SWIFTWATER 
PA 183700187 

P. O. BOX 147 
HIGHWAY 264A EAST 
FARMVILLE 
NC 278280000 

TERMS 
FRGHT 
MIN ... 

TERMS 
FRGHT 
MIN . .. 

POBOX 10319 TERMS 
BIDS AND QUOTATIONS DEPT. FRGHT 
ROCKFORD, MIN .. . 
Il 611313019 

45 
I-FOB DEST PREPAID 

$150.00 

45 
I-FOB DEST PREPAID 

0 . 00 

2% !lET 30 DAYS 
I-FOB DEST PREPAID 

0 . 00 

PAGE: OUI 
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS 
BID A WAR D NOT ICE 

FOR BID: D1722 - PHARMACEUTICALS PART II ("90-" 

G ENE R A L BID I N FOR MAT ION : CON T R ACT D ATE S: 

BUYER . . .... D2 - BRIAN PUTNAM (EXT.328) CONTRACT BEGIN DATE . . . . . . 02/19/91 
BID TYPE ... S - STATEWIDE PRICE AGREEMENT CONfRACT END DATE . ....... 09/30/92 
SET ASIDE .. . 

V END 0 R SUM MAR Y: 
VENDOR CODE VENDOR NAME VENDOR ADDRESS VENDOR QUOTATION AND TERMS 
CLASSIFICATION 

1325268210016PO HYETH-AYERST LABORATORIES P. O BOX 1773 FRGHT . NONE SPECIFIED 
MIN . . . 0.00 

PAOLI 
PA 193011773 

3630965200007PO UDL LABORATORIES INC POBOX 10319 TERMS . 2~ 30 DAYS 
(FORMALLY UNIT DOSE LABS INC) BIDS AND QUOTATIONS DEPT . FRGHT . I-FOB DEST PREPAID 
CO NT-LAURA SAGE ROCKFORD, MIN ... $50.00 
PHNE-800 435 5272 Il 611313019 

351140114110006PO MEAD JOHNSON PHARMACEUTICALS 2400 W. LLOYD EXPRESSWAY TERMS . NET 45 
BRISTOL-MYERS USPNG ATTN: CUSTOMER SERVICE FRGHT . I-FOB DEST PREPAID 

EVANSVILLE MIN .. . 0 . 00 
IN 47721 

0421123360007PO BRUDNICK, JAMES CD INC 219 MEDFORD ST FRGHT . I-FOB DEST PREPAID 
BIDS AND QUOTATIONS DEPT MIN . .. 0.00 

CO NT-SCOTT BRODY MALDEN 
PHNE-617 321 61100 MA 02148 

13043011900021PO LEDERLE LABORATORIES P. O. BOX 993 FRGHT . I - FOB DEST PREPAID 
AMERICAN CYANAMID CO DRDER ENTRY DEPAR1MENT MIN . .. $100.00 
CONT-J.F . KElLY HORSHAM 
PHNE-201 831 4677 PA 190440000 

5705110730006PO PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATES INC PO BOX 128 TERMS . 1~ 15 DAYS 
FRGHT . I-FOB DEST PREPAID 

CONT-SHARON REDDING CONESTEE MIN .. . 0 . 00 
PHNE-803 299 0597 SC 296360128 

5911453050000PO GOLDLINE LABORATORIES 1900 H. COMMERCIAL BLVD. FRGHT . I-FOB DEST PREPAID 
DIVISION OF GENERIX DRUG CORP MIN .. . $50 . 00 
CONT-EDWIN A BERRIOS FT . LAUDERDALE 
PHNE-800 327 4114 Fl 333090000 

5100140900039PO DU PONT PHARMACEUTICALS BARLEY MILL PLAZA P26-217 TERMS . 2~ 30 DAYS 
RTS 141 & 48 FRGHT . I-FOB DEST PREPAID 

CONT-CHRISTINE SHULTZ WILMINGTON MIN . . . 0.00 
PHNE-800 543 8693 DE 19805 

U53298500004PO PURDUE FREDERICK CO 
100 C","'CTlCUT ","u' \\ . 1- '"' 'EST ,,€pm DIR,GDV'T & INSTITL SALES N .. $100 . 00 

CONT-MRS. MARYANN G GLYNN NORWALK 
PHNE-800 877 0123 EXTN-4332 CT 068560000 

PAGE : 001 

DATED : 08/11/93 

P/A NUMBER 

D17220100 
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Commonwealth of Massachusetts 
Price List 

For state Agencies 
Prime Vending Pharmaceuticals 

Beginning Date: 07/01/92 
Expiration Date: 06/30/93 

Haloperidol 20 mg tab BTL of 100 

Net Price: $2.24 DIXON SHANE INC Std Pk: 

Haloperidol 20 mg tab UD 100 

Net Price: $5.41 ROXANE LABORATORIES INC std Pk: 

" Haloperidol 5 mg tab BTL of 1,000 

Net Price: $10.52 DIXON SHANE INC Std Pk: 

Haloperidol 5 mg tab BTL of 100 

Net Price: $1. 73 DIXON SHANE INC Std Pk: 

Haloperidol 5 mg tab UD 100 

Net Price: $2.55 ROXANE LABORATORIES INC Std Pk: 

Haloperidol decanoate (100 mg/ml) 1 ml AMP 

Net Price: $188.74 MCNEIL PHARMACEUTICAL Std Pk: 

Haloperidol decanote amp (50 mg/ml) 1 m1 AMP 

Net Price: $205.74 MCNEIL PHARMACEUTICAL Std Pk: 

Page 91 

NOC #: 68001 

NOC #: 834725 

NOC #: 59110 

NOC #: 59101 

NOC #: 834525 

5 per bx NOC #: 0045025414 

10 per bx NOC #: 0045025301 



., 
PHARMACEUTICAL PRICE LIST FOR STATE AGENCIES :' 

07/01/93 TO 06/30/94 

Product 
Acetaminophen liq 160 mg/ml 120 ml BTL Case 0 

Acetaminophen supos 600 mg BOX of 10 
Acetaminophen tab 325 mg BTL of 1,000 
Acetaminophen tab 325 mg BTL of 100 
Acetaminophen tab 325 mg UD 100 
Acetaminophen tab 500 mg BTL of 1,000 
Acetaminophen tab 500 mg BTL of 1 00 
Acetaminophen tab 500 mg UD 100 
Acetazolamide 250 mg cap BTL of 100 
Acetazolamide 250 mg cap UD 100 
Acetazolamide 500 mg sequel BTL of 100 Diamox 
Acetycysteine inhalation 20% soln 30 ml box 
Acetylcysteine inhalation soln 10% 30 ml box 
Albuterol 17 gm inhaler 
Albuterol 2 mg tab BTL of 100 
Albuterol 2 mg tab UD 100 
Albuterol 2mg/5ml syrup pint 
Albuterol 200 mg rotocap Inh. Btl of 24 
Albuterol Inh. 2.5 mg/3ml UD box of 25 
Albuterol inhalent soln ( 0.5%) 20 ml 
Allopurinol 100 mg tab BTL of 100 
Allopurinol 100 mg tab UD 100 
Allopurinol 300 mg tab BTL of 100 
Allopurinol 300 mg tab BTL of 500 
Allopurinol 300 mg tab UD 100 
Aloh + magoh + sime susp MAALOX PLUS 5 ounce 
Aloh + magoh susp MAALOX 5 ounce box of 48 
Alprazolam 0.25 mg tab BTL of 100 
Alprazolam 0.25 tab BTL of 500 
Alprazolam 0.25 tab RNP 100 
Alprazolam 0.25 tab UD 100 
Alprazolam O.!D mg tab BTL of 100 
Alprazolam 0.5 mg tab btl of 500 
Alprazolam 0.5 mg tab RNP BOX of 100 
Alprazolam 0.5 mg tab UD BOX of 100 
Alprazolam 1 mg tab BTL of 100 
Alprazolam 1 mg tab RNP of 100 
Alprazolam 1 mg tab UD 100 
Aluminum hydroxide susp 12 ounce case of 12 
Amantadine 100 mg cap BTL of 100 
Amantadinr 100 mg cap UD BOX of 100 

{' " /' ~ JI \ , ,,. , . {[ I I ' I I ' · ~ 

AQ Vendor 
McNeil Pharmaceutical 
Richmond Pharmaceutical 
Mason Distributors 
Mason Distributors 
Goldline Labs 
Mason Distributors 
Mason Distributors 
Goldline Labs 
General Drug Co. 
UDL Labs 
Lederle Labs 
DuPont Multi Source Products 
DuPont Multi Source Products 
Gensia Labs 
Richmond Pharmaceutical 
UDL Labs 
Lemmon Company 
Gensia Labs 
General Drug Co. 
General Drug Co. 
Geneva Pharmaceutical 
Geneva Pharmaceutical 
Geneva Pharmaceutical 
Geneva Pharmaceutical 
Geneva Pharmaceutical 
Rhone-Poulenc Rorer Pharmaceut 
Rhone-Poulenc Rorer Pharmaceut 
Upjohn Company 
Upjohn Company 
Upjohn Company 
Upjohn Company 
Upjohn Company 
Upjohn Company 
Upjohn Company 
Upjohn Company 
Upjohn Company 
Upjohn Company 
Upjohn Company 
Pharmaceutical Associates Inc 
Richmond Pharmaceutical 
Uniter States Trading Co. 

" , 

Net Price 
$25.19 

$1.45 
$5.45 
$0.73 
$1.83 
$7.61 
$0.96 
$2.24 
$3.72 
$5.68 

$70.07 
$86.61 
$71.33 
$15.83 

$1.45 
$4.92 

$14.88 
$13.83 
$17.58 

$6.88 
$1.91 
$3.59 
$3.77 

$17.93 
$5.54 

$21.21 
$16.51 
$44.17 

$225.44 
$56.79 
$48.89 
$55.03 

$266.69 
$67.39 
$59.58 
$73.42 
$83 .97 
$77.33 
$16.39 

$8.77 
$12.23 

NDC Number 
0045-0187-03 
0713-0119-12 
11845-0596-4 
11845-0596-1 
0182-8447-89 
11845-0799-4 
11845-0799-1 
0182-8453-89 
5348916701 
51079-052-20 
57706-0753-23 
0590-5212-85 
0590-5214-85 
0173-0321-88 
5011-491-01 
51079-657-20 
0093-0661-16 
0173-0389-03 
49502069703 
382456400?DEY 
00781-1080-01 
00781-1080-13 
00781-1082-01 
00781-1082-05 
00781-1082-13 
0067-0332-91 
0067-0330-79 

29-01 
29-02 
29-20 
29-46 
55-01 
55-03 
55-22 
55-46 
90-01 
90-17 
90-02 

0121-0234-12 
0665-4140-06 
0832-1015-13 



• lduct 
ioperidol 01 mg tab BTL of 1,000 
loperidol 01 mg tab BTL of 100 
Iloperidol 01 mg tab UD 100 
'operidol 02 mg tab BTL of 1,000 
Iloperidol 02 mg tab BTL of 100 
Iloperidol 02 mg tab UD 100 
Iloperidol 05 mg tab BTL of 1,000 
lloperidol 05 mg tab BTL of 100 
lloperidol 05 mg tab UD 100 
lloperidol 10 mg tab BTL of 100 
lloperidol 10 mg tab BTL of 500 
. 1 • ' idol 10 mg tab UD 100 

JO _I . _lidol 20 mg tab BTL of 100 
31operidol decanoate (100 mg/ml) 1 ml AMP bo 
31operidol decanoate (100 mg/ml) 5 ml MDV 
31operidol decanoate (50 mg/ml) 1 ml AMP box 
aloperidol decanoate (50mg/ml) 5 ml MDV 
aloperidol lactate (5 mg/ml) 1 ml vial box 
-.Ioperidol soln (2 mg/ml) 120 ml BTL 
eparin 10,000 u/ml 1 ml single dose VIAL 
eparin 1000 u/ml 30 ml multi dose VIAL 
eparin 5000 u/ml 1 ml single dose VIAL 
er~ri'1 lock flush (Heparin 10 U/ml) 1 ml Car 
I : .: B vaccine recombinant adult sdv 
,upatis B vaccine recombinant pediatric sdv 
Iydrochlorthiazide 25 mg tab UD 100 
Iydrochlorthiazide 50 mg tab UD 100 
Iydrocortisone crm 0.5% 30 gm TUBE 
Ivdrocortisone crm 1 % 30 gm TUBE 
tydrocortisone sod sucinate 100 mg VIAL 
lydrocortisone sod sucinate 250 mg VIAL 
lydromorphone 2 mg cartridge box of 10 
lydromorphone 2 mg tab RNP 100 
lydromorphone 2 mg Tubex 10/box 
~ydromorphone 4 mg cartridge box of 10 
~ydromorphone 4 mg tab RNP 100 
~ydromorphone 4 mg Tubex 10/box 
~ydroxyzine hcl 10 mg tab BTL of 100 
-tydroxyzine hcl 10 mg tab UD 100 
-tydroxyzine hel 25 mg tab BTL of 1 00 
rlydroxyzine hcl 25 mg tab UD 100 

~
YdrOXYZine hel 50 mg tab BTL of 100 
ydroxyzine hel 50 mg tab UD 100 
vdroxvzine hel single dose (25 mg/ml) 1 ml V 

• AQ Vendor 
Dixon-Shane, Inc. 
Dixon-Shane, Inc. 
Geneva Pharmaceutical 
Dixon-Shane, Inc. 
Dixon-Shane, Inc. 
Geneva Pharmaceutical 
Dixon-Shane, Inc . 
Dixon-Shane, Inc. 
Geneva Pharmaceutical 
Dixon-Shane, Inc. 
Dixon-Shane, Inc. 
Geneva Pharmaceutical 
Dixon-Shane, Inc. 
McNeil Pharmaceutical 
McNeil Pharmaceutical 
McNeil Pharmaceutical 
McNeil Pharmaceutical 
SoloPak Pharmaceuticals 
Richmond Pharmaceutical 
Fujisawa USA, Inc. 
Fujisawa USA, Inc. 
Fujisawa USA, Inc. 
Wyeth-Ayerst Labs 
Smith Kline Beecham 
Smith Kline Beecham 
Goldline Labs 
Goldline Labs 
United States Trading Co . 
United States Trading r . 
Upjohn Company 
Upjohn Company 
Sanofi Winthrop Pharmaceutical 
Roxane Labs Inc. 
Wyeth-Ayerst Labs 
Sanofi Winthrop Pharmaceutical 
Roxane Labs Inc. 
Wyeth-Ayerst Labs 
Richmond Pharmaceutical 
Richmond Pharmaceutical 
Richmond Pharmaceutical 
Richmond Pharmaceutical 
Richmond Pharmaceutical 
Richmond Pharmaceutical 
SoloPak Pharmaceuticals 

Net Price 
$7.35 
$1.22 
$1.66 
$9.57 
$1 .27 
$1.99 

$10.71 
$1.73 
$2.19 
$2.19 
$9 .28 
$2 .99 
$4.59 

$188.74 
$188.74 
$205.74 
$102.90 

$6.11 
$3.45 
$0.49 
$0.96 
$0.37 

$17 .99 
$29.04 
$14.27 

$1.68 
$1.78 
$0.61 
$0.91 
$0.75 
$0.92 
$5.99 

$14.78 
$5.98 
$6.39 

$21.30 
$6.38 
$1 .31 
$3.03 
$2 .01 
$3.16 
$2 .45 
$3.86 
$5 .23 

• NDC Number 
49884-224-10 
49884-224-01 
00781-1392-13 
49884-225-10 
49884-225-01 
00781-1393-13 
49884-226-10 
49884-226-01 
An -, n 1 .. ,...",... .. -

~ 

~ 

I 

V I OoL- V;');') /-0:;' 

45802-002-03 
45802-003-03 

900-03 
909-08 

0024-0728-02 
00054-8392-24 
0008-0295-01 
0024-0727-02 
00054-8394-24 
0008-0296-01 
5011-307-01 
57480-415-01 
50111-308-01 
57480-429-01 
50111 -309-01 
57480-430-01 
39769-023-02 



Item #3 
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PUR C HAS E 0 R 0 ~ ~ I COPY ~UHBe:R; 4· CCMPTRCLLi:i( 

I 

I 
jCOMMONWEALTH Or HASSACHUSETTS 

~ ~ ~cu IV, OFrIC~ FOR AOMINISTRATICN ANO 
ORDER 11U~BtR: PG-OMI-"-4401-G1C9788 

FINANCIL 

I ISSUE OATE: ~_I_/_O_4_/_:3)_S2 

rREICHT: rCB OEST PREPAID 

MCNEIL P~ARMACEUTICAL 
101 PARK ORIVE 

VENDOR CODE: 2308S2440COC5 

OROER ENTRY OEPARTMENT 
MCNTGOMERVVILLt PA 

rOR DELIVERY av: ~a I 04 / 32 

SHIP TO COO~: DHH-4401 
SHIP TO: ~ESTBOROUQH STATE HOSPITAL 

STOREROOM 
P . O. BOX 288 
LYMAN STREET 
WESTBOROUQH, MA 01581 

INSTRUCTIONS TO V~NDOR: 
1. THIS ORDER HAS ALREADV BEEN ENCUMBERED. 

CCNTRACU: D17223200 

BILL TO CODE: OMH-4401 
aILL TO: WESTBOROUGH STATE ~OSPITAL 

P. O. BOX 281 
LYMAN STREET 
WESTBOROUGH, MA 01581 

MAKE OUT BILL ON OUR PAYMENT VOUCHER INPUT rORM. RETAIN LAST COPY ~OR YOUR rILE. 
_. ~URCHASE ORDER NUMBER MUST APPEAR ON PAYMENT VOUCHERS , PACKAQ~S AND 

CORRESPONDENCE. 
4. SUBJECT TO INSPECTION ON DELIVERY . REJECTED MATERIAL ~£TURNEO AT VENOORS EXPENSE. 

".'1 CON r I R MIN COR 0 E R DON 0 T 0 U P LIe A T £ ••• J • 
• INt ITEM OESCRIPTION I QUANTITY/UNIT r UNIT PRICE TOTAL PRICE 
.INt ITtM ceOOl COMMODITY 707-40-74-0200116 , 1128.7000 n,33C.SO 
~ALOPERIOOL OECANOAT£ PERceNT orr CAL 
~ALOP£RIDOL OECANOATE INJECTION 7~ 
~ALOOL 100 HG/6 HL SHL MOV 
'F'Q •••• M CN£11. 
lRANO .. HALDOL 
:ATLC: . VARIOUS 

701-40-74-0200 10 .INE ITEM 00002 COMMODITY 
fALOPtRIDOL OECANOATE 
lALCPERIOOL OECANOATE INJECTION 
IALOOL ~O HC/S ~L 6Ml. MOV 

PERCENT orr CAL 

/ 
IFQ • . •• MCNtIL 
IRAND .• HALDOL 
:ATLC: . VARIOUS 

.INE ITEM 00003 COMMODlTY 
III ~PERIOOL OECANOATE 

701-40-74-0200 16 

?ERIDOL DECAHOATE INJECTION 
~LDOLDECANOATE so MC/HL AMPS 
rG • ... MCNEIL 
.RAND .. HALDOL 
ATLe: . VARIOUS 

PERCENT orr CAL 
,1 

$15.7S00 5757.90 

$151.6800 12,2.73.70 



Commonwealth of Massachusetts 
Price List 

For state Agencies 
Prime vending Pharmaceuticals 

Beginning Date: 07/01/92 
Expiration Date: 06/30/93 

Haloperidol 20 mg tab BTL of 100 

Net Price: $2.24 DIXON SilANE INC Std Pk: 

Haloperidol 20 mg tab UD 100 

Net Price: $5.41 ROXANE LABORATORIES INC s td Pk : 
- --- - -

i 
Haloperidol 5 mg tab BTL of 1,000 

Net Price: $10.52 DIXON SHANE INC Std Pk: 

Haloperidol 5 mg tab BTL of 100 

Net Price: $1. 73 DIXON SHANE INC Std Pk: 

Haloperidol 5 mg tab UD 100 

Net Price: $2.55 ROXANE LABORATORIES INC std Pk: 

Haloperidol decanoate (100 mg/ml) 1 ml AMP 

Net Price: $188.74 MCNEIL PIIARMACEUTICAL S td Pk: 

lIaloperidol decanote amp (50 mg/ml) 1 ml AMP 

Uet prj ce: $205.74 MCNEIL PIIAHMACEUTICAL S t d Pk : 
---- -------

Page 91 

NDC #: 68001 

NDC #: 834725 

NDC #: 59110 

NDC #: 59101 

NDC #: 834525 

5 per bx NDC #: 0045025414 

10 per bx NDC #: 0045025301 



Item #4 



0/ 
GxeadUPe~fo and§~ 
g~o/q;~andC§~g~ 

WIlliAM F. WELD C~, S~ ~ !Aodon., (JP'I()3 
Govamor 

PETER NESSEN 
Sacretary 

PHILMORE ANDERSON III 
State Purchasing Agent 

Ortho Pharaceutical Cor 
Route 202 PO Box 300 
Raitan NJ 08869-0602 
Attn: Contract Department 

(611) 727-7500 
FAX (617) 727-4527 

Subject: Cancellation of Contract(s) Number: D173J~8, 0172:;1300. 
:tm~ ~2\Oeo - c~ 

Dear Sir, .)Ao Ih~ 8/1119~ 
~.~ This letter is to inform you that the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, through the . ~ 

Department of Procurement and General Services (DPGS), is terminating the Contracts j4J ~.., 
listed above for convenience, pursuant to the Commonwealth of Massachusetts Standard 
terms and conditions clause # 7. This action will take effect August 17, 1992. Please do 
not accept any orders from Commonwealth Agencies after that date. 

The Contract(s) being terminated for convenience because the Commonwealth IS now 
purchasing pharmaceuticals through a Prime vendor and therefore agencies will no longer 
make direct purchases of pharmaceuticals from manufactures. 

Thank you for your participation in CommonweaHh of Massachusetts Contracts. \Ve look 
forward to your participation in future procurements. 

Should you have any questions or <:oncerns, please feel free (Q call Brian L. Putnam at (617) 
727-7500 ext. 328. 

Sincerely, 

[fl~", ~(J;,dd!.rfi(fG-
Ellen Phillips 
Bureau Director, Commodities ~ I 

J -----



-. 

o ENE R A L 

COMMONHEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS 
BID A H A R D NOT ICE 

~OR BIOI 01733 - PHARMACEUTICALS PART III 

BID I N FOR MAT ION : CON T R ACT D ATE S: 

BUYER ...... 02 - BRIAN PUTNAM (EXT.328) CONTRACT BEGIN DATE .... . . 04/03/91 
BID TYPE ... S - STATEWIDE PRICE AGREEMENT CONTRACT END DATE .... .... 02/28/93 

. SET ASIDE .. . 

V END 0 R SUM MAR Y: 
VENDOR CODE VENDOR NAME VENDOR ADDRESS VENDOR QUOTATION AND TERMS 
CLASSIFICATION 

0420754450001PO 

3606984400035PO 

1119633340006PO 

59282U720006PO 

D412296900008PO 

3606984400027PO 

9800330130007PO 

5611086a60004PO 

3630965200007PO 

ASTRA PHARMACEUTICAL PROD 

CONT-MICHElLE CHASSE 
PHNE-800 225 6333 

ABBOTT LABS (PHARM PRODS) 

CONT-RUSSEl LEHN 
PHNE-708 937 6734 

BELLCO DRUG CORP 

CONT-ORDER DEPARTMENT 
PHNE-800' 645 5314 

BEST GENERICS INC 

CONT-ORDER DEPT 
PHNE-800 452 2378 

JAMES W DALY INC 

CONT-ORDER DEPT 
PHNE-800 221 6202 

50 OTIS STREET 
ORDER ENTRY 
HESTBORO 
MA 015810000 

P . O. BOX 1420 
ORDER ENTRY DEPARTMENT 
ABBOTT PARK 
IL 600640000 

101 E, HOFFMAN ~VE . 

LINDENHURST 
NY 117570000 

19589 NE 10TH AVE . 

MIAMI 
FL 33179 

TERMS 
FRGHT 
MIN . .. 

TERMS 
FRGHT 
MIN . .. 

TERMS 
FRGHT 
MIN ... 

TERMS 
FRGHT 
MIN .. , 

11 CENTENNIAL DR BOX 6041 TERMS 
BIDS & QUOTATIONS DEPT. FRGHT 
PEABODY MIN . .. 
MA 019616041 

45 
I-FOB DEST PREPAID 

0 . 00 

3" UEt 30 
I-fOB DESr PREPAID 

0 . 00 

45 
I-FOB DEST PREPAID 

0 . 00 

45 
I-FOB DEST PREPAID 

0 . 00 

45 
I-FOB OEST PREPAID 

O. OD 

ABBOTT LABS (DIAGNOSTIC DIV) DIAGNOSTICS DIVISION 
PRICING, D943, AP6C 

TERMS . 45 
FRGHT . I-FOB DESr PREPAID 

CONT-BETTY HHITE ABBOTT PARK MIN ... 0 . 00 
PHNE-800 323 9100 IL 600649078 

CONNAUGHT LABS INC 

CONT-ERIC TISCHLER 
PHNE-717 839 4337 

CAROLINA MEDICAL PRODUCTS CO 

CONT-TRACEY SMITH 
PHNE-919 753 7111 

UDL LABORATORIES INC 
(FORMALLY UNIT DOSE LABS INC) 
CONT-ORDER DEPT 
PHNE-800 435 5272 

ROUTE 611. P. O. BOX 187 
ORDER DEPT 
SHIFTHATER 
PA 183700187 

P. O. BOX 147 
HIGHHAY 264A EAST 
FARMVILLE 
NC 278280000 

TERMS 
FRGHT 
MIN . . . 

TERMS 
FRGHT 
MIN . .. 

POBOX 10319 TERMS 
BIDS AND QUOTATIONS DEPT . FRGHT 
ROCKFORD, MIN . . . 
IL 611313019 

45 
I-fOB DEST PREPAID 

$150 . 0D 

45 
I-fOB DEST PREPAID 

0.00 

2" IItl 30 DAYS 
I-fOB DESr PREPAID 

0 . 00 

PAGE : 001 

DATED : 08/11/93 

P/A NUMBER 

D17 330100 

D173~0200 

D17330300 

017330400 

017330500 

D17330600 

017330700 

017330800 

D17530900 
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G ENE R A L 

COMMONHEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS 
BID A H A R D NOT ICE 

FOR BID' D1722 - PHARMACEUTICALS PART II (R90- R 

BID I N FOR MAT ION: CON T R ACT D ATE S: 

BUYER ...... D2 - BRIAN PUTNAM (EXT . 328) CONTRACT BEGIN DATE ...... 02/19/91 
BID TYPE ... S - STATEHIDE PRICE AGREEMENT CONfRACT END DATE ........ 09/30/92 
SET ASIDE .. . 

V END 0 R SUM MAR Y: 
VENDOR CODE VENDOR NAME VENDOR ADDRESS VENDOR QUOTATION AND TERMS 
CLASSIFICATION 

1325268210016PO 

3~30965200007PO 

351140a480006PO 

0421123360007PO 

1304308900021PO 

5705110730006PO 

5911453050000PO 

5100140900039PO 

1353298500004PO 

HYETH-AYERST LABORATORIES 

UDL LABORATORIES INC 
(FORMALLY UNIT DOSE LABS INC) 
CONT-LAURA SAGE 
PHNE-aOO 435 5272 

MEAD JOHNSON PHARMACEUTICALS 
BRISTOL-MYERS USPNG 

BRUDNICK. JAMES CO INC 

CONT-SCOTT BRODY 
PHNE-617 321 6aOO 

LEDERLE LABO~ATORIES 
AMERICAN CYANAMID CO 
CONT-J.F. KELLY 
PHNE-201 831 4677 

P . O BOX 1773 

PAOLI 
PA 19301117 3 

FRGHT . NONE SPECIFIED 
MIN . . . 0.00 

POBOX 10319 TERMS . 2x 30 DAYS 
BIDS AND QUOTATIONS DEPT. FRGHT . I-FOB DEST PREPAID 
ROCKFORD. MIN ... $50.00 
IL 611313019 

2400 H. LLOYD EXPRESSHAY TERMS . NET 45 
ATTN : CUSTOMER SERVICE FRGHT. I-FOB DEST PREPAID 
EVANSVILLE MIN.. . 0 . 00 
IN 47721 

219 MEDFORD ST FRGHT . I-FOB DEST PREPAID 
BIDS AND QUOTATIONS DEPT MIN ... 0.00 
MALDEN 
MA 02148 

P . O. BOX 993 FRGHT . I - FOB DEST PREPAID 
ORDER ENTRY DEPARTMENT MIN ... $100 . 00 
HORSHAM 
PA 190440000 

PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATES INC PO BOX 128 TERMS . IX 15 DAYS 

CONT-SHARON REDDING 
PHNE-a03 299 0597 

CONESTEE 
SC 296360128 

FRGHT . I-FOB DEST PREPAID 
MIN ... 0 . 00 

GOLDLINE LABORATORIES 1900 H. COMMERCIAL BLVD . FRGHT . I-FOB DEST PREPAID 
DIVISION OF GENERIX DRUG CORP MIN ... $50 . 00 
CONT-EDWIN A BERRIOS FT . LAUDERDALE 
PHNE-aOO 327 4114 FL 333090000 

DU PONT PHARMACEUTICALS 

CONT-CHRISTINE SHULTZ 
PHNE- 800 543 a693 

PURDUE FREDERICK CO 

CaNT-MRS. MARYANN G GLYNN 
PHNE-800 877 0123 EXTN-4332 

BARLEY MILL PLAZA P26-217 TERMS . 2X 30 DAYS 
RTS 141 & 48 FRGHT . I-FOB DEST PREPAID 
HILMINGTON MIN ... 0 . 00 
DE 19805 

100 CONNECTICUT AVENUE 
DIR.GOV'T & INSTIlL SALES 
NORHALK 
CT 068560000 ff · 

\" \ 
I-FOB DEST PREPAID 

$100.00 

PAGE : 001 

DATED : 08/11/93 

P/A NUMBER 

D17220100 

D1722~200 

D17220300 

DI7220400 

D17220500 

D17220600 

017220700 

D17220800 

D17220900 
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. ~ Daly 
CdrCiinal Health 

11 Cerl.nnl.' Orl'l8 • P.O. Roy e04.1 • ~oabody, Mcal •• c;hull!ln. C1901·e04' • (SUS) ~2·agOO 
Fax • (508) 632.e91 S 

Dear Vendor: 

We at 1. W. Daly have been ukeci to _pproloWh ;:'(,\W" company to obDSin access to the 
Common\\'ea11h of MassachUiett! stat~ CQitmet un lJeh:.llf of EMSA Co~uonal 
CmlBrid:e1f.~ Con-eeticmal Pl-.annl\cy (DM *llD~43S 131). 

Bridgew"teT Correction&! Phu:mo.cy v,(;,~:'" 4 "clos,:u ~ham1acy" Cor the Commonwealth 
of Massachusetts Oepanmem of COlTCCtions. 

The following letter £rom EMSA Corr~.I,'tivnaJ Cate ~tAt~~ our relationsi'jp with them as 
prim~l'y whotelalwcmd tequestS atac= L;01!tI'iCt~r1dng z:hroughJ. W. Daly. 

Ple&l" indiuot:s your 'V¥illlnaucS6 W wmPJ~' ~'1Ll1 m..,fSA's request by rerum fax ana. if 
possible, by ~nding any appropriate coutrletti. 

My fax number is (508)532--6916 . 

. tf you hive 3!ly questiOlU, pl~s~. elll me at i· ~OO·~g8·9000 X389. 

Sincerely. 

Llu:tll.ombmUi 
Cuu~~ Manager 

Ip 

A c.rdinll Olstributlon Ccm~y 



EMSA Correctional C.ara 

R.-.o.. 
On. ~ Pial, eaoo 
:'ii'I'IIItIIIWICICtmlt 
50Im WI 02'01 ' 
:8CIOl"'~I' 1'17:, ...... 

Ellen Murra1-Zappone 
Ar~~ SalGa Manaqer - ~o~th 
James w. Da~y: Car~inal Health 
t1 CGntennia1 Orive 
P.o. Bo:IC 6041 
PAabody, KA01.,61.-(i041. 

OQar ~~len, · 

May 20, 1993 

In :aooor-aance wi t.1l cur earlier ccmmun1cat1ons, I ~sh to lend 
express approval to James W. Daly, ·Ino., A Division of cardinAl 
Health, to act a~ ~r1me wnol.sa~.r fer ari~9.water CQrrectional 
Pharmaoy I dOing "closed pbarmacy" busineas exclusively for ·the 
inmMtes of ~1~ CQmmonweaith of Ka5caohuaetta Oepartment of 
correction. This notice should beusatS by you .and YQ1.lr asS0C'3'i ,,1: •• 
te help tacil.1 tate manu:tac:t.urer.· p;icinq agn~1:-a '. well as 
cooperation with state co~ac;rl; pr!c.ing ~· · vcluntar.i partiL"!.~ ~~inq 
m4Ilufeci:urIil:¥. . I appreciate '~ co.midtmant .to our pharmacy an4 
thank you as well ciS part1oipatin9 ll.nXlf'acturara in p:~"eDt:i!19' a 
coat ctt'e\;Uv.e progr.am to the Cauonwesltha :~caroerated. 

C;PC/amp 

S·1n.eerelY I ' . 

-f../~ 
Gary P. Qtl~ore, !Ph 
Di~o~ of Pharmacy 

........ 
' " 

-



3k.c& o/~ 
rff:au:u~tJfoP, .. . fVtd§~ 
g~o/g:;~cuu:tc§~Y~~ 

WILLIAM F. WEI.O tJn,e, ~ ~ PA~ (}2tt'3 
QOYlrnot' 

PETER NESSEN 
Secretaty 

(617) 727·7500 
FAX (817) 727-4527 

PHILMORE AND EASON III 
S'-te Purchasing A9snt 

June 25, 199.2 

Dear Pharmaceutical Vendor: 

You have been awarded the items on the attached list 
trom BID D270l (Establishment of Pharmaceutical Prices) 
which opened April 30, 1992. 

All items awarded will be purchased from our 
Pharmaceutical Prime vendor James Brudn1ck Co. 

James Srudnick company Inc. 
219 Medford street 
Malden, Ma. 02148 

Contact Persons: Mr. Richard BrudnicK, President 
Mr. Frank Mafta, Vice President 

Phone: 617-3.21-6800 

The Commonwealth of Massachusetts Contract Manager is. 

Sri an L. Putnam 
Chief Pharmacist/Medical Procurement Analyst 
Department of Procurement and General Services 
One Ashburton Place, Room 1017 
Boston, Ma. 02108 

Phone: 617-727-7500 Ext. 328 
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Children's Hospital 
300 Longwood Avenue 
Boston. MA 02 11 5 
617·735·6000 

Childreris Hospital 
WRENTHAM STATE SCHOOL 
WRENTHAM, MA 02093 

TO : Mary C. Cerreto, Assistant Commissioner 
Department of Mental Retardation 

tAv-
FROM: Edward A. Cavallari, Director of Pharmacy 

Wrentham State School 

DATE: June 25, 1992 

SUBJECT: EOHHS PHARMACY PROPOSAL 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft report on the 
Assessment of State Operated Pharmacy Services in Health and Human 
Services Facilities. 

General Comments: The report intended to evaluate "the capabilities 
of 15 state hospitals to effectively provide pharmaceuticals and 
related clinical services to their patients". My biggest concern with 
the Report is that it ~oesnot " addresli-:-:i;Tiel;."her-:-·~lie .~·pharmacie.~t!.~~ 
llualityae"rVl.ce.·~ to ~he clients. Qual i ty is not evaluated or 
aiscussed in the report. Instead, (t is implied that measures such .~~ 
;'nconsistentpoliciea and procedures or .variedreporting mechanism~ 
~egatively affect the' quality of ·the non-clinical services. The 
r:eport did · not ·c~itique clinical services. Perhaps those institutions 
that have the higher costs may also offer services which the medical, 
nursing, and administrative staffs value. 

The consultants' recommendations concerning management and quality 
assurance are good. O¥er":-fifteen--"years ,.:of · 'experience 'at . Wrentham 
~tate . School· has ."'8hownthatquality, . cost~effective pharmacy services 
t?&nbe :provided. to a state operated facilitl'", .b7 a contract vendor ,w.ith 
~cademic affiliation _{Children'~ Hospital). A central management 
structure, whether at the state or DMR level, would consistently 
provide direction and oversight. 

However, it is not necessary for all pharmacies, operating in three 
different Departments to have the same policy and procedures and 
quality assurance programs. The important issue is that each 
Department be expected to have clearly specified minimum standards and 
that each facility have a clearly defined management structure with a 
director who has authority over all staff and reports to an 
appropriate administrator of the facility. Savings would be ~realizel:i 
.pd ·the quali ty · ,o~· -8e·rvice8 . significantly ' improved if the. manage.ent" 
(.t.ructure. wa~' :iaproved. 

_ .• • .•• . •• _ . . . .. • . r _ _ " " • 
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REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS FAC1LlT\E"s 

TO PROVIDE PHARMACY SERVICES AT INSTmJTIO~l~OPERAl 
BYlHE 

DEPARTMENTS OF MENTAL HEALrn, 
MENTAL RETARDATION and PUBUC HEALTH 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

.L InitiaJ Feasibility Study 

In ork!' 'h> O-Ssu.re. ~ l>rD"LSlD'" 

of ~ WLde. .r4~~ 6.f ef.n~lt~",-t, 
(.O$t- e(f~"u\Je. heAl~ Sertlu:.es 

of kL~\.\. 't.'-Ld .. ~) 

.A. a prIdeD! bealtb caR pr9\Qd." the Commonwealth of Massachusetts 
commissioned a study through the Division of Capital Planning and Operations 
(DCPO) to assess pharmacy operations in 22 mental health, mental retardation and tesitLe .. 
public health facilities serving more than 4,000 patients and ,1i.A"-AThis study 
included hospitals, schools, development*"'centers and community mental health 
centers that provide primarily intermediate and long term care. 

b4..SU L~.s k6rCI'. ~~4 ~u..set't"4. 
The study was performed by Health Care} Consultants (HCC), a Sbuaa. 
Ma5aeR1II.MS bases pharmacy consulting firm('HCC observed inconsistent policies 
and procedures, poor inventory control, differing drug distnbution systems, and the 
absence of a uniform information system throughout the facilities studied. In 
addition, HCC equated the variance in pharmaceutical Aavprovided with the 
relative ewilability of resources. pro~d .. re~ 

HCC concluded that it was feaSJble to consolidate and privatize pharmaceutical 
services across the Departments of Ment8J Health, Mental Retardation and. Public 
Health. They also determined that positive economic and clinical impacts could be 
realized. HCC suggested a conceptual model that would interweave enhanced 
pharmaceutical care with a more efficient drug distnbution modeL The fuD text of 
this study is provided in Appendices A and B. 

~ Implementation 

Based upon HCC's study, the Commonwealth decided to refine the model and plan 
the implementation of a consolidated and privatized pharmaceutical service program. 
For this phase of activity. a different pharmacy consulting firm was selected to 
provide technical assistance. Concepts in Healthcare, Inc. (CIH), based in Ashland, 
Massachusetts, collected additional information which was necessary to define an 
operational model in sufficient detail to formulate this Request for Proposal (RFP). 



The Commonwealth of Massachusetts 
Executive Office of Health & Human Services 

Department of Mental Retardation 
160 North Washington Street 

Boston, MA 02114 
PhWp CampbeD 
CommissiODer 

Area Code (617) 
717·5608 

AprilS, 1993 

MEMORAHDUH 

TO: Dan Nakamoto, Ass't Secretary for Facility Consolidation 
Philip Campbell, DMR Commissioner 

FR: 

RE: 

Paul Antonellis, Pharmacy Project Coordinator 
Michael Kendrick, Ass't Commissioner, Program Development 
Frederick M. Misilo, Jr., Deputy Commissioner 

Mary C. Cerreto, Assistant COmmissionerll'r~ 
Office of Quality Enhancement wI'-~V 0 
FINAL DRAFT OF RFP FOR PHARMACY SERVICES 

Enclosed are 

(1) my annotated copy of the final draft (3/19/93) of the 
RFP for Pharmacy Services, 

(2) a copy of the boilerplate DMR uses for contracts, and 

(3) an example of the recommended evaluation criteria 
format. 

As you know, as the former Assistant Commissioner for 
Facilities Management, I was involved with the inception of 
the process to consolidate the EOBBS pharmacies. Since 
October, when I became Assistant Commissioner for the Office 
of Quality Enhancement and.Deputy Commissioner Frederick 
Misilo took over facilities management when the Department 
unified, I have not been involved in this project. Thus, I 
may have missed important discussions that addressed the 
points I raise here. If so, I appreciate your patience. 

\. / 

• 

• 

• 
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The Commonwealth of Massachusetts 
Executive Office of Health & Human Services 

DepanInentof~entalReurrdation 
160 North Washington Street 

Philip CampbeU 
Commissioner 

June 18, 1992 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FR: 

Facility Directors 

Mary C. cJf~ 

-Boston, MA 02114 

RE: EOHHS PHARMACY PROPOSAL 

~JoA'I 'Z..~ 
RESPONSE REQUESTED BY ~8ESBAY, JUNE ~ 

Area Code (617) 
727·5608 

Very considerately, EOHHS is not going to move on the 
recommendations presented by its Pharmacy Consultants until 
it receives input from us. Thus the short turn-around time. 

I have included with this memo a copy of the Consultants' 
Executive Report. It was produced with the assumption that 
through their interviews and information gathering with you, 
they have the,data to back up their statements. 

The desired outcomes of any changes in the state pharmacy 
system are: 

(1) enhancement of clinical services to the people we serve, 
and 

(2) increased efficiency, effectiveness and modernization of 
the dispensing, billing and other non-clinical services. 

It might be helpful in reviewing how the recommendations of 
this proposal would impact our system to call several of your 
peers in other states and discuss how they run their pharmacy 
systems. Interestingly enough, what they propose is far from 
new; Illinois has consolidated and run with a similar system 
for the "past 10 years, 



Please consider among the areas upon which you decide to 
comment the following: 

1. Do you think the Consultants obtained sufficient written 
and interview information from your facility to make 
recommendations? 

2. How will recommendations dovetail into enhancements that 
you have already made in your systems? 

3. What impact do you think that the changes will have on 
resident pharmaceutical services? 

4. Do you see any areas of concern specific to persons with 
mental retardation that are not addressed in the proposal? 

5. Do you think the proposed savings estimates are realistic? 

The two major concepts of course are the independence of the 
pharmaceutical system from the facility and DMR and the 
recommendation for satellite pharmacies. How well do you 
think these concepts, when implemented, would meet the needs 
of your facility? 

I on~i need brief responses. Thank you. 



TO: Mary C. Cerreto, Ph.D • 
.AlSi~unt Commissioner for Facilities Management 

" , 

DATE: June Z5, 199Z 

RE: Re~ponse to EOHHS Pharmacy Proposnl 

I have conducted a revie~ of the Draft Report on the Assessment of 
State-~"perated Phar'macy Services. Our current Pharmacy operatilln, vhieh is 
computerized, is fully serving the needs of Paul A. Dever State Sehool while 
offering the flexibility we must h&~e t" ~ucccssfulir hAndle medication 
change:.; and adjustm~nts effectively. I am verjP concerned that we will 101" 
Fht!:lnd1viclualJ ~ati.an wel)T'ay!de -·~()-e.l:i.llt~ under a StAte-wide ~ystem. I am 
also not, convinced that thh cClncept can improve t.he quality of pharmacy 
~ervlces, but we will "i8k ~loliD& ,t;be 'r~lSponsivcnes.~ur::1:Urren~ " pharmaCfy 
Fov1de. '.tO ·ouf". res identbi. 

The fClllowing is II. list of concern~ the involved departments have after 
r.viewlng the proposal: 

Assessment Findings 

The PADSS Pharmacy Policy ,tnd Prllcedurp. Manual (r&P) is current. and updated. 
p&pl~ vary due t.o differences in DMH, DMR, and DPH pharmaCies. 

- All of our drug~ Hre jnvcntoricd and ha~e an affixed co~t basis. On 
occa~ion, we have been auditcd by Central Office Auditors without problems. 
We are als\) t.~\ltln.1T'''1nspeeted 'by ' ~'harllilc1 '& .. rd~j_~~~:t;~""7..:I)PH. ' .DcbuO' 
i\~ _,!.!t~ . .P~!l1 4&en01l:~;'~c have , nevcr-,beert _ c1 ted ~ 

- State policies regardin~ drug purchases arc not ignored. All eontract drugs 
are purchased as such. Nlln-contract vendors are used when minimums cannot 
be met or usage is too low. 

- We utlli:e a computer system which pr\)vide~ various information and 
print.outs for philrmaciflits, phtsicillns (monthly dcctor Ilrder sheets), and 
nurses (medication adminbtrlLtlon records). 

- Our department pcrform~ and places emphasis en drug utilization reviews 
(DUR) • 

(1) 



PharllAcy 

_ The Prime Vendor Service (dru& purchasing) is already commencing July 1, 
1992, which should result in drug sa~ings w~th our present ~ystem. 

The "Kodel D" prOp\)Sll 1. may prese~t. problems. Bingo cards work well in 
Nursi~ HOlllcs/Rest HOllies "'ith fe.w • r._qS'IP With increased drug changes, 
the lIIort difficult and drug waste the card system becomes. This translates 
into hi~her drug costs. Legally, unused bin~o card meds must be discarded. 
Unit-dose meds, prepackaged from dru~ companies, can be reused. 

- Proposed savingR arc difficult to asse~~ and value judgme~ts must be made. 
I would look closely at their "Areas of Potential Snvings" and question 
savings pertaining to MD/RN Ked Sheets, Inventory Sayin~s, and F.ffects of 
Formulary and DUR. 

Medical 

Who rill ultimately select which drugs and which generics go on formulary: 
I alft concerned that th~ medical needs of pers(\n~ with retardation may differ 
from those in the other facilIties serviced, and I Ree no attention that 
this 1ndividuali:ation would be met.. For eXrLmple, the decision to purcha~e 
,eneric&nticonYUlsants V()uld ~MCcrn~atc ... i&nifica~-'1.ncre&se."'1" bloodwrlt 
for resident8 with difficult to control seizures because they ~re at 
increased risk of side effects from toxicity as well a~ breakthrough 
seizures from undertrentment. 

- As we try to give prompt and individualized care to the r~Ridents of the 
Dever School, we oft.en find it necessary to change and a.djust medication~. 
It is not clear from the draft report,novJl1eneces8a.ry--G.ed.bJ 11tf"voul4:lle 
jncorporatec1 o<tnto the satel1.it:e :~tructure. How mueh inventory ... ould be 
mi:lintained on campus, And who would :select it? ~"hnt provision vill be made 
for.r&ent . drug -access? 

- We are tryin~ to offer state-of-th~-art medical C.l'e f~r residents with 
difficult medical and behavioral J')rob1em1\ who in many calScs ha.vc failed to 
rospond to previous treatm~nt. This necessitates use of fewer and thereforef 
~ore ·expcn.ive Dediea.tion • . T a.m c~neerned that IY&lla1bI11ty will be limited 
~ & way that .. -111 decreaa.e the ~eYf.ll ~ of · c.re , u..Jte are1"orced to comply 
l~~;.,,:~er.,e drug use J')&tterna. --, . - - .-- > -- . ~. . 

Nursing 

The followin, arc NurSing's comment~ to the six questions: 

1) Yes. 

2) RecommendatIons will not. enhance hut rather ietract and subtract what 
ve already have in place: 

-current 7-<1a)' unit d('lIle system w~'uld go to a 30-day "bingo" card. 
-current ability to quickly obtain med1cation order changes and new 
medi.c~tions .'ould require a longer time to obtain. 

(2) 



, , O.=l I , - ""', 

-current l1ed i cation carts are n.ble t '" be easily mewed to any area i 
the larcer cart!\ required for 30-dar "bingo" cards are difficult to 
maneuver and impede a nurse's ability t" administer medications. 

-----.-..... 3) - Loncer delays in obtaining -new 1ledications and order changes • .. -. ~ .. . 

4) Administerinc medications to persons with mental retardation 
frequently requireti a very individualized approach. To accomplish 
this, a unit dose system that i~ easily accessible with appropriate 
work space i5 needed (i.e., a smaller cart with a work area top that 
allows order~ to be checked and medications to be prepared and 
charted is needed in our type of re~idential settings). 

5) Unable t·o comment on this question. 

6) The im~~ct of Dever having only a satellite pharmacy would 
signifi canUy reduce our inventory J lengf.hen the medication order 
change turn around time, reduce flexibility, and in my opinion, 
generally do.~grad~ the current pharmacy services we provide to our 
residents. 

Other Areas of Concern 

1. Drugs required "off hours" and not stocked in the satellites. 

2. "Model B" proposal still promotes a mi~ed pharmacy Rtructure (i.e., State 
and contract pharmacists). 

3. Ideally, closed formul.llry syst.ems "i'ork well, however, nontormulary drucs 
are still required when medically nec~88nry. A comprehensi~e formulary 
designed for all Stn.te pharmacies will result in nothing more than the sum 
of Clur present formuJ.aries. 

4. IIrroneCl1JS~~ appear throughout on the "State Evaluation Recap" pale 
(i.,:.e. 'f:.J)cY~r . patient days, ped dollars, ~t.ffin&) as well as for "thor 
facilities. These number~ were used to show dollar savings. 

5. Emergency plans - Are plans proposed for delivoring meds to any of the 
distant locations during hazardous winter weather conditions':' 

6. Potential conflict of interest - The recommendation is to keep two DPH 
pharmacies open; Denni~ Lyons is a Senior Drug Advisor for DPH. It is 
also inferred to use academic colleges to operate the hospital pharmacies; 
Randy Vogenberg w~rks for the Mass College of Pharmacy (see resumes). 

If rou have any questions or concern~. please contact me. 

JER:mcr 

(3) 
.~. 



~ The Commonwealth of Massachusetts 

I1ilip Campbell 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

DATE: 

Department of Mental Retardation 
WALTER E. FERNALD STATE SCHOOL 

P.o. Box 9108, BELMONT, MA 02178 - 9108 
TEL. (617) 894-3600 

Mary Cerreto 

~ Peter O'Meara 

Pharmacy Proposal 

June 26, 1992 

- Enclosed are comments from Vince O'Connell, Marylou Buyse, M.D., 
and Ayune Contestabile. 

We are all in agreement that concept is good but too many 
unanswered or "unasked" questions. 

- Proposal seems to lack detail and sufficient information that would 
give one confidence the system would be enhanced. 

- I would suggest a detailed work plan for each facility be developed 
to cross over into the consolidated system. 

t 
.- _. - -" ~"-:r--"': 

Peter O'Meara 
Superintendent 



200 Trapelo Road 
Waltham. Massachusetts 02254 
617-642-0001 

Edwin H. Kolodny . M.D. 
Direc/(ff 

;hriver Center 
Raymond D. Adams . M.D. 
Director Emeritus 

)r Mental Retardation , Inc . Roger Williams. M.D. 
Associate Director 

MEMORANDUM 
ItECEIWD 

~NDE"'" OFFICE 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

June 24, 1992 

Peter H. O'Meara 
Superintendent 

Marylou Buyse, M.D. ~ 
Medical Director ~ 

EOHHS Pharmacy Proposal 

-1W 2419Q~ 

WAUa .. IIfIrlU'-WI 'OIOaL ·lIIUftiW· ... 

The following are my comments on the specific questions raised by this 
proposal in Mary Cerreto's letter: 

1. I have no comment on this. 

2. I have no comment on this. 

3. There are several concerns about the potential impact on the residents. 
These are: 

3.1 It is not clear that e~~~eat~ons ·-:w1:tt-,;·~~-~vil1e1e.:on 
~~ortnotice; e.g., new orders or prescriptions for the 
tl:.ients when '~bey '.J:eav.~oundi~ :~eh;·&u;often:.b~ 

I!~~~! .~~~~ .n~~i~e. 

3.2 I feel that the present seven (7) day unit dose system 
now used at Fernald should be continued because it is 
easier to track medication errors with this and, there
fore, safer for our clients. 

3.3 The report mentioned that 4-7 and 30 day options for 
medication delivery will be available. This seems to 
perpetuate the different distribution methods that the 
same report criticizes as now existing in the facilities. 
It is not clear what options, if any, will truly be made 
available to the facility. 

Founded in 1969. the Eunice Kennedy Shriver Center for Mental Retardation . Inc. 
: . .. __ : . ... ......... _ _ _ ... r.. ; ... ... : . ...... '" ___ ~ ~ .. _ .... \. . . ... . : . , _ _ J • _ _ ' .. : _ . ' " 
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3.4 There is no information given on the 4lUi!f)Ef36f""tfhanlac.,· ... 
p'~a:._.-1P*IdM~~ .. ·· .. ·~er:fa 4~ 
~~ It is not clear if a sufficient number will be avail
able. 

3.5 ............... ,., .... flIar ... is not addressed in this report. 
How would medications actually get to the buildings? 

3.6 How quickly could errors be corrected in this system? 
What will be the impact if a change is made in a medica
tion right after a delivery is made? How long will a 
client have to wait for the proper medication? 

3.7 It is not clear that the vendors proposed by the consultants 
have any experience in running a program like this. The 
advantage of an academic affiliation is not clear. I would 
suggest an experienced vendor with a proven track record 
would be a better choice. 

4. A centralized formulary may not meet the needs of all persons with 
mental retardation. Theljprocess 'for non-formulary requestl is not 
specified. It is not clear how this facility will have input for 
~: ients with special needs. MR persons have special needs which may 
not be apparent to those persons who design the formulary. 

5. The budget shows savings in pharmacy techs, yet the program proposes 
increased technical support. Which is right? 

5.1 The depreciation savings for computer equipment seems 
very large and needs explanation. Also, it is well to 
===e=~er that depreciation is a paper savings and not 
real money saved. 

5.2 It is not clear that there would be savings on the MD orders/ 
RN treatment sheets. At Fernald, we do not now have this. It 
would be a new function here and, thus, a new expense. 

Overall, there does not seem to be sufficient information provided in the 
proposal to determine if it could indeed meet this facility's needs ade
quately. As medical director, I need more information about the satellite 
pharmacies and how they would be staffed and stocked. Would the pharmacists 
be familiar with MR clients and their particular health problems? How avail
able would these pharmacists be to the medical and nursing staff to answer 
questions? Our current pharmacists are very available and very helpful in 
managing our clients' needs. 

Finally, it is not clear if there are problems with the operation of this 
system how they will be handled and what recourse and resources this facility 
will have under this system. 

MLB:mj 



~ The Commonwealth of Massachusetts 

bilip Campbell 
:ommissioaer 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

DATE: 

Department of Mental Retardation 
WALTER E. FERNALD STATE SCHOOL 

P.O. Box 91 08. BELMONT. MA 02178 - 91 08 
TEL (617) 894-3600 

Peter O'Meara 

Vince O'Connell 

Issues about Pharmacy Consolidation 

June 23, 1992 

1. If this program is approved, we lO'iiL_coniror'at -'the _local ,level:
(p1Tar:~~ _-current ;problems -~ ~~~_e!,.~~ ",ith DPGS} j clinical 
pharmacists work for DPH and enforcement of working closely with 
MD's, RN's, etc., might be lost. 

Peter O'Meara 
Superintendent 

2. Savings: how are they determined (by facility and/or DMR) and how 
will the Department benefit from these savings? 

3. 1 support consolidation, but would rather see only DMR consolidate 
into one program - this would allow cost savings, uniform policies 
and procedures, central management structure. 



The Commonwealth of Massachusetts 
Department of Mental Retardation 

WALTER E. FERNALD STATE SCHOOL 
P.O. BOx 9108. BELMONT. MA 02178 - 9108 

TEL. (617) 894-3600 

Pbilip Campbell 
Commissioner 

Peter O'Meara 
Superintendent 

IECII¥ED 
()AIICI 

TO: Peter O'Meara 
Superintendent 

'.251992 

FROM: 

DATE: 

RE: 

Ayune Contestabile ~ 
Director of Health Services 

June 24, 1992 

EOHHS Pharmacy Proposal 

•• _ ..... 1. FERNALD ITATE SCHOOL 
WALTHAM.MA 

Based on the available information given in the above propoposal, I found 
it very difficult to evaluate. 

The consultants' interview with myself was very focused on clinical in
put of pharmacy services and consistency of the input from all pharmacists 
in our department. There was very little discussion around medication 
distribution, which this proposal does not provide enough information to 
evaluate if their system will be as effective as our current system. 

The proposal states a savings in the area of medication sheets. There is 
no information stating if computerized sheets will be available for all 
facilities or if conlputerized sheets will be eliminated to provide the 
savings. How has this savings been determined? 

To properly evaluate this proposal, I needA6~~~~.on the opera
tional aspects of the centralized system. 

AC:mc 
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JUN-,';I 1::1::12 H1: 18 FROM HJGAN/BERRY 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

DATE: 

EJ¥~o/vI~~ 
~~9'~<tf~JV~ 

+Vil~1f~ 
Y'oJ~gj~.Jtt -~~~. ()(9.17 

TEL. 508·774·5000 • 817.727·9550 • FAX EXT. 211 

Mary C. Cerreto, Ph.D. 
Assistant Commissioner 7J~1/ /'(N 
Dorothy A~ MUllen, Director 
Community service Center North 

B.O.H.B.S. Pharmacy Proposal 

June 29, 1992 

DOROTHV A. MULLEN 
OIll!CTQR 

From both a fiscal and service delivery 'perspective, I support 
the concept ot an interaqency system for the provision of 
pharmaceuticals and related clinical services to the facilities. 
I offer the tollowinq responses to your review questions: 

1. I think the consultants did an excellent job of reviewinq 
the issues. The only data error of significance was: 

a) on Paq. 23, where they cite aaoqan ·ratio· of -97.· 
F •• identa ·to"1.l'hanaac18t. The nU)ber of Danvers 
,tate patients was inadvertently omitted and our 

~.actfual traitio is '~dl.,::-,I;3.'Q _ ~!DPPrteL1)t piec, pt 
__ orma _on • . _ .. _._z. __ _ 

b) on Paqe 23, they state that our t.U~9V8r~~atlo!ii-~:.i&.:7\
"Q4~11;_~!~actuallyc;.p 

2. We are in the process of automatinq our entire pharmacy 
system. We have stopped that conversion and there are no 
other technical problems for us in adaptinq to a new 
system. 
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3/4. There are two potential areas of concern for us in terms of 
the impact on r.sidents~ 

a. Hierarchy: It is critical that th.j)n-sita 
J)haraac1.t(.)"'J;INlrtio1pat .. ..,·aot1vely.: :aS& . taUt member, 
particularly, in the psychotropic . ~ruCJ review .. 
processes, and withoutf11na authority on .ay part ~.the 

~
tentl.1 for-veakenlnq th .... J:Urrent .. .systea ~:1. :an 
au •• iFor that reason, I would prefer the local 

p armacist to remain in a state block. It the 
contracted pharmacist route is chosen, I would 
strongly recommend contract language that addresses 
this area. 

b. Our medical histories are still in written format. It 
will be very important that a new system incorporate 
automation of those histories to ensure access to all 
clinicians in a timely manner. 

Tha enly other important issue for Hoqan is that on the map, 
(Paqe 10), we are shown in the Jlforth -.zone I but on the chart, 
they have placed Hogan in the South Zone. We assume this was an 
error, but it not we stronqly prefer to be in the North Zone 
because of our proximity to Tewksbury. 

In conclusion, I support this process. :Concerns about 
hierarchy/accountability issues make me le~n toward proposal A, 
~~~ ! =~pport A or B if our concerns can be addressed. My staff 
would be happy to provide assistance in this process if it would 
))e helpful. 

DAM/kln 

cc: 
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'fO: Mary Cerreto, .Asa1stant Comm1;S1on~ 
-' FROH: Donald J. Pletcher. Sup.rinten~ent 

" '. --",.I . 

Hz Pharmacist Feedback on Pharmacy Proposal 

As you requ.sted ls.t week, I ,bave had the Dir.ctor of the 
consolidated Honson ' Developmental Center/Belchertown State 
School pharmacy review the Health Care COD.ultant proposal. 
ii. commeut. are attacbed. .". 

.. . . 

, .. ; ! .- . , 

. I: .~ 

Denia Brown haa per.onal1y; .ucces.ful1y consolidated two ' 
D.H.l. pbarmacies reducing costl very. significantly vbi1. 
improvinl .ervicea from the per~pectiv. of the customers 
[i ••• nur ••• admini.tering medi~ationa and service con.um.ral~ · · 
Ie allo submitted a winnins propola1 on additional con.oli- " 
dations to the Pioneer Institute." Denls Brown's experienc •• 
expertise and credibility should be •• riously con.idered by 
D.H.R. and !.O.B.i.S. Mr. Brovn has inform.d me that Cbarl •• 
Jat.r has personally requested a copy of Deni.' comment •• o ' 
one ha. been •• ut. t 

" . 
, There are mau1 positive. included in the ·R.e.C. propo •• l. 1 .. 
a. confid.nt that consolidation ands1gnifieant new efficieuc1 •• 
• re po •• ibls by mocU.fyl·nl the B. c. C. recomlllenda t ·ion.. This can 
be done in a manner which prot.c~. D.N.a. from many of the . 
potential problem. identified by Hr. ~rovu while promoting care
ful consolidations baaed on previou.ly demonltrated. sueee •• ful ' 
pilot .ffort •• 

If I can be of any further a •• istanc~, pl •••• call me at your 
convenience. 

DJ!'/eh 
At~achllent 

·44 
. Don~ Pl~tcher 

Superintendent 
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Memorandum 

To: 
FrDIfI: 

. Dote:-" 
Subject: 

Doneld F1etcher, SuperintendenL. 
Denis Brown. Director of Phormecy 
612511992 .- .----. -_ .. _ .-

£OHHS Pher.mecy Propasll 

In response to Mary Cerreto's reQuest for comment to the EOHHS Phal 
proposal, I would like to present the following issues: 

t. The consultants did not obtein sufficient information from MOC to make : .. : .: 
workable recommendations. 

i.~~Jfi!,, ·~nforIJl8t1.bft--;t .. ~neor.,.eet~r-.oO - (correct staffing 
3 R.Ph. / 5 techs.) for 650 c11ents 1ncluding BSS clients at time of 
interview. 

• Did not interview ass Director of Nurses or anyone else at ass to 
evaluate pharmacy consolidBtion program currently in place. 

• Dfd not address the negati~e effect on Nursing end Medical Staff 
caused by the use of a Pharmacy computer system not specificBlly 
designed for the long Term Core (LTC) setting of OMR. 

• Do not have an accurate picture of the day to day operations of 
providing 30 day blister cards to the OMR facilities. The 
fluctuation of workload is not addressed by the recommended 
satellite system which would be i'1-staffed to eccommodate the daily 
needs cf the DMR. 

2. The proposed model will reverse the g~ins in Qu~lity ~chieved by the 
pharmecy system p1loted in 1990. 
• The reduction in pharmacy medication errors which ~re ~ result of ~ 

pharmacy system designed specifically for the LTC ne~ds of two OMR 
facilities. 

• The recommended system incorporates the 30 day blister cards for a 
distribution system but does not ~nclude the elements of the system 
wh1ch are essential to peak efficiency whi1e providing superior 
accuracy. 

• The proposed system ignores the recognized short comings of running a 
phD rma cy wi th e 'i-i;ll~1.~~~.3~~p.p.t_~r~1.Y.!l!m. 

3. Residential pharmacy services w11' be negettvely effected by the 
proposed system. 
• The sDtellite proposal is inadequate in staffing end inventory to 

meet the daily needs of the DMR consumers. 

~ .; . ~ .. 
' . . 
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- The provi s; on of 1.''''-jw;gtt,gll-W64'2ft*! ; s not a prudent use of 
resources since they ar~ not required for HeFA certification nor do 
they serve a useful clinical purpose for this popul~t;on. Proactive 
clinical intervention is superior to retroactive review regardless of 
the time interval. 

- The proposed system is based on a computer system which is hospital 
=------based end was withdrawn from service at Westboro State Hospital due 

to poor performance. The system is reported to have a -module- that 
will be eddcd for the LTC needs of DMR. MOC has documented the 
multitude of problems asso~;ated with the use of a computer system 
which has been -adapted for LTC use.-

4. Medication is the most important medical intervention in DMR 
facilities. The medication needs of the people we serve while are 
long Term are not stati c. The fIrt_e :"'bLCbD"ge~nd need cen 
fluctuete greatly day. to day. The variation has not been accurately 
predicted and this will be 8 major pitfall of the proposed system. 

5. The proposed savings as they relate to OMR are not realistic. 
Sevinos for inventory reduction wil' occur after July 1. 1992 as 
result of the change to prime vendor purchasing. A significant 
savings will result reg~rd1ess of the pharmacy distribution system 
used. The inv ~ntory savings proposed as a result of consolidation do 
not ~ccurately reflect the true numbers since the on-hond setellite 
inventory levels ere under-estimated. 

• The lower prime vendor rete is unrealistic since the rate is based on 
volume and thct should not change since the same medication needs are 
to be served. 

• lhe provision of computerized med sheets is proposed to save 
$600.000. state-wide. The DMR facilities with the exception of 
Hogen-Berry currently provide computer generated mcd sheets. There 
will be little or no savings for OMR with the proposed system since 
computerized med sheets are currently provided. 

- The maximization of Medicaid perdiem does not apply to DMR due to the 
present reimbursement structure . 

- MOe/BSS hes a closed formulary system so the savings indicated do not 
apply. 

In Summery, the proposal hos fundamental flaws which would hamper its 
performance in providing adequate pharmacy care for MOe end the other DMR 
facilities. The proposed satellite model using a hospital computer systemj!ay 
~e ,deQUDte,,-oi'"'-\he-llPWilnd ::mUr:bDsp1ta1S..,,-ut-;S-·UJl:S::£hDrl::ln _ satisfyinG~he 
,pecial LTC needs · -.Df _' t;he ·-consumers\,ofJ)M~~ The proposol would result in the 
Public Health hospitals receiving two renovated pharmacies at a cost of 
$250.000. with additional computerization ot a cost of 5200.000. and managed 
by eCddemi c contractors whose expertise is bosed in hospital care. The 
nOl"'art-mo",t-_ "'. "'o",t-,,' Q .. t- .. rti .. t-;",,,, "nti ..... ",t- .. l W .... lt-h w;1' .flnti t-h-i_ f'\r,,";.,..t-
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end in return get ~ compromise system. As outlined above this compromise 
system as proposed will not be en improvement end may indeed have ncgat1ve 
results. Furthermore. if the proposal is put into place. the issues outlined 
will become problematic and the solution's. expense will fer out weigh any 
SDV; ngs in OMR. 

- _. -.. ----:~- ----- ... _ ._-----,---=::--
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D. M. R. TEMPLETOt~ 508-792-7607 

Te~pleton Oevelop.en~81 eenter 

126 Royalston Read 

Baldwinville, Mass. 01436 

P.001 

iMO!lo'WEAL mol' MASSACffiJSItrrS 
\R'N~'i Of MEm'AL ~TARDA "ON 

Telephone: (S08) 939-2161 
FAX: (508) 792-7607 

Philip Campbell 
CumnuulOner 

Peter H. O'Meatll 
Supenncencirm 

L:>iatIC Enoch. 
nirector 

TO: 

~ROM : 

RE; 

June 29. 1992 

Mary Cerreto 
Assi stant COl1'lmi s~ner 

~ 1#1..../ 
Joan B1 ast (6):. 
0; r e c tor. H ~a 1 t h S e r v 1 C e $ 

fOHHS Pharmacy Proposal 

At the request of Diane Enochs. I am responding to your 
memorondum dated June 18, 1992 reg~rding th~ EOHHS Pharmacy 
Proposal. 

I do 1 ike the concept of equal resources for a 11 state 
fae; 1 Hies. 

The concept of the satellite pharmacists having a more 
clinical role is a plus. The outcome would be the improved 
therapeutic care of the residents . 

At this time, there is not enough logistica1 information 
in the proposal to allow me to comment further. 

JBljj 

ee: Diane Enochs 
Director. Templeton Developmental Center 

~D) ~ ® rn D ~l " . r ~ 0 I : : , . r i/ 
i: :! ro, 
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Philip Campbell 
Commissioner 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

§k~ a/~ 

q)~o/~~ 

WRENTHAM STATE SCHOOL 

WRENTHAM. MASS. 02093 

June 26, 1992 

Mary Cerreto 
Assistant Commissioner o'[~ 

-t! ",./~ I..J t'AA.I 

Nicholas J. D'Aluisio I~' 
Assistant Superintendent 
Program Services 

EOBHS PHARMACY PROPOSAL 

Francis P. Kelley 
Superintendent 

Attached please find wrentham State School's response to 
your request for information relating to the EOHHS Pharmacy 
Proposal. 

Mr. Cavallari's response has been reviewed by me and Paul J. 
Antonellis, and we think his analysis and recommendations deserve 
serious consideration. ~'~r;lnct.J.-y :,_'pe~paps we .should walk before. 
~e run. 

NJD:clp 

Attachment 



TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Children's Hospital 
300 Longwood Avenue 
Boston. MA 02 11 5 
617·735·6000 

Childreris Hospital 
WRENTHAM STATE SCHOOL 
WRENTHAM, MA 02093 

Mary C. Cerreto, Assistant Commissioner 
Department of Mental Retardation 

{)J.[./ 
Edward A. Cavallari, Director of Pharmacy 
Wrentham State School 

June 25, 1992 

SUBJECT: EOHHS PHARMACY PROPOSAL 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft report on the 
Assessment of State Operated Pharmacy Services in Health and Human 
Services Facilities. 

General Comments: The report intended to evaluate "the capabilities 
'of 15 state hospitals to effectively provide pharmaceuticals and 
related clinical services to their patients". My biggest concern with 
the Report is that i t ~oea ·not ~.addresli-:-'i;Iie"'tner:·~tie-=:pnarmacie • . ..::1)t:f,~r 
Iilualit}"·' .. ervl.cfelr' to~heclients. Quality is not evaluated or 
aiscussed in the report. Instead, Jt is ' implied that measures such .~~ 
~nconsistentpoliciesand procedures or .variedreporting mechanism~ 
tegatlvely affect the' qualit}" of ·the non-clinical services. The 
,-eport did ·not 'cri tiq~e ~linical aervices.-. Perhaps those institutions 
that have the higher costs may also offer services which the medical, 
nursing, and administrative staffs value. 

The consultants' recommendations concerning management and quality 
assurance are good. OIr.,er·,:"'fi~teeri-years . ..of ~'experience :at Wrentham 
\tat.e . School has :<whown that "quality, ' cost-effective pharlllac}" services 
t?an . be .provided to a state operated ' facili t7 .. :by a contract vendor .. w.ith 
~cademic affiliation ~(Children's Hospital). A central management 
structure, whether at the state or DMR level, would consistently 
provide direction and oversight. 

However, it is not necessary for all pharmacies, operating in three 
different Departments to have the same policy and procedures and 
quality assurance programs. The important issue is that each 
Department be expected to have clearly specified minimum standards and 
that each facility have a clearly defined management structure with a 
director who has authority over all staff and reports to an 
appropriate administrator of the facility. Savings 'would be -realizeu 
and the quality ' o~· -se·rvices . significantl},, ' ' illlproved . if the. manage.ent 
~tructurewas · 'improved • 

• _ • & •••••••• , ~ r.~ ":" • •• ' . ' • 
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Ms. Mary Cerreto 
June 25, 1992 
Page 2 

The recommendation to centralize and consolidate drug distribution to 
two DPH facilities should be cautiously considered. Issues such as 
"dicatlon':::~l"an.po-r-t, lIJec:ur±ty, . i~:~rerences : .. 'between·."'Patietrt:. 
~pulations, rhnaiea·l .:planta, and ~u~e_ medication .:need8 ;,:,o-f,~~'~tient ... 
a1r "deserve serious consideration. Consolidation could occur between 
some facilities which are in geographic proximity. However, a broad 
scale consolidation such as the one being proposed may not be in the 
best interest of the patients in the facilities. 

If consolidation of services is decided as a preferred option, then 
Wrentham State School could provide total pharmacy services to Dever 
State School in Taunton. The two facilities are geographically close 
enough that acute medication needs could be adequately met. WSS has 
experience providing pharmacy services to an off-site location: the 
Dexter facility, which for a time had a population of over 100 
clients. The Dever client population is only approximately 250 
clients and declining. Drug distribution could be provided with 
existing Wrentham technician staff and clinical pharmacy services 
could be provided by one pharmacist on-site at Dever. 

Responses to your specific questions: 

: •• ;;i.)- op i nion the consultants tlidnot "obtain -'sufficient written 
and interview information to make recommendations. Although they 
~ere "provided with all per{inent documents and interviewed key 
administrative personnel, they pid not "review 'output of the 
pharmacists I clinical' 'activit'ies or assess the effectiveness-.- of 
t.he drug distribution system from the end users :.~ nurses and 
ihysicians) .- " ' " ' " '~' - "'- . .- .' . - .~~. ........- .. ' .. . ... .. ' . 

2. The recommendation to consolidate and centralize services so that 
Wrentham clients would receive medications from the Lemuel 
Shattuck Hospital Pharmacy would not dovetail into enhancements 
that we have made and are in the process of making in our program 
(see below). Our PC-based system is not compatible with the AIMS 
system recommended by the consultants. The~IMS ~7Btem ~ was 
previous!-,,-··· evaluated :'by ·~ the -.·Department - of ' Mental 'Heal th and 
~ejected. They preferred and purchased the ~ataStat system for 
two DMH pharmacies (Worcester and Westborough State Hospitals). 

3. The proposed system changes will not improve the quality or 
effectiveness of pharmacy services at ~rentham State School. The 
level of clinical pharmacy service is currently greater than that 
which would be provided in the proposed system. The drug 
distribution program is currently on-site and is totally 
responsive to the needs of the medical, nursing and other 
professional staff, and most importantly the needs of the clients 
who reside at Wrentham. Sound management structure and practices 
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are in place, as well as an on-going quality assurance program. 
All Title XIX requirements are met and surpassed. Besides 
completing written quarterly drug utilization reviews, 
pharmacists provide frequent in-service education programs, 
attend inter-disciplinary team meetings, contribute to a monthly 
nursing newsletter and publish a quarterly pharmacy newsletter. 
The consultants' recommendation that drug utilization reviews be 
conducted.onthlt instead of quarterly is not appropriate in an 
ICF/MR facility, with the exception of patients in an acute care 
set t ing such as The WSS Medical Center. A "Pliar.aci-8t~ .... ~i.eo is 
more effectively utilized performing the other clinical 
activities as described above. 

4. I am concerned that the ibilitT .. to"lLdap""t;" ~o::-.andacco_odate :'" 
special client , needs -wi,ll~,be IOBt , .. without ,.utonomous , fac.j.l,ity-::-,. 
~a8ed pharmacy services. Services can now be tailored to the 
needs of the clients at that site. For instance, at WSS, special 
pharmacy services enhance clients' abil i ties to at'tend 
programming 'away from 'thelr ·.residence; p,avide'leave ,medications 
~ , clients; f:~cil'itate ""Client "participation :in :aself-medicati01l 
program; and p~ovide emergencT.edications ,:t.o ~,acutel7 ill 
patients in Th~ WSS Medical ~enter~ These specialized services 
can easily be accommodated by a staff under a single director. 

5. Prime vendor purchasing which will start in July, 1992, will 
greatly improve the procurement of pharmaceuticals and 
significantly reduce inventory at each facility. This will 
tccount-'for- .ost ':~f ~ ,the Jnventory'lpurchasing ,' savings. Also, 
origoing conversion programs (such as those at WSS) will realize 
similar savings before the proposed state program begins. 

The major concepts: How well will these concepts meet the needs of 
Wrentham State School? 

1. The independence of the pharmaceutical system from the facility 
and DMR. 

Since this is not under the control of the facility there will be 
e.?~~ement -:"'p~_o~~J.ems-."hl'Ch.lWl:l:1."': :be ' aore~:di~~icul t : to ,: .resol ve. 

2. The recommendation for satellite pharmacies. 

The satellite pharmacy would be staffed by the clinical 
pharmacist. The consultants propose that the clinical pharmacist 
would allocate 20% of his/her time to drug distribution functions 
and 80% to clinical activities. Most likely, a ,reater 
~rcentag'e ,;o'f. time ' woul.cL·be·, requir,«td ' ,t.o , . • eet_,~theacute , medica~"on 
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.~:§pn.:.J~~eea.;;.;o~2l!Il.ent'".i&It-~ .. :: As a result, time would 
be taken away from the clinical and quality assurance duties. 

Recommendations: 'ttrE..~lIla·jo~:~Il~~.~!_~ive8: could address a significant 
portion of the concerns of the consultants and would produce the 
majority of the savings outlined in the report. First the state has 
already begun implementation of a ~ri.e:veridor=arrangement. I was a 
Selection Board member who worked on this project for the Department 
of Procurement and General Services. This system will minimize 
purchasing discrepancies and allow a drastic reduction of inventory 
(thereby increasing inventory turns). 

Second, only two of the fifteen facilities used the 30-day medication 
card system. This system requires much less labor than a weekly 
medication exchange, especially with a unit-dose system. For example 
Wrentham is in the process of converting to a 30-day card system, 
supported by DataStat software. The pperating budget {in 1992 
dollars) will 'be - reduced fro • . $4~6,655 to $314,961 after the first> 
i!!1r-start-~~ofJts " 0 ... 'l'his .includes . . a . reduc~~.on_~!.,~.~..:5 FTEs~ -.... - - . . """---.,. 
Perhaps a pharmacy in one facility could service pharmacies in one or 
more other facilities within DMR. In that way, the bulk of the 
savings could be realized in a relatively short period of time without 
the difficult task of working through DMR, DMH, and DPH. It would 
also preclude the need and expense of a central administration system 
whose jurisdiction might conflict with a specific Department. 

cc: F. 
N. 
P. 
H. 
B. 
J. 

Kelley, Superintendent, WSS 
D'Aluisio, Asst. Superintendent, WSS 
Antonellis, Asst. Superintendent, WSS 
May, Dir. of Medical Services, WSS/CH 
Stein, Acting Project Manager, CH 
Sceppa, Director of Pharmacy, CH 
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Commissioner 

The Commonwealth of Massachusetts 
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160 North Washington Street 
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July 2, 1992 

TO: 

FR: 

Mary Cerreto 

Gail Grossman~ 
SUBJ: Pharmacy Consolidation Proposal 

I have reviewed the comments submitted by facility directors 
regarding the EOHHS study to consolidate all DMH, DMR, and 
DPH pharmacies. It seems clear that the greatest concerns 
were raised by those facilities that either have or are in 
the process of converting their drug distribution systems, 
and maintain a strong, high quality clinical pharmancy 
program. In those instances, it is difficult for facilitie. 
't;.p -envision what they might gain through statewide -
fonsolidation, and ~pparently far easier~o project what they 
'F.and to lose~ 

Nevertheless, it is clear that the quality of clinical 
services and the cost effectiveness of distributive systems 
vary greatly and that some statewide approach is definately 
needed. I think our most valuable contribution to the 
analysis of the proposal submitted by Health Care Consultants 
would be to highlight areas that we believe should be 
incorporated into any consolidated system. I will break my 
comments down into three areas - clinical, distributive and 
administrative. 

Ifiniea1::Is-sues: 

a') While each facility is intended to have an on-site 
satellite pharmacy, the sca£fing complement and capability -of 
~cb''I&1:te - is ' notclearly--'articulatea. ' " Further 'clarification 
1S needed to assure that each on-site pharmacy will have the 
capability to maintain existing quality features such as: 



; 

2) the,,~ "_-,.~. ..... ~ I 

3) the 1PD.i1~ty~~,_~ . . . ,;.·~~I.W~~iII1tMml 
II!!..t~JII~di~tj.RJl~ar!l£~] 

4) the ~~l·ity~~B~tl!1.sas.I$1:'7lt .. ~n."J~lj.1!m£l 
i.!!:~dP.r;escJ;'..ip.t10D&,Li 

5) the c@>ili~»barmaci1lts~D lIIaiD~ini 
pv.ol vement,;tiD~::lCliDical. .... ctivi~ ._uch.;;,2l$j 

Ifsycotropic .-druq -i:eviews, " qu.~J;ter.ly-i!druq ..-:..reg~,~-l 
~eviews . and:1:~-sery~ce.:educa..!-.ion (th7 need for 
monthly reV1ews as proposed 1S quest10nable) 

b) Key pharmacy staff at each facility should be involved in 
the development of the formulary so that the new system can 
retain responsiveness to unique pharmacological needs of 
consumers. 

Distributive Issues 

a) with two distribution sites proposed for the entire state, 
it is imperative that a carefully planned system be 
established which provides for: 

l) A fredictable ; ''''timely'' deli very:;;ljyat.eil;i 
2) A fi;ystem ,to respond ·,to ",requests .:.ror Alrugs" "wbl'Ch.lIay 

u,ot be .-available ·throuqhthe on-site ,pharmacy; 
3) ~·.: b~ck-up plan ~~ .. the event ,of , a~ -~e~~ncy. (e.g. -

snow storm, veh1cle breakdown, courier 1llness). 

Administrative Issues 

a) with distributive and clinical responsibilities 
separated, it will be critical to &l.ar~~.fiQA~~t 
.cC:0)iiitabili ty . 

b) While a statewide structure is proposed to oversee quality 
and efficiency of systems, it should not create or force a 
new set of policies and procedures on facilities that already 
have high quality systems in place. A statewide structure 
should simply assure that .~in·'minimum~t~al)~ar:!-!sJ.~~~~, 
and allow for some variatiori--slb~-to-' sTte-:'" "'- . , 



MEMORANDUM . 

To: Mary Cerreto 
Assistant Commissioner DMR 

From: Cindy Brown _ ~ 
Director of Nursing Services ~ 
Belchertown State School 

Date: June 30, 1992 

Re: E.O.H.H.S. Pharmacy Proposal 

Belchertown State School and Monson Developmental Center 
completed a merge of pharmacy distribution service two years 
ago. The merger was done for essentially the same reasons in 
addition to our unique need to begin to close departments. 

I read the E.O.H.H.S. with a great deal of interest and concern. 
I did not have the opportunity to discuss our experience with 
the pharmacy consultants. I hope that Dennis Brown, Pharmacist 
at Monson Developmental Center had an opportunity to relate 
our experience. Interestingly we made many assumptions based 
on our inside knowledge of the system. Many of the assumptions 
were not accurate. Essentially it took much more work and 
coordination than we would have expected. We continue to meet 
regularly. We had a mix of contract dispensing pharmacist and 
clinical pharmacist. Cost savings were not as dramatic as was 
expected, not for reasons articulated in~e proposal. There 
were hidden costs in terms of increased time spent by nurses, 
checking of stock and a variety of other issues. 

In summary, I appreciate the work that went into the proposal. 
I hope the work that has already been done will not be 
discounted. A conversion within DMR alone could be a beneficial 
way of starting with expansion as systems were well established. 
DMR facilities have more similar needs than some of the others 
where patient need is more acute and census changes more often. 

I would be happy to share more details with you if you have 
not previously heard these concerns from Dennis Brown or Donald 
Fletcher. Thank you for the opportunity to respond. 

cc: Terry O'Hare 
Interim Superintendent 
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~emorandum to: Kevin Smith. Commissioner 

From: Daniel Nakamoto & Beth Rubenstein ';;~ 

Via: Chris Pilkington 

Re: Recommendation of a Consultant for the Assessment of State Operated 
Pharmacy Services in Healt~ and Human Services Facilities 

Date: February 19, 1992 

At the request of the Executive Office of Health and Human Services, the Division of 
Capital Planning and Operations issued a Request for Proposals for the Assessment of 
State Operarcd Pharmacy Services in Health and Human Service Facilities. The RFP 
solicited a pharmacy consultant to assess existing pharmacy operations at fifteen major 
health and human servlce institutions and to explore options for the reorganization of 
phannacy services. The interest in this initiative was spurred by the article "Increasing 
Efficiency of Pharmacies at State Run in-Patient Facilities" in the lnvitarion 10 Change 
publication of the Pioneer {nstinlle for Public Policy Resean:h. EOlffiS is very interested 
in exploring the possibilities of centralizing pharmacy services across Departments and 
linking the service with the purchasing function. It is believed that there are possibilities 
for great cost savings and improvement in the quality of services from such a service 
model. A copy of the RFP is attached for your information. 

Eight proposals were submitted in response to the RFP. These proposals were carefully 
reviewed and evaluated by a Selection Committee whose membership included 
representatives from DCPO. EOIlliS. and the Departments of Mental Health. Mental 
Retardation. and Public Health. The deliberations of the Selection Committee are recorded 
in the attached meeting notes. The Committee unanimously recommends the selection of 
Health Care Consultants. "The scope of worle was well developed and assigned staff had 
an excellent balance between the academic side of phannacy and practical. operational 
experience. Further. the proposed fee schedule was viewed as very reasonable." 
Reference checks were very positive and are attached. 

Finances 

Funds have been committed to this project and you have signed the DCAF form. 

Total Cost ( March 3. 1992 through June 30, 1992) $37,575 

If there are no problems with this recommendation, we would like to notify Health Care 
Consultants of the contract a ward by February 27. 1992. The tentative start date of the 
project is March 3, 1992. 

Please call us with any questions. Thank you. 

cc: Russ Aims 
Chris Pilkington 
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Increasing Efficiency of Pharmacies 
in State Run In-Patient Facilities 

About the Authors 
Denis P. Brown, R.Ph., has been a licensed pharmacist since 1978. He is 

currently the Director of Pharmacy at Monson Developmental Center. Raymond 
Richard has served with the Massachusetts Depanment of Mental Healthfor eight 

years. Mr. Richard co-authored this proposal while holding the position of 
Assistant Contract Manager. 

The Commonwealth of Massachusetts operates 
many large and small in-patient facilities that 
maintain their own pharmacies. The individual 
pharmacy operations vary in policies and proce
dures, staffing levels and distribution systems. 

The people served in these facilities are of two 
basic need types: acute and chronic (or long term). 
The acute settings are characterized by many med
ication changes and frequent admissions and dis
charges, while long-term care generally requires 
fewer adjustments in medication and has negligi
ble patient turnover. 

Pharmacy practice within the state system varies 
from practice in the public and private sectors. The 
method of procurement used by the Common
wealth causes inefficiency due to delays, short
ages, and a very cumbersome ordering process. 
Variations in distribution systems and staffing lev
els occur even when different pharmacies serve 
the same patient type. The pharmacy distribution 
systems currently utilized range from a system un
changed since the 1950s, to a system put in place 
in the 1970s, to a pilot program system im
plemented in 1990. 

The pharmacy profession is constantly evolving 
to provide higher quality care while increasing ef
ficiency. Computerized pharmacy support is an 
area of immense growth, but it is vastly underuti
lized by most of the state's pharmacies. Distribu
tion and procurement systems are also constantly 
being improved and specialized. These changes 
are the products of a competitive marketplace. 

This examination of pharmacy services for a 
means to save money and improve quality is pre-

sented in two parts. The first part will examine the 
pharmacy procurement system and outline a sys
tem widely utilized that \\Quid save up to 25 per
cent of non-contract purchases and greatly 
increase inventory turns. The second part will 
present a detailed plan for consolidation and con
version to a proven distribution system for the 
large Department of Mental Retardation (DMR) 
facilities, which, if implemented, \\Quid result in 
a net savings of over $800,000. 

In our analysis of current pharmacy procurement 
and purchasing systems, we used existing expen
diture and cost data for the past five fiscal years 
(FY 87-91). These data were acquired from the 
Massachusetts Management Accounting and Re
porting System (MMARS). All data analysis, 
comparisons, and projections were based upon ex
isting data and field research. MMARS data col
lection, reporting, storage, and retrieval 
capabilities were able to provide only limited sup
port for a reliable data analysis of direct and indi
rect pharmaceutical expenditures of DMHIDMR 
inpatient facilities. 

Part One: Pharmacy Procurement 

The Commonwealth of Massachusetts spent 
$11,732,449 on the purchase of pharmaceuticals 
for FY 91, but did not receive the full benefit of 
special pricing or services appropriate for the vol
ume purchased. The present procurement system 
involves securing bids for pharmaceuticals but 
does not include volume to be purchased as part of 
the bidding criteria. The system and its infrastruc
ture are very extensive and cause undue delays on 
a facility level. The process to place an order for 
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pharmaceuticals is lengthy and the fmal receipt of 
the order takes between seven days and five 
weeks. A patient's medication needs are not pre
dictable and it is not reasonable to assume that any 
pharmacy could endure these delays. 

The Department of Procurement and General 
Services (DPGS) is responsible for all state 
departments' procurement of all goods and ser
vices. The Procurement Division is primarily re
sponsible for meeting the procurement needs of 
executive branch departments. The division is 
headed by the Deputy Purchasing Agent and Gen
eral Counsel, who are responsible for seeing that 
the DPGS's various bureaus procure goods and 
services in a legal and cost-effective manner. 

There are several methods for procuring com-
modities: 

• Price Agreement (PG) 

• Requisitions (RX-PN) 

• Direct Departmental Purchases (PD) 

• Non-competitive procurements (sole 
source) 

The department procurement officer must select 
the appropriate procurement method. 

Because the ordering process is unnecessarily 
complex, an inordinate amount of time is wasted. 
To put this in perspective, a pharmacy using the 
Commonwealth's system of procuring medication 

spends 25 to 30 hours each week ordering medi
cations, compared to 3 to 5 hours for a pharmacy 
using a prime vendor. 

Conversion to Prime Vendor 

We propose the Commonwealth contract with a 
prime vendor for the purchase of pharmaceuticals. 
Prime vendors have been used for several years in 
67 percent of hospital pharmacies, with significant 
cost savings. Boston City Hospital's prime vendor 
agreement has been in effect for over five years 
and has proven to be very cost effective. Our sur
vey of pharmaceutical procurement in 14 states 
found that six states currently use a prime vendor 
(see table 1). Maine is currently seeking bids for 
a prime vendor and New Hampshire is using a 
prime vendor on a limited basis as part of a pur
chasing group. 

Under our plan, DPGS \\Uuld be responsible for 
the development, procurement, and administration 
of the prime vendor price agreement for pharma
ceuticals. The Bureau of Commodities and Ser
vices Procurement (BCSP) \\Uuld be specifically 
responsible for researching, preparing, issuing, 
evaluating, and awarding bid solicitations for the 
prime vendor price agreement. BCSP would deter
mine the most appropriate method for procuring 
the prime vendor. The Bureau of Management 
Support and Training, a subdivision of DPGS, is 
currently responsible for this procurement and 
would provide administrative and technical sup-

Table 1: States Procurement Survey 

St.te PrIme Vendor Cost + or) Delivery Terms Contr.ct TYJNI 
lCost of PO) 

Alabama Yes 2.9 next day nfa 

Arkansas No (illegal) 14 days Annual bid with usage 

Arizona Yes nfa 3 to 5 days Bids with usage 

Colorado Yes 3 .5 next day Minn. purchasing group 

Connecticut No nla Master contract 

Illinois No (no law support) nla Bid with usage 

Indiana No (pending legislation) nla Bid (S110 to 130fPO) 

Kansas Yes 1.0 next day nla 

Louisiana No 7 days Bid 

Maine Pending (being bid) nfa 

Maryland No (investigating) Bid similar to Mass. 

Minnesota Yes 0.9% next day Minn. purchasing group 

New Hamsphire Limited 5 days NH Hosp. purchasing group 

Wisconsin Yes 1.1% next day Minn. purchasin2 2roUP 

.;. ., 
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port for bidding, contracting, budgets, systems, 
and procurement policy development and training. 
The Bureau of Legal Services, another subdivision 
of DPGS, is currently responsible for and \\Quid 
provide legal support to DPGS, ensuring that all 
procurements are conducted in a fair, open, ethi
cal, and legal manner. 

DPGS recently procured and is currently re
sponsible for the administration of a statewide 
price agreement contract for pharmaceuticals 
(phannaceuticals Part I - Ill), which is processed 
online via the Extended Purchasing System (EPS), 
a subsystem of the Massachusetts Management 
Accounting and Reporting System. 

Implementation of prime vendor commodity 
procurement for phannaceuticals would face min
imal operational, technical, legal, and political 
constraints. Specific modifications to the price 
agreement and/or the purchase order system (EPS) 
will be necessary to alleviate order splitting, elim
inate direct purchase of pharmaceuticals from hun
dreds of manufacturers, bring pharmacy standards 
of practice up to date, and save pharmacists and 
related pharmacy and business office personnel 
time in filling out PD and PG ordering forms. 

DPGS has also procured and is currently respon
sible for the administration of a statewide price 
agreement for office supplies. IFBsIRFPs are de
veloped, price agreements are listed, the bid pro
cess monitored, and bid purchase 
orders/encumbrances are processed online 
through EPS. Given this precedent, the proposed 
prime vendor concept for pharmacy procurement 
and purchasing could easily be implemented onl
ine via EPS. DPGS and its constituent departments 
would provide the necessary frame\\Qrk and man
agement expertise, thereby minimizing and over
coming any legal and political constraints to its 
implementation. See figure 1 for a comparison of 
the prime vendor procurement process with other 
methods. 

Benefits of Prime Vendor System 

This proposal to change the procurement method 
to the prime vendor system is made for two basic 
reasons: 

1) to increase the quality of service provided by 
the phannacies run by the Commonwealth 

through improved availability of medications, 
and 

2) to lower the cost of procuring medications 
through decreased time for ordering, reduction 
of paperwork processing, and reduced cost for 
non-contract inventory on hand. 

The present procurement system differs greatly 
from the prime vendor system. (See table 2 for a 
comparison of two phannacies of similar wlume, 
one utilizing the Commonwealth's present system 
and the other using a prime vendor.) The prime 
vendor's quicker turnaround of ordered medica
tions allows for a smaller on-hand inventory level. 

Table 2: Procurement Comparison 

Commonwealth 
(MDC)· 

Delivery time 5 to 40 days 

Inventory turn rate 

Inventory on hand 

Number of purchase 

21year 

$201,000 

Prime 
Vendor 

same or next day 

lO/year 

$ 56,000 

orders 660/year 250/year 

Cost of non~tract 
medications A wp*. + 3 % A WP - 14 % 

(All Meds) 

Back order rate Greater than 5 % 3 % 

*Monson Development Center 

•• Average Wholesale Price 

The difference in the number of purchase orders 
means a significant reduction in processing cost. 
The fmance officer at MOC estimated the cost of 
processing one purchase order at $35-$40. The 
time spent on back orders is significant because the 
present system regards them as new orders; thus, 
additional processing expense is incurred. Prime 
vendor contracts guarantee stocking levels, so 
back orders are not problematic as with the 
Commonwealth's system. A significant difference 
is the cost of non-contract goods. The prime ven
dor contract shown in table 2 charges Average 
Wholesale Price (AWP) minus 14 percent, com
pared to the charge to MOC for 16 medications 
studied from three wholesalers, which ranged 
from AWP plus 3 percent to AWP plus 11 percent. 
In an interview with a wholesaler from whom the 
state purchases a large amount of pharmaceuticals, 
it was stated that the average charge for non-con
tract purchases was AWP (but in the above-men-
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Figure 1: PD. RX. PG Method of Procurement 

PO 

I~Pt. determines if item is on, 

Dept. determines 
specifications 

Dept. acquires 3 or more 
quotes in writing 

IDept. awards to lowest bidder/ 

IDept. completes PD input form! 

IDept. enters PD online! 

Dept. picks up purchase order 
(PN) 

IDept. picks up PN from OMIS! 

IDept. sends PN to Vendor/ 

I~~~es a PV and enters, 

IVendor is paid! 

RX 

Dept. determines if item is 
on PO 

Dept. fills out Requisition 
Input form (RX) 

. Dept. sends RX to BCSP for 
approval 

IDept. enters RX onlinel 

BCSP takes RX and constructs 
RFPIIFB and sends to venda 

Vendors respond in writing to 
RFPIISB 

I~?!P evaluates and II\Wrds, 

BCSP sends purchase order 
(PN) to department and 
vendor 

Vendor delivers goods and an1 
invoice to dept. I 

I~t. . inspects/accepts the I 
. mVOlce . 

I~ssues a PV and enters, 

IVendor is paid! 

PD = Direct Department Purchase Order Fonn 
RX = Requisition 
PO = Purchase Order System for Office Supply Prime Vendor 
PN = Purchase Order 

PG 

IDept. fills out PO order form! 

IDept sends PO form to vendorl 

Vendor receives order and 
delivers goods 

Goods delivered, inspected! 
accepted 

Dept. issues a PV and enters 
online 

IVendor is paid! 

tioned study this wholesaler averaged AWP + 4 
percent). This means that the state pays at least 14 
percent (and up to 25 percent) more for non-con
tract purchases than does a small-town retail phar
macy. 

It is crucial for a pharmacy to be able to provide 
medications in a timely manner in accordance with 
need. The needs of any patient population cannot 
be predicted with certainty. Since the demand can
not be predicted accurately the supply must be 
readily available. The delivery and stocking levels 
of the prime vendors studied locally and nationally 

were consistently better than the contracted guar
antee of next day delivery and 95 percent stocking 
levels. This factor alone allows pharmacies con
tracting with such a prime vendor to provide at 
least 95 percent of all medications within 24 hours 
of order. The Commonwealth's current system at 
its best cannot provide medications sooner than 5 
days. The Commonwealth's practice of disallow
ing all ordering after the middle of May, until the 
budget for the new fiscal year is signed, creates a 
period of about two months in which medication 
shortages are frequent. 
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Actual savings projections for the first year of a 
conversion to the prime vendor system are as fol
lows: 

1) Reduction in on-hand inventory, a one-time 
savings of $3,226,450. This is based on an 
increase of inventory turns from an average of 
2.5 to 8. (According to the 1990 Lilly Hospital 
Survey, the average inventory tum rate is 9.46). 
The need for on-hand inventory would fall from 
an estimated $4,693,019 to $1,466,568. 

2) Decrease in the cost of non-contract pur
chases of $351,976. This is based on an average 
percent of non-contract purchases. (DMR and 
DMH facilities responding to a survey said their 
non-contract purchases ranged from 20 percent 
to 40 percent of all medications procured). 
Twenty percent of total expenditures for the 
Commonwealth was used as a guide, which was 
then multiplied by 15 percent (a conservative 
estimate based on the cost comparison between 
MDC and a retail pharmacy that utilized a prime 
vendor). 

3) Reduction of $243,563 in personnel cost due 
to decreased number of purchase orders. This 
is based on data gathered in a survey of DMR 
pharmacies showing the number of purchase 
orders for FY 91. We estimated the average 
number of purchase orders/day for each facility, 
multiplied by $35/purchase order, then ex
tended to all procurement purchase orders using 
the percentage of pharmaceuticals purchased by 
DMR (14.37 percent). 

4) Additional personnel savings of $361,766 due 
to decreased time to place orders at the facility 
level. This is based on a survey of DMR and 
DMH pharmacies of time spent ordering. We 
subtracted the time needed to purchase using a 
prime vendor system based on volume (5 hours 
for every $500,000 purchased), multiplied the 
result by the appropriate cost of salary, then 
extended an estimate for the entire system using 
the percentage that DMR and DMH represents 
of total amount purchased (32.6 percent). 

In summary, the anticipated first-year savings, 
excluding personnel costs, \\Quid be $3,578,426. 
Including personnel would bring the total to 
$4,183,753. Savings in the second and subsequent 
years \\Quid be less, since the inventory reduction 

is a one-time saving. This \\Quid be approximately 
$351,976 for non-contract medication savings plus 
the personnel savings due to the ease of ordering 
and decrease of paperwork. 

The cost of the prime vendor contract \\Quid be 
a fIXed percentage of the total purchased. Prime 
vendor fees are usually negotiated based on vol
ume. An estimate of the rate for the Common
wealth \\Quld be cost plus 1 percent. Using this 
percentage, the fee would be $117,325, based on 
FY 91 purchases. 

Part Two: D:MR Pharmacy 
Privatization, Consolidation, and 
Conversion 

The Department of Mental Retardation manages 
six large in-patient facilities for 2,458 people who 
have mental retardation. These facilities all had 
on-site pharmacies up until May of 1990, at which 
time Belchertown State School's (BSS) pharmacy 
closed and Monson Developmental Center (MOC) 
assumed the pharmacy responsibilities. The phar
macy management is provided by contracted ven
dors with a mixed \\Qrk force of contract and state 
employees. Each pharmacy operates indepen
dently from the others without standardization of 
equipment, staffing levels, or policy and proce
dures. Each pharmacy maintains its own physical 
inventory, provides clinical pharmacy support, and 
dispenses all medications. The lack of information 
sharing over the years has resulted in very differ
ent pharmacy practices within similar patient set
tings. 

The DMR pharmacies, up until the spring of 
1990, used the same form of distribution system
the seven day unit-dose (7 day u/d) system. This 
system was put into place during the 1970s and 
replaced the "ward stock" or "bulk" system. The 
7 day u/d system had several advantages over the 
previous system. The main advantage was the abil
ity to track individual doses from the pharmacy to 
the patient. This ability to track doses allowed for 
a much closer scrutiny of the accuracy of both the 
pharmacy and nursing departments and led to 
many changes that improved quality of care 
through medication error reduction. 

A pilot project at Monson Developmental Center 
(MOC) and Belchertown State School (BSS) con-
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solidated the t\\Q pharmacies and converted distri
bution from the 7 day u/d system to one considered 
by many to be the state-of-the-art long-term care 
system: the 30 day blister card system. (A blister 
card system provides each patient with a supply of 
medication packaged inside small plastic "blis
ters" mounted on a card and appropriatel y I a
beled.) This has been in use for 15 months and has 
shown two main advantages over the previous sys
tem. One advantage is a drastic reduction in phar
macy medication error rate from 12 medication 
errors per month to one error every four months 
(a reduction from 1 errorll ,400 prescriptions 
filled to 1 error/lO,OOO prescriptions). The other 
advantage is a net savings for FY 91 of $278,531, 
which, in light of the medication error reduction, 
is truly impressive. A summary of the results of 
the pilot project are found in table 3. 

Table 3: Results of the Pilot Project 
at MDC/BSS 

1. Computerized pharmacy operation 

2. New medication carts for the Nursing units 

3. Pharmacy staff reduction (a salary decrease of 
$212,852) 

4. Medication cost reduction (FY 91 vs FY 90: 
$104,143) 

5. Pharmacy medication error rate reduction 
(111,400 to 1110,000) 

6. Standardized packaging 

7. Patient-specific prescription labelling 

Pharmacy staffing levels at DMR facilities vary 
considerably. The variance is due in part to the 
distribution system utilized; the 7 day uld system 
is more time-intensive than the blister card system. 

Table 4: DMR Staffing August, 1991 

Facility (clients) Pharmacists Technicians Support 

Dever (300) 3 2.5 

Fernald (843) 8 3.5 

MDCIBSS (715) 3.8 5 

Wrentham (600) 5 6 1.5 

Projected expenses for the next five years are 
dependent on the facility census, cost of living ad
justments for personnel, and medication price in
creases, which cannot be accurately predicted. 

Consolidation of Dl\1R Pharmacies 

The pharmacies of DMR \\Quid be consolidated 
to one main pharmacy at Monson Developmental 
Center, with on-site clinical pharmacy selVices and 
computer processing at Fernald, Wrentham, and 
Monson. The pharmacy distribution system \\Quid 
be standardized to the system piloted at 
MDCIBSS. The proposed distribution system has 
been shown to have an excellent accuracy profile 
and is very cost efficient compared to the 7 day u/d 
system in place at Dever, Fernald, and Wrentham. 

The restructured pharmacy system \\Quid allow 
individual facilities continued control of pharmacy 
clinical selVices. The placement of a computer ter
minal and operator at each of three central loca
tions would give the facilities control, access to 
pharmacy information, and the assurance that the 
individual facility's needs are being addressed. 
The main pharmacy at MDC would be responsible 
for 

1) providing all pharmacy services for MOC 
and BSS; 

2) dispensing medications for all DMR 
in-patient facilities; and 

3) maintaining a computer system that would 

• provide patient profiles for all DMR 
in-patients 

• support all dispensing functions 

• print physician order sheets, medication 
administration records, and treatment 
sheets, utilizing the patient profile 
database 

• exercise inventory control (including re-
ports); 

4) maintaining central inventory for all DMR 
facilities; 

5) maintaining back-up and emergency phar
macy supplies for all DMR facilities; and 

6) providing central drug information for all 
DMR facilities. 

The DMR pharmacy management is presently 
contracted out to three separate vendors as part of 
the existing medical contracts. The MOC phar
macy management would remain under the present 
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contract until its expiration in June 1992. The ul
timate control of the pharmacy \\Quid be by the 
DMR and the superintendent of MDC. Maintain
ing the current pharmacy management at MOC 
would allow for continuity of service, since the 
original system was developed and implemented 
by the MDC staff. 

Now and in the future, the DMR facilities plan 
to place as many clients as possible in the commu
nity. Belchertown State School (BSS) is currently 
phasing down through placement, which should be 
completed by September 1992. The plans recently 
announced for the phase-down of Dever State 
School would make their situation similar to BSS. 
The consolidation of the MDCIBSS pharmacies 
has allowed for the same quality of pharmacy ser
vice to be provided regardless of BSS census. This 
would have been very difficult to manage had BSS 
continued to maintain its own pharmacy. The con
solidation also freed funds that could be applied to 
placement efforts. 

Benefits of DMR Consolidation 

The t\\Q main reasons for the consolidation and 
conversion of pharmacy systems to the blister card 
system are 1) to improve quality of pharmacy ser
vices to the clients in the DMR facilities of Dever, 
Fernald and Wrentham State Schools; and 2) to 
provide the most cost-effective current pharmacy 
system available. 

The quality of the blister card system has been 
proven with the MDCIBSS pilot: 

• Pharmacy medication errors were de
creased dramatically (1/1,400 to 1I10,(XX». 

• Medications are labelled specifically for 
each client, and packaged in standardized 
packaging. 

The blister card system used at MOC/BSS has 
proven to be very cost effective (see table 3). The 
reduction in salary expense and decrease in the 
cost of medications have proven its efficiency. The 
expansion of this model to include the other large 
DMR facilities would take advantage of the econ
omies of scale inherent in this system. By increas
ing the number of clients served the overall costs 
decrease. See tables 5 and 6. 

. Table 5: Staffing for Large DMR Facilities 

Pharmacists Technicians Support 

Present 19 16.S 1.S 

Consolidated 8 10 1 

Table 6: Annual Pharmacy Salary Cost/Client 

Present $ SS6 
Consolidated $ 264 

The consolidation of DMR pharmacies to a sin
gle dispensing pharmacy at MDC would allow for 
a reduction of inventory, which \\Quid eliminate 
the present duplication. The overstock would be 
used or returned for credit; this would allow for 
savings due to decreased ordering or the use of 
credits. This savings of $326,000 for inventory re
duction \\Quid be a one-time savings. 

The costs associated with the consolidation and 
system conversion would include a computer sys
tem ($55,000), equipment ($82,000), and miscel
laneous ($8,000), for a total expense ofSI45,000. 

The implementation of this proposal would re
sult in a first-year savings of $883,000. This rep
resents savings of $702,000 in personnel and 
$326,000 in inventory reduction, minus $145,000 
in expenses. One factor that proved to be consid
erable for the MDCIBSS pilot program was the 
difference in cost from the previous unit-dose 
packaged medication to packaging bulk medica
tion in blister cards at MOC. This resulted in a 
savings of $102,000. At this time it is impossible 
to project savings for all DMR facilities, due to 
different prescribing patterns at the institutions. 

The proposed consolidation ofDMR pharmacies 
to a main dispensing pharmacy at MDC with sat
ellite clinical pharmacists and computer support at 
the main facilities with the conversion to the blister 
card system as implemented at MOC/BSS would 
increase quality of service. 
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Hr Pbarmacist Feedback on Pharmacy Proposal 

As you reques~ed last week, I . b~~e had the Director of the 
consolidated Hon.on ·Developmental Center/Belchertown State 
School pharmacy review the Health Care Con.ultant proposal. 
Ii. comment. are attachad. -"'. 
Denia Brorn has per.onally. succea.fully consolidated two . 
D.H.I.. pbarmacies reducing cost. very . significantly wbile 
improvinl .ervices from the per_pective of the customers 

- -:.~ 

[i.e. nur ••• administering m.di~ations and service consumers1," 
Ie al.o submitted a winnini propo.sl on additional consoli- . 
datioDs to the Pioneer Inatitute.- Deni. Brown'. experience, 
exp~rtise and credibility sho~ld be seriously considered by 
D.H.R. and I.O.B.B.S. Hr. Brown ha& informed me that Cbarl.s 
later ha. personally reque.ted a copy of Deni.' comment. so 
one ha. been '.Dt. ' 

- , 

. There are .aD1 positives included in ~he · H.C.C. propo.al. 1 .. 
aa confident that consolidation and ·.ianificant new efficieneie. 
are po.sible by mod1fyi'DI the B.C.C. recolllmendat·~oni. Thill can 
be done in a manner wbicb protect. D.H.&. from many of the . 
potential problem. identified by Hr. Irovn while promotina care
ful consolidation8 baaed on previou.ly demonltrated. suc~e •• ful : 
pilot .ffor~.. . , 

If I caD be of any further a •• i8tanc~, pl •••• call me at your 
convenience. 

DJr/eh 
Attach.ent 

·44 . 
. Don~ Fl~tch.r 
Superint.~deDt 

- .. -..... 

, . .-
-

. . 
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Memorandum 

To: '· 1 : 

Frolll : 
Dotei - - -

Don.ld Fletcher. Superintendent 
Denis Brown. Director of PhDnDDCY 
61251J992 .- ---- -: - -. .. . '- - - -_ ._. 

. . ' .: .o ·: :,!,:':: . '. . . 
.~ - ... :- ... ;:-" '-';''':'~ :: 

~ .... ; .: .. ,. . 
Subject: EOHHS Ph.r.m.cy Propos.' 

In response to Mary Cerreto's reQuest for comment to the EOHHS Pharmacy 
proposal. I would like to present the following issues: 

," ·:· .f >.> : 

1. The consultants did not obtain sufficient information from MDC to make : 
workable recommendations. 

• ~t~~9'~Dforlllt1~~O - (correct stllffing 
3 R.Ph. I 5 techs.) for 650 c11ents 1ncluding BSS c11ents at time of 
f ntervi ew. 

• Did not interview BSS Director of Nurses or anyone else at BSS to 
evaluate pharm~cy consolidation program currently 1n place . 

• Did not address the negative effect on Nursing and Medicol Stoff 
caused by the use of a Pharmacy computer system not specifically 
designed for the Long Term Core (LTC) setting of DMR. 

• Do not have on accurate picture of the day to day operations of 
providin~ 30 day blister cards to the OMR facilities. The 
fluctuation of workload is not addressed by the recommended 
satellite system which would be ill-stllffed to accommodate the daily 
needs of the DMR. 

2. The proposed model will reverse the gains in Quality achieved by the 
pharmocy system piloted in 1990. 
• The reduction in pharmacy medication errors which are a result of e 

pharmacy system designed specifically for the LTC ne'eds of two OMR 
facl1ities. 

• The recommended system incorporates the 30 day blister cards for 8 

distribution system but does not 1nclude the elements of the system 
wh1ch are essential to peak efficiency while providing superior 
accuracy. 

• The proposed system ignores .the recognized short comings of running D 
pha rma cy wi th D IJ'·""M~~~Jl"Pjl.t"~'U.l~ .. ,m. 

3. Residential pharmacy services .wi" be negettvely affected by the 
proposed system. 
• The satellite proposal is inadequate in staffing end inventory to 

meet the daily needs of the DMR consumers . 

: ..... 

. •.. 

.. " 
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• The prav; si on of ; s not a prudent use of 
resources since they ar~ not required for HeFA certification nor do 
they serve II useful clinical purpose for this popul~t1on. Proactive 
clinical intervention is superior t~ retroactive review reoardless of 
the time interval. 

• The proposed system ;s based on a computer system which is hospital 
- -- - based and WDS withdrawn from service at Westboro State Hospital due 

to poor performance. The system is reported to hive a -.odule- that 
will be added for the LTC needs of DMR. MOC has documented the 
multitude of problems associated with the use of a computer system 
which has been -adapted for LTC use.-

4. Medication is the most important medical intervention in DMR 
facilities. The medication needs of the people we serve while are 
long Term are not static. The ~I:~_ng.~nd need can 
fluctuate greatly day. to day. The vDr1Dtion has not been accurDtely 
predicted and this will be a major pitfall of the proposed system. 

5. The proposed savings as they relate to OMR are not realistic. 
• Savinos for inventory reduction wi'l occur after July 1. 1992 as 

result of the change to prime vendor purchasing . A significant 
savings will result reg~rdless of the pharmacy distribution system 
used. The inventory savings proposed as ~ result of consolidation do 
not eccurately reflect the true numbers since the on-hand satellite 
inventory levels are under-estimated. 

• The lower prime vendor rate is unrealistic since the rate is based on 
volume and that should not change since the same medication needs are 
to be served. -

- The provision of computerized med sheets is proposed to sove 
$600.000. state-wide . The OMR facilities with the exception of 
Hogan-Berry currently provide computer generated mcd sheets. There 
will be little or no savings for OMR with the proposed system since 
computerized med sheets are currently provided. 

- The maximization of Medicaid perdiem does not apply to DMR due to the 
present reimbursement structure. 

• MOC/BSS has a closed formulary system so the savings indicated do not 
apply. 

In Summary. the proposal has funda.ental flaws which would hamper its 
performance in providing adequate pharmacy core for MOC end the other OMR 
facilities. The proposed satellite model using a hospital computer systena.Bj' 
~~ ,deQuote -f.or:the3)P.W·.nd:atff.:hDsp1Xa1~]1'~bJu·.t.:;JJl.:.osat,bf.ri.~· 
~ecil~rt.rC :n.,ds~::o.f~~~e -~onS(lIier.s-;:fM'..JJ4~ The proposel would result in the 
Public Health hospitals receiving two renovated pharmacies at a cost of 
S250.000. with additional computerization at a cost of S200,OOO. end managed 
by aCddemic contractors whose expertise is based in hospital core. The 
n.,..a ... +ftlo"+~ ft. "'0 .. +.-1 Clo+ ... ,.c.+;" .. .-",r4 N.,,+.1 Wo.l+h w;" .1If'tr4 +h;~ ",.,.0$."+ 
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end in return get a compromise system. As outlined above this compromise 
system as proposed will not be en improvement end may indeed have negative 
results. Furthermore. if the proposal is put into place. the issues outlined 
will become problematic and the solution's e~pense will fer out weigh any 
sevi ngs 1 n OMR. 

-- _._-._---- --- ' _. __ ._ --------- - _. - - -- .. :-=-~-,...,.....,.-=-:--~--=--
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William F. Weld 
Governor [lJ~ ~~ 02114 

)avid P. Forsberg 
Secretary 

Area Code (617) 
727-5500 

Eileen Elias 
Commissioner 

'. 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

M E M 0 RAN DUM 

MEDICAL DIRECTORS 
AREA DIRECTORS 
CHIEF OPERATING OFFICERS 

ANNETTE HANSON. M.D. 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER ~ 
CLINICAL AND PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 

JULY 14, 1992 

RE: PHARMACY CONSOLIDATION STUDY 

At a recent meeting at the Executive Office of Health and Human 
Services convened by Charlie Baker and attended by the 
Commissioners of the relevant agencies, the following five points 
were discussed: 

1. The computer system used would most likely be AIM's, and it 
would have to be expanded to all agencies . The cost of this 
is questionable. Dan Nakamoto would check to see if DCPO 
could fund this as a capital project. 

2. Consolidation should be done fast, and not in increments. 

3. The location of major sites (inventory centers) have not been 
determined. All facilities will have complete pharmacy 
support through satellites. 

4. The consultants have completed the draft RFP. 

5. Proposal to have DPH, DMH and DMR control over pharmacy 
system to insure all needs are met. 

I hope that this will be helpful in answering some of the 
questions that keep coming up. 

AH:ss 
<a-47> 
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TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

RE: 

Eileen Elias 
Commissioner 

M E M 0 RAN 0 U M 

Annette Hanson, M.D. 
Deputy Commissioner 
Clinical and Professional Services 

July 8, 1992 

Pharmacy Materials 

I met with Dan Nakamoto of DCPO and Health Care Consultants of 
Sharon, Massachusetts recently regarding the Pharmacy Study. Dan 
was very helpful in the planning and executing of this study. The 
consultants were uniformly knowledgable and responsive. 

We asked that our community mental health centers also be included 
" 'j in the study and in the outcome recommended. We also asked that 

. ~ they look into the problems our patie~ts encounter with medication 
, ~, \' on discharge because of the difficulites getting on Medicaid in a 

timely fashion. 

--------
An alternative plan submitted by George Olivera is included in the 
materials I have provided. 

AH:ss 
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Boost seen itt services for retarded 
Official hails $600m in tIs funds tQi~ted for Mass.; advo~te skeptical 

ByToniLocy 
GLOBE STAFF 

MMSachusettB will be ' able to proVide more 
commuruty-based services for mentally retard
ed people in the next four years because Uie 
state haa been granted a federal waiver, the 
Weld administration said yesterday. 

Charles D. Baker, ~ta.ry of human ser
vice~. said at a State House neWs conference 
that Medicaid will reimburse the state up to 
about $600 million to provide resldenu.t ser
vices. day programs, re-pite care and otMt ser
vices to mentally retarded adults older than 22. 

The waiver means that the federal govern
ment will pay for the services that the state pro
vides. 

Baker said the Waiver is the largest, per ca
pita. granted by the federai government. "This 
is a day that families and advocates have been 

waftJng for," he did. dation, said the state had to prove to federal 
The administration expects it will be able to officials that it could have cared for those 7,700 

serve an addltionlO.4,700 people over the next people in institutions, even though in reality the 
four years, Baker said. By 1997. the adrninistra- state cannot afTord to pay for it. 
tion estimates, 7,700 mentally retarded people Because community care Is cheaper than in
could be ~iving federally reimbursed services stitutions, Baker said, the federal government 
In commumty-based programs. . also will be saving substantially through pro-

Mary Lou Maloney, a lobbYIst for the Mass- grams financed by the waiver 
achusetts ~ation ~or Re~ed CitizenS, CampiM!U and Baker, h~er, could not say 
said the orgaruzation 18 skeptical of the an- pecificaU h · . I will be 

t d · t if th . will s y ow many more peop e 
nouncemen an no sure e WBlVer rep- served. Some of the 7 700 Ie ted to 
reseht "new money" for the mentally retarded. . ,peop ~ 

"It's excitJng that Medicaid has ~ come benefit will include those already recelVlDg ser-
into the 20th centwy, but we are also question- vices that are pal~ for exclusively by the state. 
ing how the state' ls going to respond to the Cummtly, there are 4,000 mentally retarded 
enpnnoUl unmet heeds of people who are- not people who are 22 or older who are on waitJng 
being served while continuing to provide quality Uats for services. Campbell said "some" of them 
services for people they have already taken re- will benefit because of the waiver. "It will bene
spoD8ibillty Cor," she said. Philip Campbell, com- fit individuals who up until now have not been · 
missioner of the Department of Mental Retar- . served," he said. 
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3. Identified dispensing sites will be Tewksbury State Hospital and Wrenthom State School. 

4. 

Service and satellite pharmacies will be adequate to serve each facility with the appropriate 
pharmacy-aupport. .. 

AIMS is the computerrmformation system which will be used. There has been a request to 
provide the consultants and Dan Nakamoto with a hardware inventory. Patrick Locke has 
been asked to provide that information. 

• 
5. The draft of the RFP for Provision of Pharmacy Services is expected to be completed and 

distnbuted for internal review by March 19, 1993. 

6. The draft memorandum of understanding to insure DMH participation in the administration 
of this program is attached to this memo. Dan Nakamoto would like to have comments 
submitted to him by the end of this week. I would be happy to gather comments from 
anyone at DMH unless they prefer to speak to Dan directly . 

• 
7. There are current draft job descriptions for the Oinical Director and Director of Operations. 

8. 

These will not be finalized until the Director of Pharmacy Services has been selected. 

The Departtnent of Menta! Health needs to identify two persons to sit on the Selection 
Committee for the Pharmacy Service Vendor. The people who served on the consultant 
selection were Annette Hanson, M.D. and linda Crumlin. I certainly think it is appropriate 
to have field representation on this selection committee and perhaps you would want to 
recommend the same two people. Dan Nakamoto would like to have that information within 
two weeks. When that decision is make I could take the information with me to the next 
meeting. 

9. Dan Nakamoto is still working on a written proposal for funding additional aspects of this 
initiative. 

10. I was given a memo to Jeff McCue from Dan Nakamoto requesting information on affected 
personnel Information includes employee names, locations, and seniority dates. I have 
provided that memo to Jeff. 

11. The contract for consultation services (the pOrtion being funded by DMH) has not been 
finalized. I will foUowup with Perry Trilling with this issue. 

I hope that you have found this information helpful. Should you have any questions about any of 
this information presented, I would be happy to discuss it further. I will insure that you receive 
regular updates on this project. 

WL:clv 
WI,3S9 

ENe: 1 

cc: Annette Hanson, M.D. 
Carolyn Schlaepfer 
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MEMORANDUM 

• 
TO: Joyce L Dmmming 

Deputy Commissioner 
Program Operations 

FROM: 

mRU: 

DATE: 

RE: 

.. 
Walter Lander. Director \ i '( 
Institutional OperatioJlS/U,nl Term Care 

Carolyn Sch1aepfer t \ 
AWst:mt Commissiofter 
Field Operations 

Pharmacy Consolidation Project 

,. , , , ... r · .. ~ . 

-----------------------------_. " ._ ._- --

I attended a meeting of the Department Coordinators for the" 1Mao¥':: :- .· . , i ', .: ?~ ' .. ' 
DCPO on Marcb 10, 1993. This memorandum is meant as 311t\Q4, .. , ~t9, ~ '_ :. . : _ ~~'-~ 
project. 

1. 

2. 

There was a briefing by the consultants IS to their ChUCDl~ .. 
completed their site inspections. They are currently pmpariDrsaris..:.. 
important for the firms that are interested in becoming-the _vCDdDr.:fG, : 
are also taking note of equipment and its location as wjII .• c:urr.eru7.J : 
within our system. 

Recruitment of a Pharmacy Director. Approzimately 15 'rcaamc:s.itav' 
half of those have been from within the State system andbalffrorr. 
to be approximately 11 qualified candidates. Again. abont ...... ! tr . . 
in the State system and half from outside. The Depa.rtJlll:DtCoun:ii~ 
I am a member, along with the consultants, will be p 'e~g. 
candidates. We intend to recommend three or possib"liDw :candit ', 
committee. The selection committee will be made up df..Ihe.m.:t ~!:: 
designees. 

.~ . .-. . , . ':'" . 

• 

• 

• 
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/Uqum for ProposDJs 
To Pravide PIulnrtDcy SDVicG to the 

CommOftweQJJh of MosstlchustllS 
Ptlgt -# 

pharmacies during the initial implementation of the consolidated program. 
Expansion of the pharmacy information system to include an ambulatory module will 
improve efficiency. Reassignment of scheduled prescription filling to the distnbution 
centers is planned for the future. 

Controlled substances (DEA Schedules ll-V) will be ordered by each site pharmacy 
from the respective manufacturer or vendor with appropriate inventory records and 
licenses maintained. Internal disbursements will be documented in a standardized 
perpetual inventory system which wiD be used by aD facilities. A proof-of-use record 
system wiD be used to document dose administration and waste. All controlled 
substances will be counted by facility staff in accordance with peninent regulations. 

Routine replenishment of floor stock, emergency trays, night cabinets and after
hours medication procurement wiD be completed and/or coordinated by the 

.. individual site pharmacies. Small volume extemporaneous compounding of oral 
formulations, dermatologies and other special dosage forms wiD also be handled at 
the site pharmacies as will the dispensing and record keeping for investigational 
(research) medications. 

Minimal sterile compounding is required by the facilities with the exception of the 
Lemuel Shattuck HospitaL This center will continue to provide its own admixture 
services on site. The need to prcmde new admixture services at other facilities wiD 
be addressed by the State Pharmacy Director with consideration given to the 
feasibility of using manufacturers' premixed products. Both Tewksbury State 
Hospital and the Monson DeveJopment"Center have identified this need. 

CrJ 

Limited distnbution of medical and surgical supplies, needJes/syringes, clinical 
reagents and dietal)' supplements will remain the responsibility of those site 
pharmacies currently performing such functions. Non-pharmaceutical products and 
patient comfon items will be moved and distnbuted from Centtal Supply or the 
Storeroom at those facilities offering such services. 

Pharmacy Information $.ystem 
J'{"e,~ : \\-o~ CAW\ ~."
t\AW\ M~e. ,,·f "10w. 
~.~ k~_ ~~-6.". ~ 

AD sites and distnbution centers wiD communicate through a new computer network 
consisting of personal computers linked to an IBM AS 400 minicomputer and using 

TI suitable clinical pharmacy information system. J The hardware plan for aD 
pharmacies is shown in Appendix C. 

su,,'~ Cl.Y\4 ~~n~.~ 
Integration of this system with other pau.At"databases, such as laboratol) 
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SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION 

REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS 
TO PROVIDE PHARMACY SERVICES AT INSTITUTIONS OPERATED 

BY THE DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH 
DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL RETARDATION 

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH 

Attached for your information are copies of the vendor conference agenda, Request for Proposals 
Amendments, and sign-in sheets. Additionally, the following issues were discussed at the vendor 
conference, site visits, or in subsequent discussions. 

Contract Maximum Obligation -A maximum has not been set. The three depanments currentl y 
spend about $5.0M for staff salaries and fringe for state employees and a few facility based 
contracted phannacies. State fringe is 31.5% and contract fringe runs from 25 to 30%. Conversion 
from individual facility based phannacies to a consolidated model was projected to save at least 
$800k. Next year's budget was accordingly decreased by that amount. Additionally, the model calls 
for a state office for phannacy services with staffing costs of $200k. Current funding available for 
consolidated phannacy service in the next fiscal year beginning July 1st is $4.0M. We are interested 
in programs within the funds available but would consider proposals beyond that amount for service 
quality reasons. 

Current Staffing - A review of phannacy staffing six months ago, identified a total staffing of 
93.48 FfEs, with 55.48 phannacists and 38.0 FTEs for technicians and other suppon staff. By 
Department, this breaks down as follows: Department of Mental Health, 28.5 FfEs, with 20.0 
phannacists and 8.5 technicians/others; Department of Mental Retardation, 37.73 FfEs.with 18.23 
phannacists and 19.5 technicians/others; and Department of Public Health, 27.25 FfEs, with 17.25 
pharmacists and 10.0 technicians/others. Two community mental health centers and one DMR 
facility did not have any FfEs specified as services were provided under contract. The vast majority 
of staff were state employees. About 40% of the phannacy staff serving DMR were contract 
employees and there was one contract employee at the DMH. The average salaries for state and 
contract employees was $50,337 for pharmacists and $22,076 for technicians/suppon. 

The Commonwealth is interested in preferential hiring of current state and contract employees. 

Drug Information System - The State Office for Phannacy Services will establish the data base 
specifications and the phannacy services vendor will operate the information system. 

Computer and Software - The Wrentham Distribution System and Department of Mental 
Retardation facilities will use Restcot The Tewksbury Distribution Center and Depanments of 
Mental Health and Public Health will use the mM AS 400. Software is still under discussion. 

Pharmacy Space and Equipment - The Commonwealth will provide appropriate space without 
charge for the distribution centers and site phannacies. Most phannacy fixtures, cans, computers. 
software, and licenses will be similarly provided. 

Ambulatory Drug Dispensing Services - Distributed under site licenses. 

Delivery Networks - Details regarding the current delivery schedules and numbers of site was 
desired. Copies of available information are attached. Facilities with complex distribution networks 
are attached with one exception. Templeton consists of two cottages and six closely clustered 

"\ buildings. 
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MEMORANDUM 

] oyce L Drumming 
Deputy Commissioner 

.-\rea (')Of' ' '''; ~ 
-:-2-:-· ·);'11 II) 

FROM: 
'\ \,. 

Walter Lander, Directo~ \ ' 
Long Term Care/InstitudOl\'a1 Operations 

THRU: Carolyn Schlaepfer 
Assistant Commissioner 

DATE: March 2, 1993 

RE: Pharmacy Consolidation Project 

I attended a meeting of the Department Coordinators for the Pharmacy Consolidation Project at 
DCPO on February 25, 1993. This memorandum is meant as an update to you on the status of this 
project. 

1. Media Attention 

There have been a few articles in the Brockton paper about a potential conflict of interest 
between the original consultants on this project and the initiative. Dan Nakamoto stated that 
he did not believe that this would lead anywhere. He was convinced that there was no 
conflict of interest but he wanted to mention it to everyone in case they heard anything. 

2. Workload Analysis 

An extensive workload analysis is being done by all facilities within the State. That work 
is in process. This information is expected to be crucial to private pharmacy corporations 
interested in bidding on the initiative. 

3. Consultant Issues 

A The proposal to have a single dispensing site has been resolved. There will be more 
than one dispensing site. 



B. The computer software issue remains open. The Deparonent of Mental Retardation 
has been adamant that they use a different software than the other agencies. They 
are _now beginning to have second thoughts. This issue is unresolved . 

... 
C. Tcwksbury - Initial expectation was that significant construction work would need to 

be done at the Tewksbury site to accommodate the storage of medications. Recent 
evaluation at that site has determined that fewer renovations than initially foreseen 
are going to be required. It will not involve any major additional construction to the 
hospital but simply some interior renovation. 

4. Capital Dollars 

As stated in previous updates, equipment such as medication carts and computer hardware 
have been accounted for. The dollar amount seems to be reasonable and DCPO and/or 
EOlDiS will cover these costs. There is an estimated need for capital dollars at DPH of 
$85,000 and at DMR $95,000. Those are primarily for the inventory sites and do not effect 
the Department of Mental Health. 

5. Computer Vendor Meetings 

These have been held with representatives from the MIS Systems of all the different 
agencies. They are currently investigating the site licensing of the software which is 
proposed. 

6. EQuipment and Fixtures 

It is anticipated that some equipment and fixtures that are currently located in all agency 
facilities will be examined and reused as much as possible to preclude the purchase of new 
equipment. 

7. State Administrative Office 

The Director of Pharmacy Services have been graded at an M-IX. That posting has gone up 
and advertised in the Boston Globe. Resumes are currently coming in. It was apparent to 
me in this meeting that the Department of Publi~ Health was exhibiting a sense of ownership 
of the Director of Pharmacy Services. I raised a strong objection to this concept. I 
requested that the final selection be done by a committee of three from the three agencies 
involved. These final selectors would be appointed by the respective Commissioners. I also 
requested a formal interagency agreement be drafted to ensure that each individual agency 
had equal input into the supervision and accountability of the Director of Pharmacy Services. 
Dan Nakamoto is currently drafting that memorandum of understanding. We intend to take 
advantage of the consultants to do the initial review of resumes. It has been proposed that 
the Department Coordinators work with the consultants to narrow the field and to 
recommend the finalists to the Commissioner appointees for selection. Once the new 
Director of Pharmacy Services is on board, we will be grading and advertising the two 
secondary positions: a 0inica1 Director; and, an Operations Director. There will also be an 
Administrative Assistant hired. 



------------------------------------------------------------ -----

8. Request for Proposals 

The final doamlent should be prepared within two weeks. We anticipate having two weeks 
to review that document and expect to haVe it on the street by the first of April. As site 
visits are going to be available to potential bidders, we expect that submissions will be 
required by mid-May and the final selection will occur around June 1st. It has been 
proposed that two representatives from each Department makeup the selection committee. 
It has been further recommended that at least one of those people have a clinical 
background and that perhaps field representation is appropriate. 

9. Department Funding 

Dan Nakamoto reported verbally on what he saw as future requirements for funding this 
initiative from the individual agencies. I requested that he put his thoughts about this in 
writing so that everyone has the same information. Dan will be authoring a paper which 
addresses financial responsibilities. 

10. Advisory Committee 

There will be an Advisory Committee to provide guidance to the Pharmacy Administrator. 
Exact makeup of that committee is yet to be determined but each agency will have 
representation. 

11. Regular Meetings 

It was proposed and agreed to that there should be regular meetings of this group, 
Department Coordinators. The next meeting is scheduled for Wednesday, March 10, 1993. 
That meeting will take place at DCPO and the Consultants will be in attendance. 

I hope that you have found this information helpful. Should you have any questions about any of 
the information presented, I would be happy to discuss it further. I will insure that you receive 
regular updates on this project. 

WL:clv 
WL-344 

CC: Annette Hanson, M.D. 
Carolyn Schlaepfer 
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WILLIAM F. WELD 
GOVERNOR 

CHARLES D. SAKER 
SECRETARY 

The Commonwealth of Massachusetts 
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 

One Ashburton Place, Room 1109 
Boston, Massachusetts 02108 -. 

COMMISSIONERS 
OFFICE 
5-1) E-c 

MAY 1 0 199~ 

Memorandum to: Eileen Elias. Commissioner, Depanment of Mental Health 
Philip Campbell, Commissioner, Depanment of Mental Retardation 
David Mulligan, Commissioner, Depanment of Public Health 

From: Charles D. Baker,~ 
Date: May 5, 1993 

Re: Update on the Consolidated Pharmacy Services Initiative 

We continue to proceed on the Consolidated Pharmacy Service Initiative. The process has 
been an extremely open one, with countless meetings and discussions with pharmacists, 
nurses, physicians and administrators from your Departments. Many suggestions have 
been incorporated into the program model. The prospects for this innovative model are 
very exciting. We expect to improve the efficiency of drug dispensing operations, expand 
facility-based clinical activities, and standardize pharmacy operations and information 
systems. 

As you are aware, a Request for Proposals for Pharmacy Services has been released with a 
proposal deadline of May 6th. There is strong private sector interest interest in this project 
and we expect to receive many competitive proposals. A contract signing is expected in the 
second half of June and program start up a month or two later. The implementation 
schedule will be contingent upon the readiness of the pharmacy vendor and your facilities . 

The new State Office for Pharmacy Services will be fully staffed within the next few 
months. The State Office will be re:;pcnsible for state-wide standards for pharmacy 
operations and for oversight of pharmacies services provided under the consolidated service 
system. We have'made a job offer to a very qualified internal candidate for the State 
Director's position. We are awaiting police and tax checks before making an official 
announcemenL Meanwhile, recruitment effons will be underway shonly for two senior 

vel positions to fill out the State Office staffmg. 

I understand that there are many concerns from facility administrators regarding this 
transition. My advice is to continue operations as usual. Continue to maintain your usual 
pharmaceutical inventories. Roll your current funding for pharmacy services "as is" into 
FY 94. Budgetary changes should be done when a contract for services is signed and an 
implementation timetable is developed. 

If you have any questions, please call Daniel Nakamoto at #727-4015. 
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_ ~r ) DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH 

Pharmacy- Points 

July 16, 1993 

I. Savings will Occur but Mostlion State BIS 

- No Drug Savings Currently Estimated 
-No System of Distribution. Control. Ordering has been flushed out 
-Inventory on Hand status & flow yet TBD 
-Computer Software/Maintenance Cost need to be Established & Budgeted 

II. PMH Costs-See Chart(used fv93 cost for comparison) 

Hospitals &CMHC Annualized Statfing Levels-TBD 
- 90 day shake down will determine + ongoing review 
- HPI Health Care Contracted Costs Include: 

Direct Staff 
Admi ni strative 
Corporate Support 
Management Fee 
Central Distribution Ctr (Not Drugs) 
Additional Cost (Small one time cost for Transition) 

-Large Hospital Facility will cost less 
-CMHC may not Save $s & May Cost More 

III. Pocasset-No Pharmacist on Board and current cost ($60-70K)incudes drug 
cost, privatized services are $86k no ftes on site and will cost additional $60k 

in drugs. 

-Current contract needs 30-60 days Termination 
-Transportation issue 
- No Phannacist on site yet same cost as other CMHCs? 
-No Physical Space for a Pharmacist at Pocasset? 

IV. Solomon-Pharmacist on Board and current cost ($80-85K)incudes drug cost. 
privatized services are $86k no ftes on site and will cost additional $60k in 

drugs. 

-Current contract needs 30-60 days Termination 
-Transportation issue 
- No Pharmacist on site yet same cost as other CMHCs 
-No Physical Space for a Pharmacist. 
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Department 0. Mental Heallh 
Esllmated Annualized Saving · 

For Prlvltlzed Pharmacy 

"1~,~~!,~iii_\lltii 
Facility 

Mass Mental 
Fuller~F-

Current 
FY93 

Fles Sal/Coni Call 
/-17-:1, 

~."o 'iI;)~ 5 .00 J~...220,396 
7 . 2~e1fP-227 ,03D 
3 .00§1l»1158,257 
3 .50 ,}Ill" 174,711 

f 

Annual 
flel 

4 .00 
2 .00 
2 .00 
2 .00 

18.70 780,401 10 .00 

f-(i 
2 .001 ~06'771tdol 0 .50) 
2.0<!3\~. 106,771J15~ 0 .5€P 
1.60 5,417 0.50) 
1.00 F~~J.-82,312 0 .5W: 
0.00 8,400 0 .5'D 
1.00 ,o,1di 60,704 0 .56 
0 .00 5,700 0 .00 
7 .60 456,076 J .00 

Tolal Savings 26 .30 1,236,477 1:.t. .00 

• Includes Conlracted JJ/MM 

-

FY1994 
Proposed 

Prlvllz. Cosl 

201,671 
122,773 
122,773 
122,773 

569,990 

86,510 
86,510 
86,510 
86,510 
86,510 
86,510 
86 1510 

605,570 

1,175,5 

-

Fles DIFF 

-1.00 
-5 .20 
-1.00 
-1.50 

-8 .70 
0 .00 
-1 .50 
-1.50 
-1.10 
-0 .50 
0 .50 
-0.50 
0.00 
-6 .60 

15 .30 

· July 16,1993 

"::,,, 

60,917 332,283 393,200 

• 



Tewsk Dist 
Pharmacy 
Pharmacy 

Wrenth Dist 
Pharmacy 

Mgt 

MGT Fee 

DPH 

Depanment Of Mental Health 
Estimated Allocation of Pharmacy Costs 

Year One 
Admin Exp 432,891 
DMH Admin E. 0.524 0.3019 3-98,353 
DPH Admin E. 0.476 0.2739 633,432 

Admin Exp 
DMRAdmin E. 

Mgt & Support 

Overhead 

Totals 

Western Ma 

1.00 1,331,785 

0.4242 

1.00 

432,891 
981,141 

2,312,926 

220,980 

450,000 

3,849,688 

105,156 

3,954,844 

Additional Pharmacist 315,468 

4,270,312 

Direct & Allocated 

CfM 698.,353 
Tewsk Dist Admin Exp 22'6,997 
Mgt Mgt & Support 66,722 
MGT Fee Overhead 135,871 

Totals 1,127,942 

Additional Pharmacist 151,156 

1,279,098 

Amount Allocated Per Contract 1,243,615 

Page 1 

Year Two Year Three 
453,350 475,619 
732,961 769,298 
664,674 697,478 

1,397,635 1,466,776 

453,350 
1,029,973 

2,427,608 

232,029 

450.000 

4,016,337 

110,414 

4,126,751 

4,126,751 

1,186,979 

475,619 
1,081,246 

2,548,022 

243,630 

450,000 

4,192,890 

115,934 

4,308,824 

4,308,824 

1,238,318 



DIIJI B8TXDTBD 

D1f DGLUID HUDOn 

LEASE LINE INSTALLATION 56KB 

INSIDE CABLING (WIRING CONTRACTOR) 

UJI8 

AIMS SOFTWARE CUSTOMIZATION 
AIMS PHARMACY LICENSE SOFTWARE AS/400 
AIMS SOFTWARE FOR CMHC 

COMM. HARDWARE AT TEWKSBURY 
COMM. INSTALLATION AT TEWKSBURY 
3 DSU'S AT HOSPITAL AS/400 

INSTALLATION CABLES/EQUIPMENT 
CMHC 1 DSU'S 

INSTALLATION CABLES/EQUIPMENT 

IIBJIORJlZ HLBZ 

B8'1'IDTBD C08'1' 

16,500.00 

5,000.00 

11,333.00 
170,000.00 

17,690.00 
3,241.00 
4,533.00 

675.00 
12,089.00 

1 WORKSTATION CONTROLLER PERLE 394T SUPPORT 16,360.00 
DEVICES 

ON GOING MONTHLY CHARGES FOR 
PHONE LINES 

MOJMMILY Y~Y 

148.10 .X 12 
180.00 
142.93 
161.20 

1,785.60 
2,160.00 
1,715.16 
1,934.00 

272,015.7' 
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DEPARTMENT RESOURCES FOR STATE PHARMACY OFFICE 

Background 

State Pharmacy Administration - perceived benefit 

located within the Department of Public Health 

Dispensing Centers - perceived benefit. 

Department of Public Health, Tewksbury Hospital 

Deparunent of Mental Retardation, Wrentham State School 

Facilities Served by Dispensing Centers clients served 4,722 

Department of Mental Health 
4 hospitals! 7 cmhcs / 1,256 patients 

Medfield S tate Hospital -
Taunton State Hospital-
Westboro State Hospital-
Worcester S tate Hospital 

Corrgian Mental Health Center 

26.6% of clients 

Solomon Caner Fuller Mental Health Center 
Lindemann Mental Health Center 
Massachusetts Mental Health Center 
Quincy Mental Health Center 
Pocasset Mental Health Center 
Harry Soloman Mental Health Center 

Department of Mental Retardation 
7 facilities / 2,513 patients 

Dever State School 
Fernald S tate School 
Glavin Regional Center 
Hogan Regional Center 
Monson Development Center 
Templeton Regional Ceter 
Wrentham State School 

Department of Public Health 
3 facilities /953 patients 

Massachusetts Hospital School 
Lemuel Shattuck Hospital 
Tewksbury Hospital 

53.2% of clients 

20.2% of clients 



Manpower Needs 

Department of Mental Health - 18 ftes ., 
Department of Mental Retardation - 22.0 ftes 
Department of Public Health - 11.0 ftes 

Tewkbmy Dispensing Center - 5.3 ftes 
Wrentham Dispensing Center -.6.8 ftes 

- 63.1 ftes 

Total FTES for Depanments 

Department of Mental Health - 21.3 ftes 33.8% 
Department of Mental Retardation - 28.8 ftes 45.6% 
Department of Public Health - 13.0 ftes 20.6% 

- 63.1 ftes 

Proposed Staffing - at final step 

Director 
Assistant Director for Operations 
Assistant Director for Qinical 
Administrative Assistant 

total 

Pro-rate staffing costs by labor % 

DMH - $66,468.93 vs. 
DMR - $89,674.06 vs. 
DPH - $40.510.64 vs. 

63,273.08 
53,190.28 
53,190.28 
25,000.00 

196,653.64 

53.190.28 
78,190.28 
63,273.08 

Reminder - DMH - no dispensing center in facility . 
DMR - dispensing center in facility 
DPH - central administration 

dispensing center in facility 

DPH 63.273.08 
DMR 53,190.28 
DMH 53,190.28 
DMR 25,000.00 

• 

• 

• 
. '. 
~ . 
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, Bruce Gaulin, Clinical Pharmacist 
Louis Dell'olio, Direotor of Pharmacy 

Comments on the Draft Report On The Assessment of state operated 
Pharmacy Services In Health And Human Service Facilities prepared 
by Health Care Consultants (Hee). 

The comments contained in this memo-are the result of discussions 
wi th the current -pharmacy care providers in the Dept of Mental 
Health. A number of- inaccuracies and limita1:ions were noted in both 
the assessment and the proposed model which need to be addressed. 

PROBLEMS WITH DRAFT REPORT/PROPOSAL: 

Assessment Findings: 

The report indicates that inconsistences in policy and procedures 
were found throuqhout the state system. This shOUld come as no 
great surprise since the review was conducted in three different 
agencies, serving three different patien1: populations with three 
very distinct sets ot pharmaceutical care needs. While there are 
certain policies and procedures that are universal in the provision 
of pharmaceutical care, many detailed procedures are specific to 
the particular circumstances unique to each facility. It is 
inconoeivable that a sinqle manual will cover the myriad of 
policies and procedures required by 15 different facilities. 
Within the DMH and certainly at Worcester state Hospital (WSH) 
policies and procedures reflect current practices and set the 
standard tor performance. These policies and procedures are guided 
by the DHM Facilities Manual. Future needs are best addressed 
through strategic planning. WSH has been involved in the planning 
and implementation of quality pharmacy services over the past four 
years. 

The report also indicates that the purchasinq and inventory control 
procedures within the state system are poor. However, many ot the 
issue. raised are not addressed by the proposed reorganization. For 
example will the new State Pharmacy Director have the authority to 
change how the State awards ccntracts, or .to change the legislative 
budget process? without such changes the new Director would be 
faced with the same realities as the current pharmacy managers. 

Dispensing methods do vary considerably throughout the state and 
even within the OMH. An agency wide strategic plan is needed to 
upqradQ pharmacy systems to ensure adequate delivery of services to 
the pati8ntK of the DMH. HowQvar, suoh a plan mUBt Qcccunt for the 
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differ.nt ne.ds requir~d by ~ach f~cility. To gugge8~ th~t ft Aingle 
d.ispensing system will provide the best solution for all the 
divQrsa circumstances in the 15 different facilities surveyed is at 
bes~ wishful thinking and at worst a potential disas~er. 

Computerization within the OMH is not in the dismal state depicted 
in the HCC report. In the DMH two facilities are already equipped 
with a state of the art pharmacy computer system that has a proven 
track r.cord in psychiatric hospital settings (DataStat). This 
system has a billing module that utilizes a universal claims form 
compatible wi t.h most third party -payers. WSH has been able to 
perform drug utfI1zation reviews for over two years with the 
oatastat system. The remaining two _facilities are very near to 
achievinq computerization. 

Model ItB" proposal 

The draft report and recommended Model "B" proposal calls for a 
consolidation of 15 of the State pharmacies into two main 
dispensing pharmacies. These pharmacies would be located at the 
Tewksbury and Lemuel Shattuck DPH hospitals. The State's pharmacy 
needs would he divided between these two facilities. 

It is proposed that this system would use "bingo" cards for drug 
distribution trom two OPR hospitals. These would be delivered to 
the various sites in the State hospital system by a courier. Each 
sita would in turn have a "satellite" pharmacy with a small staft. 

The choice of a "bingo" card system for druq distribution is 
inappropriate for DMH. This is especially true in facilities with 
a large number of medication chanqes and acute care services. While 
this torm of druq distribution may be an acceptable alternative in 
taci.litias with long term stable patient populations it is ill 
suited to meet the acute care needs of the Oept of Mental Health. 

The ooncept of dispensinq wi thin a "binqo" card system is a 
definite reap backwards for those tacilities that have implemented 
a unit do.e drug distribution system. unit close is the c1ruq 
distribution system most widely utilized by hospitals across the 

. country. It has been shown to reduce medication errors and waste. 
It is also the most flexible system ot drug distribution. 
The propo.ed plan would attempt to squeeze a system of drug 
distribution designed tor nursing homes into the hospital setting. 

Academic Basad Pharmacy Contracts: 

The proposal recommends the usa of an academic based pharmacy 
management contract. Since the proposal indicates these academic 
inatitutions would be responsible for providing stafting and 
management tor the proposed pharmacy system, one can assume that 
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the selection criteria would involve the presence of an operating 
pharmacy department probably within the context of an acute care 
university affiliated hospital. Since these hospitals generally pay 
their contract employees at the same salary scale as their 
university counterparts it is quite unlikely that a substantial 
saving. in salary or benefits will be realized. The proposal 
indicates a reduction in pharmacist salary ot approx l.l million 
dollars. This could only be accomplished by providing the 
departments with-substandard staf~nq levels . One of the articles 
quoted by the con~ultants in the American J. of Hospital Pharmacy 
indicates the averaqe pharmacist ...a.taffing level in a government 
operated psychiatric hospital is 1.5 pharmacists per 100 beds (1.8 
in privatf:lt hospitals). The site visit data indicates that 13 
pharmacists are currently employed in the DMH, just under the 
expected average. The number of technicians employed by DMH is far 
lower than the average ot 1.3 per 100 beds, and lower still than 
the optimal 2 per each Pharmact:~ 

~~~ . 
Clinical services: ~ 1 

Clinical services as described in this proposal would be provided 
by the satellite pharmacist. While this concept has been utilized 
with succe •• within large single institutions expandinq the concept 
to the entire State will be difficult it not impossible. The 
immediate dispensing needs ot each facility, required inspections, 
clarification ot medication orders, input of orders in the AIMS 
system, and a myriad of other duties will undoubtedly consume a 
large portion of the pharmacist's time. Even with the appropriate 
uae ot technical support sta.tf the remote satellite pharmacy 
envisioned in the proposed plan will be ill equipped to provide 
substantial clinical services. 

In addition the proposal suqgeststhat the pharmacist on site at 
each tacility will conduct federally required periodic medication 
reviews. While a regularly . scheduled review is a Title XIX 
requirement in the OHR/s ICF/MR facilities, it is not a 
requirement, nor is it a logical use of clinical pharmacist time in 
the OMH hospitals. It would appear that the consultants have 
equated the needs of DMH facilities with thoae of large nursinq 
homes •. 

computerization: 

The use of the AIMS computer software package is also a part of 
this proposal. This sottware program contains a pharmacy package 
that has be.n piloted at one OMH pharmaoy already (Westboro). The 
inefticienoy of this softWare in meeting the needs of a typical DMH 
ph.~.oy cannot DO aver .tated. Ordor ontry t~mo, onQ o~ tho mo~t 
critical factors in choosinq a system, was exceedinqly long. 
Combininq this with the need for telephone links to the mini-
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facilitiea. At the time this system was piloted the clinical 
screening capabilities were minimal at best. This capability is 
used to detect druq to drug interactions, and druq overlaps. 

cost Savings: 

Reduction in the ~tata's drug inv@ntory is reportedly a major one 
time savings tro~this proposed reorganization plan. However, the 
State will ba purchasing through a prime vandor agreement beginning 
1n this fi8cal year which will r.~ult in a larqe reduction in 
inventory even it no other changes are made. This fact does not 
appear to have been accounted for in the projected savings. 
Obviously this oversight would cause the projectea savings to be 
over Qstimated. 

Aa for the saving. in the prime vendor contract projected in the 
proposal it ia unclear what would cause any savings to occur. The 
volume of pharmaceutical purchases will not change with a 
reorganization of pharmacy services. The only reasonable 
explanation is that the consultants believe that the current State 
prime vendor contract was not a favorable one. This may well be the 
casa, however it has little or nothing to do with how the 
Pharmacies within each Agency operate. The pharmaceutical contracts 
are handled by the pharmacy procurement agent in the Comptroller's 
attica. Perhaps this arrangement does need to be re-examined. 

Cost aavings are projected by the use ot computerized medication 
administration records and physician orders. These savings are 
di'fficult to imagine. It the ~avinqa are basQd on ;\ C':Alr.ulation of 
the dollar value ot the amount of labor saved compared to hand 
copyinq thes.. torms, it ia unlikely that much it any of the 
projected savings would be realized. This service can and does save 
time by both nurses and ·physicians. It will not however result in 
any cost savings. It is .. extremely 1.lnlikely that any nurse or 
phyaician will be lai4 ott to aooount tor the total time savings 
made possible by this intervention. On the other hand it the 
savings are calculated from the amount that a private vendor would 
oharqe tor these forms it is not a valid comparison with the 
existing system since a number ot facilities in the state already 
provide this service. 

Summary and Conclusions: 

This proposal has brought to light short comings of the pharmacy 
services in the State system. However, the consultant's report has 
takan problems in individual facilities and portrayed them as 
occurrinq universally. This ignores the substantial progress that 
has been achieVed in the last 3-4 years within the DMH. Here at 
worcester state Hospital the pharmacy has gone from a bulk 
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dispensing system with minimal patient profile information to a 
full service hospital pharmacy with ., complete unit dose system, 
computerization, and a quality assurance program. This has led to 
approval by HCFA in their recent survey. In addition a full service 
clinical pharmacy proqram hall been established. If the HCC proposal 
i. adopted these advances in the quality ot pharmaceutical care 
delivered to our patients will certainly decline. 

The cost aavinqs_ projected in th~HCC report do not appear to be 
realistic. While-soma reduction in salaries are likely to occur it 
will be at the expense ot quality ot pharmaceutical 'care, Many of 
the cost aavinq measure. sU9Qested by the report are possible 
without the ra4ical ohanges proposed. 

Changes are needed within the OMH pharmacy program. Dismantling the 
system is not the beat means to achieve this reform. While 
organized pharmacy practice is moving rapidly towards 
.pecialization this proposal would take us on a path towards 
generalization. The continued enhancement' , of clinical skills in 
psycho pharmacy are critical to the advancement of pharmacy practice 
in the DMH. It the unique patient popUlation we serve is diluted by 
combining services with other agencies the apportuni ty for this 
advancement will be greatly diminished. 

Formation at a strategic plan for change is well within the 
capabilities of the current pharmacy manaqers ot the OMH. A forum 
in which to formulate, update, and present such a plan is a qreatly 
needed chanq_ in the OMH. This can be accomplished without the 
upheaval suggested by the ace report. 

The DMH should allow the opportunity tor its own pharmacy experts 
to pre.ent an a1 t.rnati ve to the proposal presented in the Hce 
report. It is our opinion that an al ternati ve plan could be 

• implemented at m.inimal cost that would bring all of the OM!{ 
tacili ties into compl'iance with current standards ot practice, 
retain control of pharmacy programs within this Agency, and provide 
enhanced pharmaceutical care for our patients. 

The DMH has an opportunity at this point to advance the quality of 
care it provid •• to the mentally ill by cultivating the best 
pharmacy program possible within the Agency, or to be content with 
a mediocre system as propoBed in the ~cC report. 
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The Commonwealth of Massachusetts 
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 

One Ashburton Place, Room 1109 
Boston, Massachusetts 02108 

WILLIAM F. WELD 
GOVERNOR 

CHARLES D. BAKER 
SECRETARY 

Gary Lamben 
Depanment of Procurement and General Services 
One Ashbunon Place 
Boston, MA 02108 

Re: Consolidated Pharmacy Services 

Dear Gary: 

May 14, 1993 

I do not expect that our proposed Consolidated Pharmacy Services System will compromise 
the Pharmacy Prime Vendor Contract with the James Brudnick Company. If there are 
difficulties, I am sure we can work them out. We have maintained communications with 
Brian Putnam regarding this proposed initiative since its inception over a year ago and will 
continue to keep him informed in the future. 

While the logistical details of drug ordering will be managed by the Pharmacy Services 
Vendor, the actual purchasing will remain with the Departtnents of Mental Health, Mental 
Retardation, and Public Health. The individual Departtnents will submit Purchase Orders 
which will be supponed from the various agency appropriations accounts as it currently 
done. The drugs will be state propeny under the control and possession of the Vendor. 
There will be periodic and random scheduled inventory audits by the State Office for 
Pharmacy Services. 

The Food and Drug Division of the Massachusetts Departtnent of Public Health is 
spearheading our effon to work out regulatory and legal issues regarding the Consolidated 
Pharmacy Services System. Besides working out PulHic Health issues, the Division is 
coordinating similar efforts with the Board of Pharmacy and the Drug Enforcement 
Administration. 

Finally, we would welcome the regular panicipation of Brian Putnam on our state-wide 
Pharmacy and Therapeutic Committee. In these times of escalating drug costs, his insights 
on pharmaceutical procurement would be very helpful in our effons to realize savings. 

Sincerely, 
,,-- . 

~-{ 1tJt,~ 
Daniel Nakamoto 



The Commonwealth of Massachusetts 
Executive Office of Human Services 

DAVID P FORSBERG 
SECRETARY 

One Ashburton ' Place, Room 1109 
Boston, Massachusetts 02108 

Memorandum to: Ellen Phillips, Department of Procmement and General Services 

From: Daniel Nakamoto ~ 
Re: Phannacy Prime Vendor 

Date: January 13, 1992 

Attached per your request is the RFP for the assessment of pharmacy operations in 
EOIllIS institutions. The proposed project compliments the work of your Prime Vendor 
group. The ensuing pharmacy services RFP should be completed in March. We are very 
interested in linking the prime vendor bid with phannacy operations as we believe there 
may be significant cost efficiencies to this linkage. The issuance of separate RFPs only a 
few weeks apart would seem to be duplicative and create confusion among potential 
vendors. 

I am most interested in discussing this issue and will call in a few days to arrange a 
meeting. Thank you. 



/ 

THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS 
DIVISION OF CAPITAL PLANNING AND OPERATIONS 

Request for Proposals 
to provide 

CONSULTING SERVICES 
for the 

ASSESSMENT OF STATE OPERATED PHARMACY SERVICES 
IN HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICE FACILITIES 

Proposal Deadline: FEBRUARY 10, 1992 @12:00 noon 

Submit Proposals to: 

8eth Rubenstein 
Division of Capital Planning and Operations 

100 Nashua Street, 8th floor 
80ston, MA 02114 

Tel # (617) 727-4015 

1/7/92 

• 

• 
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June 12, 1992 
Health Care Consultants 
P.O. Box 40 
627 Massapoag Avenue 
Sharon, MA 02067 
Attn: F. Randy Vogenberg 

Dear Mr. Vogenberg: 

Attached is a approved copy of the contract amendment adding $11,355.00 to your 
Assessment of State Operated Pharmacy Services contract. All terms and 
conditions of the original contract remain the same. 

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please call me at 727-4015. 

Attachments 
CC. Beth Rubenstein 

Dan Nakamoto 
Files 

Sincerely, - -. 

(/~ 
~ 

Alan Rose 

617 -727 -40 1 
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ATTACHMENT A (Amended) 

SCOPE DE SERYICE: 

Consultant services will be required on a as-needed basis over the course of the contract which is 
to extend no more than four months. It is expected that the consultant will devote significant 
blocks of staff time dming the initial evaluation period and. if determined necessary, devote blocks 
of time in the development of specifications of a centralized pharmacy system. If a centtalized 
system is not pursued. lesser amounts of time will be required for the development of 
recommendations for the ongoing system and assistance to individual facilities as needed.. 

The project will be broken up into four (4) phases as noted below: 

Start Up Phase 
Plan and Preparation 

Phase I 
On Site visits levaluations 

Agency Preparation for Project: Schedule extra meetings with 
Department of Mental Health (DMH), Department of Mental Retardation 
(DMR), and Department of Public Health (DPH) senior staff to orient 
them to the project. Meet with the Department of Procurement and 
General Services (DPGS) to orient them to the project as well as receive • 
updated information on their efforts to award a Prime Vendor Contract 
for drugs needed for the fadlities. 

Phase II 
Development of two operational models 
Decision Analysis 
Expansion of Model 

1. Devote time for additional research in the market capability to meet 
requirements as well as investigate Medicaid and MIS issues. 

2. Develop up to three (3) Request for Proposals (REP) to bid out 
proposed models for DMH, DMR and DPH. Meet with key agency staff 
and coordinate development of the REP's. 

Wrap Up Phase 
Presentation and Follow-up 

Schedule and coordinate extra meetings with DMH, DMR and DPR 
officials to discuss and encourage adoption of the final project models. 

• I 



William F. Weld 
Governor 

MaJ1< E. Robinson 
Secretary 

Philmore Anderson III 
State Purchasing Agent 

Dan Nakamoto 

JIw COmfYWnWealtft 0/ rf!a:HachUje& 
Gxecutive Office /0,. ~Jmini~tration and Jinance 
::Department 0/ p,.ocuremsnl and (jene,.a! Se,.vice~ 

One ~~lJu,.lon place, Bo~lon, m~ 02108-1552 

May 10,1993 

Assistant Secretary for Facility Consolidation 
Executive Office of Health and Human Services 
100 Cambridge Street, Room 1611 
Boston, Ma. 02202 

DearMr.N~: 

(617) 727-7500 

Fax(617)727~527 

Thank you for the copy of the Pharmacy Services RFP issued by EOHHS April 6, 1993. 
DPGS has reviewed the RFP to determine how this innovative method of providing pharmacy 
services to DMH, DMR and DPH may impact the DPGS Pharmaceutical Prime Vendor 
Contract ("Prime Vendor Contract"). 

DPGS's paramount concern in its comments is that the Prime Vendor Contract, which now 
works so well, is not compromised by the implementation of the Pharmacy Services system. 
Our concerns fall into the general categories of payment issues, ordering issues and control 
issues. 

The Pharmacy Services RFP states that the existing 22 site pharmacies as well as the two 
newly created phannacy distribution centers will be ordering from the Prime Vendor. The 
RFP is not explicit on how the Prime Vendor will get paid for the drugs it provides to these 
entities. The Prime Vendor Contract requires that state agencies provide the Prime Vendor 
with a PG document (purchase order) with sufficient funds encumbered to pay for the drugs 
before placing an order with the Prime Vendor. All drugs that are received must be paid for 
within forty-five (45) days. It is unclear who, among DMH, DMR and DPH and the Pharmacy 
Services Contractor ("Contractor"), will generate a PG. The payment process may be 
problematic since DMR, DMH, DPH each have separate business offices and budgets. 

Ordering issues that need to be clarified include who (the Contractor or the site phannacies) 
will be placing the orders; where will the orders will be shipped; and who is responsible for 
receiving the orders (according to the RFP, the majority of drugs ordered will be distributed 
through the phannacy distribution centers). Closely related to order issues is the question of 
who (the Commonwealth or the Contractor) will be responsible for the control and possession 
of the drugs once they have been delivered by the Prime Vendor to the site phannacies and 
pharmacy distribution centers. 

New DEA (Federal Drug Enforcement Agency) registration numbers may be required for the 
site pharmacies due to the change in the entity ordering and/or receiving the controlled 
substances. The DEA number is the key number a drug company uses in detennining that a 
pharmacy is eligible for the Commonwealth's lower pricing. DPGS has to supply each 
participating drug company with a list of eligible users and their DEA numbers. 



November 10,1993 
Page 2 

ItftftInps that the concerns raised in this letter are taken into consideration during the 
evaluation of proposals and during contract negotiations. If EOHHS has 

IISS:tIOrlS concerning the Prime Vendor Contract at any time, please feel free to call 
,727-7500, extension 328. 

noted that a state-wide Phannacy and Therapeutic Committee will be established . 
..-1".., ..... that Brian Putnam, Contract Manager for the Phannaceutical Prime Vendor 

as well as a phannacist, become a pennanent member of this Committee to ensure 
issues raised above, as well as any others that arise, are resolved in accordance 
tenns of the Prime Vendor Contract. 

A
Sin~reIY' 

~ 

7r:1' 
Gary Lambert 
Deputy Purchasing Agent 

• 

• 

• 
------------------------
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JPCAMPBELL 
ommllSlon.r 

M 0 N SON 0 EVE LOP MEN iA LeE NT E R 

PALMER, MASSACHUSETTS 01069-1856 

TEL:" 413·283-3411 

DONALD J. lUTCHER 
Sup.rlnt.nd.nt " 

T<>: 
From: 
DtztR: 
St~~r: 

Dalt Naki".,., 
I»1I(lld FUtcMr 
"2711992 
HCC P~y Propolars l!/f«;t<HI DMR 

lbe BCC evalUation ofphmnlcy opeutions in HHS facilities brougtn out many us.eful 
tindin$,;s which can be utilized to increase efficiencies of the pharmacies. 'The need for uniform 
pol1cy and procadares, irr .. -emvry connol, and auditing procedm8~ is recognized as Immediate 
and Will benefit all !4cilitles. The need for computerized plwmacy operations proViding 
inventory control, medication sheet ptoduction and integtatad phaIm4Cy operations suitedlO 
the needs of the facilities served Is also crucial to maximized efficiency. The recommendation 
fo: the eon .... ~sion to I uniform 30 day JMg te.~ care S",'Stem af di::tt1bution conf"ums D~s 
own ftJl1X~ plans Qf ~QDve[JiQIL 

The pt~se<I mo<1el "So. bo~ does n~ fully a<1<!tess the ~ of DMR and willlmpad 
negatively on the consumers of D}.{R if implemented as presenteeL 'The DMR ;etttng is I 
specialized Long Term care (J...TC) settin.8 whose needs cannot be met by a hybrid acute cart 
oospitallLTC~. The heart of the proposedl'}'Stem is an acute car! pharmacy model With 
LTC statflng using a c9IDputer Vr11~8e primary 1'\Jnc.(ion is to pr~Vide an integrated phaImaey 
system for a HOSPITAL. The fOlD'ldation for ef:ficierry and quaUty service rely on properly 
matcbe4 itiffIng patt€fllS and computer system specIfIC t6 the pra<.1ice iettinl. In the plop<)Jed 

m6del, both would be problematic. 

The model "B" propo$ll is drawn from acuta we sattmgs. A main pbaImaC"j sexvidng 
satellites wi1hin a mec11c11 complex (~Uy In close pt~x1mtty) is a modelnsed in many acute 
CUt me4ical eenteu aet()SS the counuy. 'lbe concern ~vet this m()del is that 11 i9 not destsned 
for use in long term care. lAns Term Cate pharmacies art sta&d much difi'erently thaD acale 

care pbannacies. ~'MDC bu 2R.l'h.s 1800 clients vs UMM:C -40 R..Ph.sI33~ beds). Acute care 
obviously is m~e personnellntemive than LTC. LTC pharmacy 1$ mote dapendS on I t2ne 
tuned system whlcb maxim iDs etriciencie5 of seale, rapid re111ltns of preserlptiODS with a 
strong empblsis on quality control. JL the LTC system is propedy matched to the medieation 
needs of the LTC population served. a minimum of sta.ftJnS 1$ tequtte4. 

Crucial to the efficiency of a LTC pharmacy is a computer system specifically designed for 
trJs setting. The computEa is iUCh an UUpoIW'lt factor to the success of a LTC phaImlCY that 
mmy prl')prtetary LTC phamll<ile, ba~ invested dose to a million dollars to have a custOlll 
system desi~<f which would improve the efi"JCicncy of their operation. The AIMS ~em is 



· . . .. 

would also recommend that DMR pharmacy pIojet1 continUe to expand!s pl!.T.ed. DMP. am 
save a similar am.~ to that that is pIopos~(i1'or this 4epartDlWand do so without serious 
potential problems as the consolidation pilot project demonstrated. At. a later date, there will 
be e .... idtnce whethtr fUrther consolidation wooJd be advisable. At that time" c<>nsoUdation 
etf«u woold be mClre easily adlieved. becaose conversion to an off-,ite <listtibution tyltem bact 

alIeatjy {)t'C\Ue~. 

,- , 

.-" oa _" 
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MONSON DEVEI..OPMENTAL CENTER 

Philip campbell 
Commiuloner 

" 

PALMER, MASSACHUSETTS 01069 

TEL 1413·283-3411 

FAX .4l3-283-3411 ~~T. ~75 

D.M.R. MONSON DEVELOPMENTAL CENTER 

FACSIMILE HUDER SHEET 

'Io: Philip Campbell, Commissioner 

nOM: Donald ,J. Fletcher 

DATE: 5/28/92 

SUBJECT: Pharmacy Consultant Proposal 

.. 

Notify upon receipt: y --- N ----
, of pages FAXED (Incl. Leader) 5 .,., 

" 

. '.! 
; 

" , 

DONALOJ.FlETCHER 
Superintendent ' 

. : : 
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57k~ ffv~--
0~ ~ p/ %aid and :7ILuruuv ,Jero«:e& 

0~p/./~ %aHA, 

William F. Weld 
Governor 

26' JauyjDrd Jf/ceeI; 
S8~ ,,~02114 

David P. Forsberg 
SecTnaTy 

Eileen Elias 
Commuaioner 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Peter Nessen, Secretary 
EOAF 

Richard H. Cooley fiiJ 
Director of Accounting & Operations '\ 

October 30, 1992 

RE: Request (or Approval of Waiver under 801 CMR 20.09 (1) (b) 

Contractor: Health Care Consultants 
Doc. ID#: SC DMH 10103010215 

NtZ".J Maximum Obligation: 519,085.00 (i",~~ ,~r~~Qf ~IOI~z;)) 
DOS: 08/26/92· 06/30/93 

Al · · ! -. 
n : ,, ~ --' 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - '.' . . ~ ... - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- ~- .- .. 
This letter is in response to the requirements of the Executive Office for Administraovu .it. Finan~ 
regulation 801 CMR 20.09 (1) (b). 

The Central Office requests your approval for a waiver of the above regulation to increase the m;u...'T. '.:'--.: 
obligation by more than 10 percent (10%). Health Care Consultants are currently n:vic::wing the d" -
pharmaceutical care for state facilities within the Deparonent of Public Health. Department or M 
Retardation and Deparnnent of Mental Health's state hospitals. This increase will serve as an c:::a.; ' .. ~ : ~ ' ''' ~ ' 
the analysis of the above facilities by incorporating the Department's seven mental ht:alth centers i=:..: . 
analysis. This will include assistance in processing and preparing' for the planned consolidation in .. 
pharmacy services. The primary goal is to assist the department in making an informed, compn 
documented and supponed decision regarding the future operation of these pharmacy services a.. 
facilities. 

We did not bid this service because Health Care Consultants was chosen from an RFP that was dc:~ 
DCPO in February 1992 for analyzing state facilities in relation to pharmacy operations. I[ is n(j~ Plc. ~; 

nor cos[-efficient to have another vendor re-do the work that bas already been done by HeaI[h CJ.r:! 
Consultants. 

I haVe)evieWed this request and agree with its necessity. 

, ~ 

I ~.--
Perry Trilling 
Assistant Co issioner for 
Administration & Finance 

JC,Wai"erlJ 



WlLUAM F. WELD 
Governor 

5k~ o/J~ 
Gxecuke· ~ fo aJUi §Vuznce, 
g~a/&~an.d~~9~ 

Un.e-~~, gJ~ ()21()3 
•• 

PEiER NESSEN 
Secretary 

(611) 727·7500 
FAX (611) 727-4527 

?HILMORE ANDERSON III 
State Purcnasinq Agent 

November 23 , 1992 

Peter Nessen, Secretary 
Ex.ecutive Office for Administration 
and Finan'e 

Room 373. State House 
Boston. MA 02133 

RE: Dept. of Mental Health request for waiver of 801 CMR 20.09(l)(b) to increase a contract 
for consultants. 

Dear Secretary Nessen: 

I am forwarding for your review and approval the waiver request cited above. The request • 
complies with applicable provisions of the regulation and I suppon its approval. Please sign the 
bottom of this letter to signify your approval. 

Shoul~ you have any questions, I would be happy to address them . 

EncL 
DRJwvl5 

Approved: 

. S I =IY,. jI-.'! 
. ~\I~ 'Ii 
ana ~eWlczr 

u rcbasing Agent 

D~ of Pun:based Services 

~ IUUAtgJ. 
Peter Nessen. Sec~ 
Executive ~ Administration & Finance 

• 



III 

I II 

RUN DATE' 11/~5/J2 
RUN TIME ' 20' 9 

COM M 0 N W E A L THO F MAS SAC H USE T T S 
MMARS - MASSACHUSETTS MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING AND REPORTING SYSTEM 

D~IH - o· OU 

SECRETARIAT ' 45 HEALTH a HUMAN SERVICES 
DEPARTMENT' DMH DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH 

SERVICE CONTRACT MODIFICATION AUTHORIZATION 
DATE" 11125/92 

SERVICE MODIFICATION NUMBER' SM DMH 10103010215 SERVICE MODIFICATION DATE' 11/19/92 
SERVICE CONTRACT NUMBER' SC DMH 10103010215 SERVICE CONTRACT DATE' 08/26/92 

SERVICE CONTRACT HEADER INFORMATION 
===== ==== ========== == === === ==== ==== 
VENDOR NUMBER' 042972727 0007 
VEHDOR TYPE' 25 

SERVICE CONTRACT LINE INFORMATION 
====== ==== == ========= == ===== ===== 

VENDOR NAME' HEALTH CARE CONSULTANTS 
ADDRESS' 

PO BOX 40 627 MASSAPOAG AVE 
SHARON MA 

AFTER SM. 
CURRENT YEAR OBLIGATION' 
OUTSIDE PAYMENT AMOUNT' 
ANNUALIZATlON ' 
CONTRACT RENEWAL AMOUNT : 

REPORT PAGE' 1 
REPORT 10. RPT611A 

BUDGET FY 1993 

19,085.00 
0 . 00 

19,085.00 
0. 00 

PROGRAM AND DESCRIPTION DURATION CURRENT YEAR OUT-YR AMOUNT / 
LN APPROP DEP ORGN SUB OBJ SERVICE CODE AND DESCRIPTION FROM/TO RATE/UNIT QUANTITY AMOUNT READY PYMT AMT 

NEW LINE FROM SM. 
05 50110872 DMH 1010 00 H20 3001 01/01/92 10.835.0000 1. 00 

1900 OTHER PROFESSIONAL SERVICES-ND 06/30/93 

CERTIFICATION AND AUTHORIZATION 

THE UNDERSIGNED SECRETARY OR AUTHORIZED DELEGATEE OR IN THE CASE OF A NON-EXECUTIVE OFFICE 
DEPARTMENT. AN AUTHORIZED SIGNATORY, HEREBY CERTIFIES THAT' 

1) SUFFICIENT FUNDS ARE AVAILABLE TO COVER THE COST OF THE PROPOSED SERVICES, 
2) FOR SERVICES SUBJECT TO M.G.L. C.29 S. Z9A, THIS AMENDMENT COMPLIES WITH M.G.L . C. Z9 

S.29A, 801 CMR 20.00. AND OTHER APPLICABLE REQUIREMENTS OF LAW, 
3) FOR SERVICES SUBJECT TO 80a CMR 1.00 AND a08 CMR 2.00, THIS AMENDMENT COMPLIES WITH 

THESE REGULATIONS, AND OTHER APPLICABLE REQUIREMENTS OF LAW, 
4) FOR SERVICES SUBJECT TO aDz CMR 1 . 00 THIS AMENDMENT COMPLIES WITH THESE 

REGULATIONS, AND OTHER APPLICABLE REQUIREMENTS OF LAW, 
5) FOR SERVICES OTHER THAN 2), 3) AND 4) ABOVE, THIS AMENDMENT COMPLIES WITH THE 

APPROPRIATE REGULATIONS AND OTHER APPLICABLE REQUIREMENTS OF LAW, 

REQUIRED . SIGNATURES 

10,835.00 0.00 
0.00 

J>Er'A~TMENT } c r .. . ./ 0 . }t7c• j ......... .. 
DATE ATTORNEY GENERAL (OBJECT CODES H09 AND N03) DATE 

~~--::~~-~~-------- ---- ----- - - ... ... -----
J / -.,f~- . 71-l __ ___ _ ____ _ 

SECRETARY/SECRETARY DELEGATEE DATE 
n ~ Io,?
V,~I8-~ 

Cif~ »tJt. ~tlL~ -If ) (.Y I 



~~----------~~------------------------------------~------------------------------

HEALTH CARE CONSCLTA~TS 

september 18, 1992 

Walter Lander 
Director of Institutional Operations 
Department of Mental Health 
25 staniford street 
Boston, MA 02114 

P.O. Box 40. Sharon. ,\1.-\ U2067-4040 (617) 7R4-7601 

Re: PHARMACY SERVICES CONSULTATION PROJECT 

Dear Walter: 

In follow up to our meeting earlier this week with Bob Murphy and 
subsequent telephone discussions regarding the above referenced 
project, I am providing you with our co.nsulting proposal. The 
project would be completed as soon as possible so as to tie-in with 
the institutional pharmacy consolidation program. 

Should you have any questions regarding this proposal, please do 
not hesitate to contact me at 784-7601. I trust we addressed your 
interests and concerns in the document. 

Thank you for your assistance during the discussion phase of this 
project. 

Sincerely, 

I / - . 
L.: '-.-:~il 

- / 
/ , 

, 
-

F. Randy Vogenberg, MEd, RPh, FASCP 

Encl. 



1993 
STANDARD SlaVICI CONTRACT 

STANDARD TIRXS AND CONDITIONS 
IOI /0/03QI0c2/5 

The Contrac~ between the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, 

f:epAR±met)± Q+ men+A) cfdf2A/~ (DEPARTMENT) and 

+leA/fiG eMf. Coos.' d±cto-j-~ ( PROVIDER) , 

is hereby amended as follows: 

The Provider hereby agrees that the performance of services 
under this contract shall begin on and sha ll 
terminate no later than 

The Department shall compensate the Provider for services a~ :~ E 
rate of per 

The Provider's maximum obligation under the Contract shall r. o~ 
exceed $ /9 . octo I QO • (Explain tha nature of the increase 

i ; 

_;t ~'rtP~:t;;:;:::t~~i:; 
Other modifications (specity): ----------------------------------

The Oepartment and the Provider hereby aqree that all terms anc 
conditions of the Oriqinal Contract as amended, shall remain 
in full torce and eftect. 

This amandmant shall baco.a etrectiva upon approval ot the 
SM FORM by the Comptroller and shall remain in attect 
through tha aD day ot >1iJOf. 

slqnature t 0 I 
(O/..:J.(/tfc 



TO: Patricia M. Mackin 
Director. Contract Administration and Audit 

FROM: · · !t1(i?Cr lc;)(£{~ k~?(7u 'X0/~ 
Area or Facility.()6ntract'M~r 7 

DATE: (:tarlY d5/ I 99~ 
RE: Service Contract Procurement 

===========--===============-= = ,z===== ______ ===================== 
Procurement Statement 801 CMR 20.05(3) 
Contract Plan 1# 93: 
Contract ID • : 1t ~'G'" ffl /AU.e (J-{KcZ{( tt~~ 
Vendor: 'it I e /c. f G I Da 15 

Maximum Obligation: J15~ , ;0 
Duration: crIll - '/~Q/93 
Bid Year: for EY 9~ 

The Ccx--ftqg ~I arealfacilily pl'OaJrad the service contract 
described above in keeping ~od business practices under Section 20.05(3). The 
following process was used to advertise the availability of a potentiaJ contract and to notify 
prospective bidders: (describe notifications, bid list, or phone contacts, etc.) 

ht'UJ ~1C 

~dtLI ~ZL ~, )U~ 
Proposals or bids/prices were received from the parties listed below: (or list 

potential bidders and when contacted) . 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

CONTRACTOR BID PRICE 

The award of the contract to is in the best interest of 
the Department because (describe basis of selection decision e.g., cost, prior experience. 
ability to meet DMH specifications.) . 



CfttL it {~~t.A!. ~u- {u~ ~~~ 
01 ,j[).6( o/tJ7; I; 9 tro ~ 9PQ 

OA 5-()-.:)-; () / IJV ~I e:,9 

I) ~ '- ---'" 
j Otf.J :) rf?{) t;1 ! (/{) ~1/tJ() 

() ~ ::J29J ::FJ' '/6 /ffl /V! 

O.:J SOil o 67 ~ /~,t3~- 9.y17. /~ 

/~ of·] -- / 7;G~7/;A 
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STATE: Massachusetts 
' .GENCY: Department of Procurement and General Services 
.• ~ITIATIVE: Coordination of Pharmaceuticals to enhance services and lower prices. 

SUMMARY 

The Massachusetts Department of Procurement and General Services (DPGS) established a 
contract for the coordination of procurement and delivery of pharmaceuticals for state agencies 
cities, towns, and human service providers with a single private Massachusetts contractor on July 
1, 1992. Prior to implementing this contract, the Commonwealth managed 200 contracts with 60 
vendors. The estimated first year savings from the change to this system is $3 million. 

BACKGROUND 

In the past, the Commonwealth awarded each individual drug to the vendor who bid the lowest /,;( 
price for that item. This resulted in a low price per item, but created an excessive number of 
pharmaceutical contracts, that were difficult to manage for both the purchasing department and 
the pharmacists required to place orders from those contracts. ~ 

Also, the traditional bid and award system did not allow state procurement officials to respond to 
changes in the pharmaceutical market place in a timely manner or to accurately track the volume fr
of individual drugs purchased which adversely affected the prices the pharmaceutical industry 
offered the Commonwealth on future contracts. 

?ROGRAM 

In September, 1991, DPGS prepared and mailed a survey to 49 states to establish how they 
procured their pharmaceuticals. Follow up calls were made to many of these state procurement 
departments to obtain greater detail. In addition, information was obtained from Boston City 
Hospital, and the Federal Veterans Administration, based on their expertise in this area. 

Upon completion of the survey a selection board, comprised of pharmacists from various state 
institutions, was formed to establish this prime vendor pharmaceuticals system for the 
Commonwealth. A Request fot Proposal (RFP) was written, issued, and awarded to establish a 
Drug Wholesaler to be the Commonwealth's pharmaceutical prime vendor. . -

Additionally, a separate Invitation for Bid (IFB) was created and awarded40 pharmaceutical 
manufacturers to establish the types and brands of drugs the Commonwealth would purchase, 
and the cost base of those drugs to be purchased through the prime vendor. 

RESULTS 

The switch to pharmaceutical prime vending provided: 

• A single pharmaceutical contract that replaced approximately 200 contracts; 

• A single location for agencies to order from; 

• The ability to guarantee next day delivery to any location; 

• An established pricing structure for all drugs, which results in lower prices; 

• The ability to reduce on site inventories; and, 



• The ability for the Commonwealth to track purchases, in detail, by institution. 

The Commonwealth estimates that there will be a $3 million savings resulting from: 

• A forty percent reduction in inventory; 

• A seventy percent decrease in the number of purchase orders which must be placed; 

• No longer needing to order non-contract items directly from the manufacturer at retail 
prices; 

• Better prices from the Pharmaceutical manufacturers, the manufacturer now only has to 
deal with one order and delivery site, the prime vendor; and, 

• Better data on pharmaceutical purchases allowing the Commonwealth to better target its 
efforts in securing good prices. 

LESSONS LEARNED 

Three key lessons were learned during the development of the prime vendor pharmaceutical 
contract: 

• The concept of establishing a single source for the purchase of a large group of similar 
commodities makes more sense than bidding and awarding single items in the traditional 
manner. 

• Inclusion of system users in the development of a prime vendor program is key to ensuring 
that it will meet user needs once implemented; and 

• The concept of prime vending is transferable to other types of procurements, i.e., food 
delivery services. 

CONTACT PERSON 

Brian L. Putnam 
Director of Institutional Unit, Chief Pflarmacist 
Department of Procurement and General Services 
One Ashburton Place, Room 1017 
Boston, MA 02108 
(617) 727-7500 extension 328 

--

• 

•• 

• 



Report on Pharmaceutical Prime Vending Questionnaire. 

In October of 1991 we mailed out 49 questionnaires to the 
other states to find out what states have adopted the prime 
vending concept of purchasing and how this was accomplished. 

Thirty-one states responded and of these seventeen do some 
form of prime vending for pharmaceuticals. ( 55% of t~ 
states responding do pharmaceutical prime vending.) 

Six did it with a RFP, nine did it with a IFB, and two 
through a multi state buying partnership. 

Twelve of the responding states provided some type of 
documentation on the solicitation. 

Two of the states purchase only from the prime vendor. 
Fourteen of the states purchase from additional sources. 
There average of non prime vendor purchases is fifteen 
percent. 

Only one state had a secondary back up prime vendor. 

Merck Sharpe and Do~e, Ortho, Immuno, McKesson, Bergin 
Brunswick and Abbott labs were listed as vendors who did not 
participate in the prime vending concept. 

Fourteen states included over the counter (OTC) drugs 
as part of there program two did not. No state did a 
separate bid for otc drugs. 

Five states indicated that the price paid to the prime 
vendor was a percentage markup over his acquisition cost. 
Thirteen states went out to bid to establish that 
acquisition cost with the pharmacy industry. Only one state 
based the pricing as a percentage off of AWP (average 
wholesale price) 

Two of the states indicated that the prime vendor worked 
with them to obtain favorable pricing from the industry. 
And eight indicated the prime vendor did not. 

No state indicated that it had joined a prime vending buying 
group. 

six states indicated they go out to bid to establish the 
cost of drugs with unexpired patents (sole source 
manufacturers). Nine indicated that they do not. 

six states indicated they have drugs on contract on which 
the price is not predetermined. Nine states indicated they 
only have drugs on contract whose price is predetermined . 

. ' 



Eleven states indicated they have ' ~een able to obtain a 
fixed price on most items. Twelve months is the average time 
the price remains fixed. One state indicated that it was 
not able to obtain fixed prices. 

Two states indicated they use central delivery points. 
Twelve indicated they do not. 

Fourteen states responded to the question of how the 
contract is monitored. In general the response was it is the 
responsibility of the agencies ordering and receiving the 
goods. 

Twelve states indicated prime vending saves mone v . One state 
indicated it neither saves nor costs money. 

Fifteen states indicated that prime vending was a more 
efficient way to obtain pharmaceuticals. One felt it was 
less efficient. 

The New England area states including New York were asked if 
they would be willing to participate in a joint v enture with 
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts on prime vending of 
pharmaceuticals. Connecticut, Maine, and Vermont are 
interested. New Hampshire, Rhode Island and New York did not 
return the questionnaire. 



October 29, 1991 

1) 

2) 

3) 

PHARMACEUTICAL PRIME VENDOR QUESTIONNAIRE 

7 ·j . ' Does your state ( C/·/< . I.c--~ _ _ ) presently practice 
prime vending procurements for pharmaceuticals? 
Yes (If your answer is YES, please proceed with 

this questionnaire.) 
No I- (If NO, please skip to Question #19 & #20 of 

this questionnaire.) 

How was this procurement initiated? 
Invitation For Bid (IFB) 
Request For Proposal (RFP) or 
Other (please explain) 

If possible, would you please attach a copy of your 
Solici tation for this proj ect and send it to the address 
above. 

4) Do you routinely purchase pharmaceuticals from vendors other 

5) 

than your prime vendor? YES NO 

If "YES", the percentage estimate of pharmaceuticals 
obtained from vendors other than your prime vendor is 
--_% 

If YES, please explain why below. 

Do you have more than one prime vendor? 
If more than one, how many 
more than one? 

Yes No __ _ 
Why do you have 



6) Which Pharmaceutical companies have you found unwilling to 
participate in prime vending? 

7) Did you include Over-the-Counter (OTC) drugs as part of your 
solicitation? Yes No ---

8) Do you have separate contracts for prescription and non 
prescription drugs? Yes No __ _ 

9) Does the prime vendor determine your purchasing price based 
on: 
a) Percentage markup over his acquisition cost per item? 

Yes No ---

b) Percentage off average wholesale price (AWP)? 
Yes No ---

c) If your prime vendors' selling price is not based on 
WAC (Wholesaler's Acquisition Cost) + percentage or on 
percentage off AWP, please explain how the price is 
determined. 

10) Does your prime vendor work with you to obtain the most 
favorable price from the pharmaceutical industry? 
Yes No (i.e. establishing the acquistion cost 

of the drug for you from the pharmaceutical industry) 

11) Do you go out on a separate solicitation to the 
pharmaceutical industry to set the prime vendors acquisition 
cost for an item? Yes No ---

12) Do you belong to a prime vendor buying consortium that 
establishes your prime vendors' acquisition cost from the 
pharmaceutical industry? Yes No __ _ 

a) If YES, did you go out to solicitation to determine 
which consortium(s) you joined? Yes No __ _ 



b) If YES, would you return a copy of that solicitation 
with this questionnaire? Yes No ---

13) Do you release solicitations to establish your prime 
vendors' acquisition prices on drugs with unexpired patents 
(sole source manufacturer)? Yes No __ __ 

If NO, do you, or the prime vendor, negotiate the price with 
the sole source manufacturer. Yes No -----

14) Are there any drugs included in the contract for which there 

15) 

is no predetermined price available? Yes No ---

a) If YES, how is the selling price established at the 
time this item is ordered? 

b) Have you been able to obtain a 
items for a fixed period of time? 

fixed price on most 
Yes No ---

If YES, for how many months does a price remain fixed? 
Months. 

Do you use central 
distribution system? 

delivery 
Yes __ _ 

points with an in-state 
No __ _ 

16) What types of reports and information do you require your 
prime vendor to supply? 

17) How do you monitor the contract to make certain your prime 
vendor is providing pharmaceuticals at the agreed upon 
price? 

18) Taking into account all the aspects 
inventory, increased inventory turnover, 

.' 

such as reduced 
reduced number of 



purchase orders, and reduced delivery times, please check 
one response in each of the following: 

a) Do you 

( 

b) Do you 

( 

( 

feel that 

Prime vending saves money 

Prime vending costs money 

Prime vending neither saves nor costs money? 

feel that 

Prime vending is a more efficient way of 
purchasing drugs? 

Prime vending is a less efficient way of 
purchasing drugs? 

19) Please complete the following for future contact: 

state 
------------~-------------------------------------------------

Contact Person . '..--' . .~ 
----~------~~~~------------~-------------------. ~ 

Dept. & Title .< ... ,/. ~. / ._/ .. -_, ,,_, .'/ ., /. / / ." 
----~--~----~~~~~~~----~~~~--~--~~----

'" ,j ' , 
Mailing Address __________ ~,<=·~~~~.~/-=~~ __ ~_~~/~~-__ • ____ -~,~~~-~' ______________ _ 

.... 
' _ /.~,_ / . /- - - _ .' I 

~- .... , ~ .' 

20) FOR THE NEW ENGLAND REGION ONLY (INCLUDING NEW YORK): Would 
you be willing to participate in a joint venture with the 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts on prime vending for 
pharmaceuticals? 

Yes No --- ---

Have you 
a) 

b) 

m .. \ rooe \ rj2.o 13.doe 

enclosed a copy of: 
Solicitation for Pharmaceuticals Prime Vendor 
(Query #3) 
Solicitation for Buying Consortium (Query #9) 

Thank you for your participation. 



---- .----- -- ---
Alabama Alaska Arizona Arkansas California Colorado Connecticut Delaware Florida Georgia 

Responded y y y y - y y y n n n 
Question 1 no no yes no yes yes no no answer no answer no answer 
Question 2 no answer no answer RFP no answer IFB Co-Op no answer no answer no answer no answer 
Question 3 no answer no answer Copy no answer Copy no no answer no answer no answer no answer 
Question 4 no answer no answer no no answer yes/15% no no answer no answer no answer no answer 
Question 5 no answer no answer no no answer no no no answer no answer no answer no answer --
Question 6 no answer no answer Merk no answer none nla no answer no answer no answer no answer 
Question 7 no answer no answer yes no answer yes yes no answer no answer no answer no answer --
Question 8 no answer no answer no no answer no no no answer no answer no answer no answer 
Queslion 9 A no answer no answer yes no answer no answer yes no answer no answer no answer no answer 
Question 9 B no answer no answer no no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer 

-
Question 9 C no answer no answer see #11 no answer fixed price sep bid see #11 no answer no answer no answer no answer 

-- - ------- ----- - -- ------ . -_. --.- ----- ----- .-----
Question 10 no answer no answer no no answer no no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer --
Question 11 no answer no answer yes no answer yes yes no answer no answer no answer no answer I 

Question 12 no answer no answer no no answer no no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer 
Question 12 A no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer 
Question 12 B no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer 
Question 13 no answer no answer no no answer yes no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer 
Question 14 no answer no answer no no answer yes no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer 
Question 14 A no answer no answer no answer no answer fixed above wholesal no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer 
Question 14 B no answer no answer yes no answer 24 months no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer 
Question 15 no answer no answer no no answer yes no no answer no answer no answer no answer 
Question 16 no answer no answer report ph arm no answer monthly useage state no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer 
Question 17 no answer no answer agency monitor no answer audit invoices no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer 
Question 18 A no answer no answer saves money no answer saves money saves monev no answer no answer no answer no answer --- - -
IQuestion 18 B no answer no answer more efficient no answer more efficient more efficient no answer no answer no answer no answer 
Question 19 yes yes yes yes yes yes yes no answer no answer no answer - - - - - -
Question 20 no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer interested no answer no answer no answer - ---_.- ._-- ._-_.' - - -
Question 20 A no answer no answer copy enclosed no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer 
Question 20 B no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer 
Minnesota Plan yes 



. I 

: l . 

Hawaii Idaho Illinois Indiana Iowa Kansas Kentucky Louisiana Maine Maryland Michigan 
Responded y n y y n -- n n y y n n ---
Question 1 no no answer no answer yes no answer no answer no answer no yes no answer no answer 
Question 2 no answer no answer no answer RFP no answer no answer no answer no answer IF~ . no answer no answer - - ---- ~ 

Question 3 no answer no answer no answer Copy no answer no answer no answer no answer Copy no answer no answer 
----- ---- -- _ _ . _ _ _ _____ I 

Question 4 no answer no answer no answer yes/just started no answer no answer no answer no answer yesl50% no answer no answer 

Question 5 no answer no answer no answer no no answer no answer no answer no answer no no answer no answer 
-- -------- .. _------

Question 6 no answer no answer no answer just _~~~!ed __ no answer no answer no answer no answer not at this time no answer no answer 
- - - -- ----- - --- ---- --- -------- ._ -. _ --- --- - --- -- ----- .. -.- -- - - - --. - ... _-- _. 

Question 7 no answer no answer no answer no no answer no answer no answer no answer yes no answer no answer 
- --- --- ------ ----- _. _- - - - --- --- _. - -- ---- 1------ ------- ------ ----

Question 8 no answer no answer no answer no no answer no answer no answer no answer no no answer no answer 
--

Question 9 A no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer yes no answer no answer 

Question 9 B no answer no answer no answer yes no answer no answer no answer no answer no no answer no answer 

Question 9 C no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer 
Question 10 no answer no answer no answer no no answer no answer no answer no answer yes no answer no answer 
Question 11 no answer no answer no answer yes no answer no answer no answer no answer no no answer no answer 

Question 12 no answer no answer no answer no no answer no answer no answer no answer no no answer no answer 

Question 12 A no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer 

Question 12 B no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer 

Question 13 no answer no answer no answer no/negotiate no answer no answer no answer no answer no no answer no answer 

Question 14 no answer no answer no answer no no answer no answer no answer no answer no no answer no answer 

Question 14 A no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer 

Question 14 B no answer no answer no answer evaluating bids no answer no answer no answer no answer no no answer no answer 
Question 15 no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no no answer no answer 

Question 16 no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer 

Question 17 no answer no answer no answer check invoices no answer no answer no answer no answer compare price sheets no answer no answer 
--

Question 18 A no answer no answer no answer saves money no answer no answer no answer no answer saves money no answer no answer --- -
Question 18 B ' no answer no answer no answer more efficient no answer no answer no answer no answer more efficient no answer no answer 

Question 19 yes no answer yes yes no answer no answer no answer yes yes no answer no answer 

Question 20 no answer no answer no answer no no answer no answer. no answer no answer yes no answer no answer 
Question 20 A no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer 
Question 20 B no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer 
Minnesota Plan looking _!~ _ __ --

,.' 
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Responded 
Question 1 
Question 2 
Question 3 
Question 4 
Question 5 
Question 6 
Question 7 
Question 8 
Question 9 A 
Question 9 B 
Question 9 C 
Question 10 
Qoestion 11 
Question 12 
Question 12 A 
Question 12 B 
Question 13 
Question 14 
Question 14 A 
Question 14 B 
Question 15 
Qu~stion 16 · 
Question ·17 ·:,,:::i . 

Question 18 A 
Qo~sticin .18 B i·. . 
Question 19 ' .... 
Question 20 · .... : 
Question 20 A 
Question 20 B 
Minnesota Plan 

Minnesota 
n 
no answer 
no answer 
no answer 
no answer 
no answer 
no answer 
no answer 
no answer 
no answer 
no answer 
no answer 
no answer 
no answer 
no answer 
no answer 
no answer 
no answer 
no answer 
no answer 

no answer 
no answer 
no answer 
no answer 
no answer 
no answer 
no answer 
no answer 
no answer 
no answer 

!'Aississippl 
.---_._-_._,-:-:-:--._- -------_.- ------- '--' - --. 

Missouri Montana Nebraska Nevada 
y y y y n 
yes no yes yes no answer 
RFP no answer IFB RFP no answer -- .-,-- -_. - -----
Copy no answer Copy Copy no answer 
yes 30% no answer yesJ40% no no answer 
yes 2 secondary source no answer no no no answer 
no answer no answer merk,ortho Roche no answer 
yes no answer yes few no answer 
no no answer no no no answer 
no answer no answer no no answer no answer 
yes no answer no no answer no answer 
no answer no answer mark-up acquisition cost no answer 
no no answer no no nO'lIlswer 
no no answer yes yes no answer 
no no answer no no no answer 
no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer 
no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer ---
no no answer yes yes no answer 
no no answer no no no answer 
no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer _ ... _-- ._-_. 
yes 12 months no answer yesJ12 months yes 12 months no answer 
no no answer no yes no answer 
no answer no answer useage report see soliciait no answer 
order agency monitor no answer pharm ver invo see soliciait no answer 
saves money no answer saves money no answer no answer 
more efficient no answer more efficient more efficient no answer 
yes yes yes yes no lnswer 
no answer no answer no naswer no answer no answer 
see #3 no answer enclosed no answer no answer 
no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer 

-_.--- ... -:.-
New Hampshire New Jersey New Mexico 

...... ----
n y n 

no answer yes no answer 

no answer RFP no answer 
.- . - .. - -----

no answer no copy no answer 

no answer yes see quest no answer 

no answer no no answer 
no answer no answer no answer 
no answer yes no answer 
no answer no no answer 
no answer no answer no answer 
no answer yes no answer 
no answer no answer no answer 
no answer no no answer 
no answer no no answer 
no answer no answer no answer 
no answer no answer no answer .-
no answer no answer no answer -. . - ... 
no answer no no answer .. _ .. - ------
no answer no no answer 

no answer no answer no answer 
-- _. - ._- ---_. 

no answer yes no answer 

no answer no no answer 

no answer no answer no answer 
no answer state audit. no answer 

no answer no save $ or cost no answer 
no answer less effiec no answer 

no answer yes no answer 
no answer no answer no answer 
no answer no answer no answer 
no answer no answer no answer 



. -- -,.-'- - '- - ' - .. - -
New Yark North Carolina Narth Dakata Ohia Oklahama Oregan Pennslyvania Rhade Island Sauth Carolina 

Respanded n y y n n y y n y 
Questian 1 na answer na na na answer na answer yes na na answer yes . 
Questian 2 na answer na answer na answer na answer na answer IFB na answer na answer RFP 

Questian 3. na answer na answer na answer na answer na answer Copy na answer na answer Capy 

Questian 4 na answer na answer na answer na answer na answer yesl20% na answer na answer yesl5% 

Questian 5 na answer na answer na answer na answer na answer na na answer na answer na 

Q~estian 6 na answer na answer na answer na answer na answer Mckessan/Bergam na answer na answer Ortha,Merk,Narwich 

Questian? na answer na answer na answer na answer na answer yes na answer na answer yes 

Questian 8> na answer na answer na answer na answer na answer na na answer na answer na 

auestian9A na answer na answer na answer na answer na answer na na answer na answer yes 

Questian 9 B na answer na answer na answer na answer na answer na na answer na answer na answer 

Questian 9 C na answer na answer na answer na answer na answer mark up na answer na answer na answer 

Questian 10 na answer na answer na answer na answer na answer no na answer na answer yes 

Questian 11 na answer na answer na answer na answer na answer yes no answer na answer yes 

Questian 12 na answer na answer na answer na answer na answer na na answer na answer no 

Question 12 A na answer no answer no answer na answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer 
1 

Question 12 B no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no naswer , 
Question 13 · no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer yes no answer no answer yes 

QUesti0fl. 14 na answer no answer no answer na answer na answer no no answer no answer yes 

Question 14 A na answer na answer no answer na answer na answer na naswer no answer no answer informatian only 

Question 14 B na answer na answer no answer na answer na answer yesl12 month no answer no answer yesl12 month 

Question ,15 na answer na answer na answer no answer na answer na no answer no answer no 
QiiEjstion16 na answer na answer na answer na answer na answer quartly useage na answer na answer quarterly reports 

q~~stionl.t •• na answer na answer no answer na answer no answer monitored by billing na answer no answer dail facility level 

Qij~stion18A na answer no answer no answer no answer na answer saves money no answer no answer saves money 

qgij~tl6~ 'laB.. ..\ no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer more efficient no answer no answer more effiCient 

Qii~stic;lii19 . ····i no answer no answer yes na answer na answer yes yes no answer yes 

qti~stlon20 · .• · ... ..... na answer na answer no answer na answer na answer no answer no answer no answer no answer 

Qu&stlgn20.A . no answer na answer no answer no answer na answer na answer no answer no answer no answer 
Qu~Sflqri20B .. . .. ' na answer na answer no answer no answer na answer na answer na answer na answer na answer I 
Minnesota Plan planning to join 
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--_. --- - --_ . --- - - - ----_. ---- ----- - ------- -_._---- ---
South Dakota Tennesse Texas Utah Vermont Virginia Washington ---

Responded y y n y y y y 
Question 1 yes yes no answer yes no yes yes --
Question 2 Minesota plan IFB no answer IFB no answer RFP IFB 
Question 3 no Copy no answer Copy no answer Copy No Copy 
Question 4 no answer yes no answer no no answer yes/5% yeS/15-20% 
Question 5 no answer no no answer no no answer no no 
Question 6 no answer no answer no answer Bergan,Mckesson no answer Abbott,lmmuno,Ortho Bergen,Mckesson 
Question 7 no answer yes no answer yes no answer yes yes 
Question 8 no answer no no answer no no answer no no -- ---- -- ---
Question 9 A no answer yes no answer no answer no answer no no answer 

-- ---.- --- -- --------- --- - .. . - .. . -
Question 9 B no answer no answer no_~ no answer no answer no no answer 
Question 9 C no answer no answer no answer n~\!~!i~t~ ______ no answer best price Vendor direct contra~! f!1~~ -------.- - - ._---- ._- - - - -_ . - _. -_. __ .. _-- ---- -- ----- -----
Question 10 no answer no no answer 110 no answer no no .-._ - ---_.- -.- . __ . - ---- _ .. _. ---- ----- - -.---.-- - -- ----.. _ .. .. _---_._ ---
Question 11 no answer yes no answer no no answer yes yes -- - . --
Question 12 no answer no/looking no answer just joined Min no answer no no 
Question 12 A no answer no answer no answer no no answer no answer no answer 
Question 12 B no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer 
Question 13 no answer yes no answer no no answer yes yes 
Question 14 no answer no answer no answer yes no answer yes Iyes 
Question 14 A no answer no answer no answer bymfg no answer price at time of order Current wholesale 
Question 14 B no answer yes/cond no answer yeS/12 months no answer yes/6 & 12 months yeS/12 months 

Question 15 no answer no no answer no no answer no no answer 
Question 16 no answer see enclosure no answer dollar volume no answer see attached monthly report 
Question 17 no answer must match contract no answer Pharm check inv no answer copies fr Agencies audit invoice 
Question 18 A no answer no answer no answer save money no answer saves money saves money 
Question ·18 B no answer no answer no answer more efficient no answer more efficient more efficient 
Question 19 no answer yes no answer yes yes yes yes 
Question 20 no answer enclosed no answer yes possibly at end contr no answer no answer 
Question 20 A. . no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer 
Question 20 B no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer no answer 
Minnesota Plan yes yes 
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Responded 
Question 1 
Question 2 
Question 3 
Question 4 
Question 5 
Question 6 
Question 7 
Question 8 
Questlon .9 A ·'. 
Question 9 B 
Question 9 C .. 
Question 1 0 •. .... 
Question 1F 
Question 12 { . 
Qu~stion12 A- ...•. '. 

ai:iestion·12 •• ai.·. 
Question 13 .. . ····· .• i . 

Question 14») ... 
Question 14A ... :..· ... 
Question 14 B . {. 
Question 15 · 
Question 16 .... i.·. 
Question 17-•• · 
Question 18 A . 
Question 18 B 
Question 19 
Question 20 
Question 20 A · 
Question 20 B 
Minnesota Plan 

West Virginia 
y 
no 
IFB 
Copy 
no answer 
no answer 
no answer 
no answer 
no answer 
no answer 
no answer 
no answer 
no answer 
no answer 
no answer 
no answer 
no answer 
no answer 
no answer 
no answer 
no answer 
no answer 
no answer 
no answer 
no answer 
no answer 
yes 
no answer 
no answer 
no answer 

Wisconsin Wyoming 
y y 
yes no 
IFB no answer 
Minnesota no answer 
no no answer 
no no answer 
Merk,Ortho no answer 
yes no answer 
no no answer 
no answer no answer 
no answer no answer 
mark up/% no answer 
no no answer 
yes no answer 
yes no answer 
no no answer 
no answer no answer 
yes no answer 
yes no answer 
net acquisition price no answer 
yes/12 months no answer 
no no answer 
group usage no answer 
facility responsible no answer 
saves money no answer 
more efficient no answer 
yes yes 
no answer no answer 
see 113 no answer 
no answer no answer 
yes 
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IL,-\.LTH CARE CONSULTANTS 

January 5, 1993 

Sally Swihart 
Department of Public Health 
150 Tremont Street 
Boston, MA 02114 

P.O. Box 40. Sharon. MA 02067-9040 (617) 784-7601 

I "" '---; - . 

Re: PHARMACY SERVICES CONSULTATION PROJECT COMPLETION 

Dear Sally: 

In follow up to our 1992 interim contract on the Pharmacy Services 
Consolidation project, I am informing you of our completion of the 
tasks to the best of our ability within the time and scope of that 
contract. We have briefed Concepts in Healthcare who will be 
responsible for carrying on with the implementation of the pharmacy 
model over the next six months. 

We were able to complete the main assignments dealing with drafting 
a Pharmacy & Therapeutics Committee with formulary, as well as 
visi ting all DPH sites to discuss and explain the model to be 
implemented this year. Based upon our interactions with your 
personnel, there are some strong supporters to this project. 

On behalf of HEALTH CARE CONSULTANTS and myself, it has been a 
pleasure working with you on this proj ect. In particular, I 
appreciate your timely assistance in handling coritract and payment 
issues within the state bureaucracy. If we can be of service to 
you again, please do not hesitate to contact me at 784-7601. 

Sincerely, 

F. Randy Vogenberg, RPh, FASCP 

cc: D. Nakamato, DCPO 

Encl.--P&T/formulary 
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TH=: COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS - ST ANDAR 8 CONTRAC T 

J.:> : . I::: , --.l.i..cf--.!:v:.......(,-,/ [..;..7.=:.] ....... ( .:....;:) _::....;..; :...:....~' .....:..H.:....:?\:....:.J---!:D::..-· __ _ 

i n.s Su.ndard Conlfac: (h~re.na,...e' tn. -Contra~-) . is entered into by and betwee n tn. Commonwealth of Mas..s.achusens (hereinaher tn. 

-(;.ommonwulth-) . t/"lrouO/"l .ts oepanmen:: Departrrent of pub) j cHeal t h 

with Its princ'pal plaC1l of bus.neu aOOres.5 lOCAted 'at : 150 Trerront. Street, 
--~Bo~s~t-o-n-,~MA~-0~2~1~1~1------------------
______________________________________ (here.na,.... r In. -Depanmenl-) : and ___________ _ 

Heal th care Consultants 

~ Ma~chusens Corporation (Domestic) 
Non-Mass Corporalion (Fore ion ) 
Non-U.S. Corporation (AJ.en ) 
Professional Corporalion 
NOl-For-~rofil Corporat.on 
Non"ncorpOrated Association 

a (check one ): 

Umiled PartnerShip Federal Aoency 
Partnership Public Authority" (M.G.L c .29 s. I) 
Individual (Independenl Contractor ) Ouasi-Public Aoency" 
Individual (Non-Inde;>endenl Contractor ) Trust 
Non-Stale Univers ity (Slate Univ uu ISA only) O\her (spec:ify) : ________ _ 
Municipality, County, City, Town, Disui~, Commis.s ion or other Local Governmental Ent.ty" 

("Follow a1S CMR 2.00) 

with Its principal plaoe of business address located at: ___ p_-_O_"_Bo_X __ 4_0_,_S_har __ o_n_,_MA __ 0_2_0_6_7 ______________ _ 

______________________________________________ (hereinaher the "Contractor") . 

1. SCQP'E OF SERVICES AND ADOfTlONA!.. TERMS ~ CQNO!T1QNs. The Contractor agrees to per10nn the seMoaS outlined In AnACHMENT A
SCOPE 0;: SERVlC!:S AND ADDITIONAL.. TERMS· AND CONDITIONS in aCOOfdance with tne tenns and conditions of this Comract. The Contractor 
represents that the Contractor Is qualified to per10nn the service. required under this Contra~ and shall obtain all requisite lioenses and penni:s to 
per10nn ttl",. services. The Depanment IJld the Contractor shall specifically identity in An ACHMENT A all ·deliverables· including but not limited to 
services, programs, IJld gOOds to be produoed, provided by ttl. Contractor. or delivered to the Depantnent pursulJlt to this Contract. The provisions 
contained below may be modif,ed only as specifically provided In each section of this Co ntraC' •. 

2.. PERlQO OF PERCQRMmCE 
~ c::n.dc; apptOprialJl -c:tion): 

__ cy.G.L c.29 s.29A SERV\CE Q()NTR.a.CT.) In no event anall the Contractor be reimburud lor S4rvioes rendered prior to the date that this Contract 
has bun approved by the $ocretary or autlloriud delegate of the Department on the appropriate lorm pursuant to the Executive Office for 
~ministration IJld FinanC4 Regulation S01 CMR 20,00. No payments shall be made to the Contrac:tor prior to the date tnat the exoCU1ed Contract 
or a certified copy therool. including all relevant anachmenU, and the requisite approvals or signa lures required by S01 CMR 20.00 hav-e "been filed 
with the Offiee of the ComptrOller. 

~ The period of per1ormanoe tor serviou under this Contract anall begin on or about __ Cc __ to_ber ___ 1.....:...' _1_9_9_2 ____ ,gE. but in no .-nnt 
shall c.eTVices begin prior to tTle WI execution d&1a crf the partia, in section 26. 

~) The Conuaetor understandS and agr .. s that the performano. of servioe. under this Contract shall terminate no later than _________ _ 
June 30« 1993 , 19 ___ - unles.s a wrinen amendment to renew or enend this Contract is exeCU1ed by both par1ies and filed with the OHi~ 

01 VIe Comptroller prior to tne termination date indicated In this paragraph, in accordlJlce with all appliC&ble regulations and prooedures_ The Contractor 
understands IJld egrees that the Contractor shall not be reimbura.d for IJlY sarvicas provided aher tne date crf tennination stated in this p&lagraph or 
prior to the approval of any renewal or enensioo 01 this Contract in acoordanee with tn. provisions of thil paragraph_ 

3. ~M~M O..e.lJGAnoN-CQMPEN SA,TIQN. The Dtpa:o.ment's total muimum obligation under this Contract shall not exceed: . . 
S ,9?" au .. -, 0·' .. dollars . The Department shall compensate VIe Contrac:tor for goods and selVlceS prOVIded 
and paymenu s/"Iall be made in accordance wittt the rates and amounu specified in ATIACHMENT B - BUDGET AND APPROVED EXPENDITURES. 
Unless otherwise provided in An ACHMENT A. the Contractor anall be permitted to vary among budget line item. of the Contract ONLY upon the prior 
wrinen approval of the Department. The Contractor shall onty be reimbursed for trllvel expenses and meals a.s specifically indicated in ATIACHMENT 
S. lvIy applicable muimum number 01 hours per day, per week. per month or lor the duration 01 this Contract shall be specifICally idemified in either 
ATIACHM:NT A or B. The Contractor shall not be reimbursed for anywonc performed in addition 10 this muimum number of hours without prior wrinen 
approval 01 the Depanmenl. The Depanment shall retain the right to disallow payment lor any expense, daimed by the Contractor for which there is 
no supporting documentation . If the Depanment determines that the Contractor received payments not aU1norized under this Contract, the Contractor 
shall reimburs.e the Depanment upon oemand . The Contractor shall not be r.imburud lor nolidays, sick days or time other than tnat spent prOviding 
services pursuant to this ContraC'_ The acc-eptance crf the last payment .or servioes upon COmplelrOn 01 this Contract or upon termination, witnout any 
wrmen obje~ions , shall in eaC/"l rnstance operale as a release and discharg. 01 the Commonwealth , ttle Oepanment, its agents and employees , Irom 
all claims, lIabihty, responsibilrry or otner Obligations to this Contractor relating 10 t/"le per1ormanoe of the Contract. 

I '-I:THOO OF PAYMENT. Unless otnerwrse provided in ATIACHMENT A. all payments to Contractor shall be made in accordanoe with either: 
avment Voucn~r SYSlem . Promptly aller the last day 01 the- payment pe"od In whicn the s.ervioes are per10rmed (weekly or monthly) . the ContraClor 

~ .. 411 submit correspondIng Payment Voucher~ (Form pv), or similar invoices. with supponing documentation to the Depanment tor costs incuned during 
"fl. payment period just endeC . Th. Depanment shall "eve filleen (1 S) days 10 re"'ew and approve the invoice . The Department Shall return any 

",pproved invoioe 10 t/"l~ Contractor wltnrn fillean (15) days 01 receipt, wit/"l , written explanalion lor tne rejection 01 the invoic-e. The Depanment anc 
"-Clor snail indlc.te any aOdltlonal reQurrements or modilic.uons io \lie aloremenl.loned proc-edures In ATIACHMENT A. The Depanment agrees 

.. t. l ot (j 
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This IS a proposal in response to a request from the Massachusetts Departmenl 
at Public Health (DPH), on selected pre-Implementation issues to the planned 
pharmacy consolidation in their major institutions. It is also in response to 
recommendations In a recently completed project commissioned by the Division 
01 Capital Planning and Operations (DCPO) Initiated via RFP in February 1992. 

GENERAL PROJECT DESCRIPTION and QBJECTIVES 

The purpose of this project is to provide the Department of Public Health with 
expert pharmacy consultation services and assistance processing and preparing 
for the planned consolidation in 1993. The primary goal is to assist DPH in 
making an informed, comprehensive, well documented and supported decision 
regarding the future operation of these pharmacy services and/or facilities. 

Specifically. the activities shall focus on the following. 

1. Meetings to discuss Issues related to the consolidation plan, proposeo 
RFP for the vendor of consolidated vendor services, and other 
implementation concerns 'by DPH directors, staff, other employees or 
contractors. 
2. Development of an initial pharmacy formulary system to assure 
successful implementation of the pharmacy consolidation . 

3. Centralized pharmacy site review & selection, planning detail, and 
renovation consultation during the pre-Implementation phase. 

Mr. Randy Vogenberg will oversee the project as the PrQject Director. Specific 
involvement will include expert consultation regarding accreditation and related 
quality of care issues. Mr. Vogenberg has extensive experience in pharmacy 
services assessment, professional standards, and pharmacy regulation. 
Mr. Michael Tocco is a Senior Consultant. Mr.Tocco has been involved 
extensively in pharmacy operations and general property management for many 
years. He has particular expertise in both personnel evaluation and budget 
analysis of pharmacy operations. 
Mr. Dennis Lyons is a Senior Consultant. Mr. Lyons has a strong background 
working with state agencies on pharmacy related issues and has been involved 
in assessing as well as developing several pharmacy computer systems. 
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WILLIAM F. WELD 
GOVERNOR 

CHARLES D. BAKER 
SECRETARY 

The Commonwealth of Massachusetts 
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 

One Ashburton Place, Room 1109 
Boston, Massachusetts 02108 

REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS 
TO PROVIDE PHARMACY SERVICES AT INSTITUTIONS OPERATED 

BY THE 
DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH 

DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL RETARDATION 
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH 

The Executive Office of Health and Human Services seeks a pharmacy management organization to 
provide services under a consolidated pharmacy service system in facilities including. but not 
limited to. those operated by the Departments of Mental Health. Mental Retardation. and Public 
Health. The initial service system will include up to 22 facilities serving more than 4.000 patients, 
the majority receiving intennediate and long term care. Drug distribution and service maintenance 
functions will be consolidated into two distribution centers (located on state campuses) and these 
centers will support site pharmacy operations at the facilities. Pharmaceuticals will be provided via 
the Slate ptUCWCIDCDt system. The goals of this initiative are to improve the efficiency of drug 
dispensing opcrat:ioos. expand facility-based clinical activities, and standardize pharmacy 
operations and information systems. 

IMPORTANT EVENTS· 

Vendor Conference April 14. 1993 10:00 am 

@ Tewksbury Hospital in Conference Room IA 

Pharmacy Site Visits April 14, 1993 

Tewksbury Hospital 
Harry Solomon Mental Health Center 
Worcester State Hospital 

Pharmacy Site Visits April 15, 1993 

Wrentham State School 
Fernald State School 
Lemuel Shattuck Hospital 
Lindemann Mental Health Center 

Proposal Deadline: May 6, 1993 

• details in the Request for Proposals 

11:30 am 
2:00pm 
4:00pm 

8:00am 
10:30 am 
1:00pm 
3:00pm 

t 



SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION 

REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS 
TO PROVIDE PHARMACY SERVICES AT INSTITUTIONS OPERATED 

BY THE DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH 
DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL RETARDATION 

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH 

Attached for your information are copies of the vendor conference agenda. Request for Proposals 
Amendments, and sign-in sheets. Additionally, the following issues were discussed at the vendor 
conference, site visits, or in subsequent discussions. 

Contract Maximum Obligation -A maximum has not been set. The three departments currently 
spend about $5.0M for staff salaries and fringe for state employees and a few facility based 
contracted pharmacies. State fringe is 31.5% and contract fringe runs from 25 to 30%. Conversion 
from individual facility based pharmacies to a consolidated model was projected to save at least 
$800k. Next year's budget was accordingly decreased by that amount. Additionally. the model calls 
for a state office for pharmacy services with staffing costs of S200k. Current funding available for 
consolidated pharmacy service in the next fiscal year beginning July 1st is $4.0M. We are interested 
in programs within the funds available but would consider proposals beyond that amount for service 
quality reasons. 

Current Staffing - A review of pharmacy staffing six months ago, identified a total staffing of 
93.48 FfEs, with 55.48 pharmacists and 38.0 FfEs for technicians and other suppon staff. By 
Department, this breaks down as follows: Department of Mental Health, 28.5 FfEs. with 20.0 
pharmacists and 8.5 technicians/others; Department of Mental Retardation, 37.73 FfEs. with 18.23 
pharmacists and 19.5 technicians/others; and Department of Public Health, 27.25 FfEs, with 17.25 
phannacists and 10.0 technicians/others. Two community mental health centers and one DMR 
facility did not have any FfEs specified as services were provided under contract. The vast majority 
of staff were state employees. About 40% of the pharmacy staff serving DMR were contract 
employees and there was one contract employee at the DMH. The average salaries for state and 
contract employees was $50,337 for pharmacists and $22,076 for technicians/suppon. 

The Commonwealth is interested in preferential hiring of current state and contract employees. 

Drug Information System - The State Office for Pharmacy Services will establish the data base 
specifications and the pharmacy services vendor will operate the information system. 

Computer and Software - The Wrentham Distribution System and Department of Mental 
Retardation facilities will use Restcot The Tewksbury Distribution Center and Departments of 
Mental Health and Public Health will use the mM AS 400. Software is still under discussion. 

Pharmacy Space and Equipment - The Commonwealth will provide appropriate space without 
charge for the distribution centers and site pharmacies. Most pharmacy flXtures, carts. computers. 
software, and licenses will be similarly provided. 

Ambulatory Drug Dispensing Services - Distributed under site licenses. 

Delivery Networks - Details regarding the current delivery schedules and numbers of site was 
desired Copies of available infonnation are attached. Facilities with complex distribution networks 
are attached with one exception. Templeton consists of two cottages and six closely clustered 
buildings. 



Repackaging of Medications - Regulatory status governing distribution site repackaging of • 
medications that are not available from the manufacturer for subsequent dispensing will be explored. 
Alternative methcxis could included the use of a Regional Services Company (RSC) for this purpose. 

The State Office for Pharmacy Services will secme Health Facility Clinic licenses for the drug 
distribution centers. 

Emergency Prescriptions - When the pharmacies are closed, many alternatives are possible. 
Currently, pharmacies utilize local pharmacies, or develop a working agreement with other hospitals 
in the area. A vendor networlc would also be possible. 

Program Flexibility - Vendor creativity in the development of the service model is encouraged. 
For example, the 7 day unit dose dispensing may be met, in pan, by the use of automated dispensing 
machines instead of relying solely on pharmacy personnel. 

State Office for Pharmacy Services - Effons are underway for the establishment of the office. 
Final interviews for the Director have been held and it is expected that an offer will be made shortly, 
The recruitment for the other office staff will begin shortly. The Director and two Assistant Director 
will be pharmacists . 

. \cademic Affiliation - While the affiliation is encouraged, it is not a pre-requisite. The primary 
interest of the Commonwealth is the provision of high quality and cost effective pharmacy services. 
It was noted that the State Director of Pharmacy job specification requires the candidate be eligible 
for an academic appointment at a College of Pharmacy or Medicine. 

Proposal Review - There will be an inter-agency selection committee to review proposals. Its 
membership will include administrative and clinical representation from the Executive Office of • 
Health and Human Services and the Departments of Mental Health, Mental Retardation, and Public 
Health. Technical advisors in the process will the Concepts in Healthcare, a consulting finn engaged 
for this initiative. 

Contract Start-Up - While the proposed start-up is July 1st, the date is flexible. The development 
of a high quality and cost effective pharmacy service with minimal disruption is desired. Whatever 
time required to ensure a smooth transition is negotiable. Phase-in of the program is also negotiable 
for the same reasons. 

• 
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Memorandum to: Kevin Smith, Commissioner 

From: Daniel Nakamoto & Beth Rubenstein 0~V\ 

Via: Chris Pilkington 

Re: Recommendation of a Consultant for the Assessment of State Operated 
Pharmacy Services in Health and Human Services Facilities 

Date: February 19, 1992 

At the request of the Executive Office of Health and Human Services, the Division of 
Capital Planning and Operations issued a Request for Proposals for the Assessment of 
State Operated Pharmacy Services in Health and Human Service Facilities. The RFP 
solicited a pharmacy consultant to assess existing pharmacy operations at fifteen major 
health and human service institutions and to explore options for the reorganization of 
pharmacy services. The interest in this initiative was spurred by the article "Increasing 
Efficiency of Phannacies at State Run in-Patient Facilities" in the Invitation to Change 
publication of the Pioneer Institute for Public Policy Research. EOHHS is very interested 
in exploring the possibilities of centralizing phannacy services across Departments and 
linking the service with the purchasing function. It is believed that there are possibilities 
for great cost savings and improvement in the quality of services from such a service 
model. A copy of the RFP is attached for your information. 

Eight proposals were submined in response to the RFP. These proposals were carefully 
reviewed and evaluated by a Selection Comminee whose membership included 
representatives from DCPO. EOHHS. and the Departments of Mental Health. Mental 
Retardation. and Public Health. The deliberations of the Selection Committee are recorded 
in the attached meeting notes. The Committee unanimously recommends the selection of 
Health Care Consultants. "The scope of work was well developed and assigned staff had 
an excellent balance between the academic side of pharmacy and practical. operational 
experience. Funher. the proposed fee schedule was viewed as very reasonable." 
Reference checks were very positive and are attached. 

Finances 

Funds have been committed to this project and you have signed the DCAF form. 

Total Cost ( March 3.1992 through lune 30.1992) $37.575 

If there are no problems with this recommendation. we would like to notify Health Care 
Consultants of the contract award by February 27. 1992. The tentative start date of the 
project is March 3. 1992. 

Please call us with any questions. Thank you. 

cc: Russ Aims 
Chris Pilkington 



SELECTION COMMfITEE MEETING 
PHARMACY SERVICES ASSESSMENT PROJECf 

FEBRUARY 17, 1992 
10:00 AM 

The Selection Committee for the Phannacy Services Assessment Project convened to 
review the eight proposals submitted in response the Request for Proposals entitled 
"Consulting Services for the Assessment of State Operated Phannacy Services in Health 
and Human Services Facilities." The Committee membership included: Daniel Nakamoto, 
Executive Office of Health and Human Services, Chair, Beth Rubenstein, Division of 
Capital Planning and Operations; Donald fletcher, Monson Developmental Center, 
Department of Mental Retardation; Gary Phillips, Taunton State Hospital, Department of 
Mental Health; Nancy Ridley, Division of Food and Drug, Department of Public Health; 
and Gino Mariani, Pharmacy and Medication Administration Services, Department of 
Public Health. The proposals under consideration were submitted from: 

o Applied Management Systems Inc., Burlington, MA; 
o Concepts in Health Care, Ashland, MA; 
o Contract Pharmacy Services. Hatboro. PA: 
o Ernst & Young, Boston. MA; 
o John Harris and Randy Malan, Springfield, IL; 
o Health Care Consultants. Sharon, MA; 
o Steven B. Loevner. Newtown Square, PA; and 
o Senior Health Management, Newton. MA. 

Committee members were introduced. The background to the pharmacy initiatIve was 
reviewed. Earlier efforts of the Department of Mental Health to standardize institutional 
pharmacy operations and the exemplary work at the Department of Mental Retardation to 
consolidate such services were described. The local and national exploratory networking to 
determine the feasibility of the project and to identify potential consultants was described. 
The format of the meeting was discussed and agreed upon. The assessments of the 
proposals would be recorded in meeting notes. Non-competitive proposals would be 
eliminated and discussion focused on the competitive ones. Reference checks would be 
done on the recommended finalist( s). 

Implementation issues for the assessment project were then discussed. The need to involve 
Department Commissioners and their key staff early in the process and to keep them 
appraised on the process was noted. It was agreed that the selected Consultant would meet 
with each Commissioner at the inception of the project and at critical junctures. Further, 
regular and ongoing involvement of all Deparnnents was essential. The Selection 
Committee agreed to continue their involvement for the duration of the project. The 
Committee would meet with the Consultant to identify issues and concerns to be addressed 
in the project, review the workplan. and oversee the assessment activities. 

Specific concerns of Committee members regarding the project and issues for the 
Consultant were discussed. Due to operational differences for acute service and long term 
care phannacies, a flexible approach must be taken to account for such different needs. 
Due to the long term nature of mental retardation clients, a preference for a Consultant with 
extensive experience in chronic care pharmacy was expressed. Automation will be major 
issue for the state institutional pharmacies and the Consultant must have such expertise. A 
preference for a Massachusetts based Consultant was expressed. In addition to keeping the 
business in state, the project would be enhanced by a Consultant familiar with state laws. 
regulations, and agencies. While not a specific requirement in the RFP, revenue 



maximization must be considered in the assessment. Due to the threat to the status quo for 
state pharmacy employees, the Consultant must be very sensitive in their dealings with 
facility staff. 

While acknowledged not to be within the scope of the project, pharmacy services for 
community clients was raised There are more clients in the community than in the 
institutions and a centralized pharmacy service may have significant cost implications for 
the State. Funher, the new regulations regarding administration of medication in state 
supponed programs will have a major impact on pharmacy services. 

Each proposal was then reviewed, beginning with the non-competitive proposals. The 
proposal submitted by Contract Pharmacy Services was rejected. The proposal did not 
adequately describe the proposed work and its work experience was solely in corrections. 
The Senior Health Management proposal was rejected as their proposal was poorly 
developed, reflected a weak understanding of the project, and the staffing was inadequate. 
The proposal submitted by Applied Management Systems, Inc. was rejected as it poorly 
described the scope of work and did not have relevant pharmacy assessment experience. 
The Ernst & Young proposal was rejected as the assigned staff did not have public sector 
institutional pharmacy experience and the proposed fee was excessive. 

The John Harris and Randy Malan proposal was rejected because of concerns that they 
would promote the purchasing of the Illinois computer program which they developed. 
Further. the service technology for the Illinois system was viewed as dated. The Steven 
B. Loevner proposal was rejected as the proposed staff of one was not sufficient for the 
project. The proposal submitted by Concepts in Health Care was comprehensive and the 
proposed staff have extensive private sector hospital pharmacy experience. Further, the 
proposal had a strong focus on revenue maximization. While a very competitive proposal, 
there were concerns about their lack of prior assessment experience with public institutional 
pharmacies. The proposal submitted by Health Care Consultants was accepted 
unanimously as the best proposal. The scope of work was well developed and assigned 
staff had an excellent balance between the academic side of pharmacy and practical, 
operational experience. Further, the proposed fee schedule was viewed as very reasonable. 
Pending the reference checks, the Committee strongly recommends the selection of Health 
Care Consultants for the Assessment. 



SELECTION COMMITTEE 
FOR THE 

PHARMACY SERVICES ASSESSMENT PROJECT 

Beth Rubenstein, Division of Capital Planning and Operations, 8th floor, 100 Nashua 
Street, Boston, MA 02114, #727-4015 

Daniel Nakamoto, Executive Office of Health and Human Services, 8th floor - DCPO, 
100 Nashua Street. Boston, MA 02114, #727-6166, Chair 

Donald Fletcher, Department of Mental Retardation, Monson Developmental Center, 
Palmer, MA 01069, #(413) 283-3411 

Gary Phillips, Department of Mental Health, Taunton State Hospital, P.O. Box 151 , 
Taunton, MA 02780, #727 -7978 

Nancy Ridley, Department of Public Health, Division of Food and Drug, State Laboratory, 
305 South Street, Jamaica Plain, MA 02130, #727-2670 

Gino Mariani, Department of Public Health, Phannacy and Medication Administration 
Services, State Laboratory, 305 South Street. Jamaica Plain, MA 02130, #727-2670 



PROPOSALS RECEIVED 
FOR 1HE 

ASSESSMENT OF STATE OPERATED'PHARMACIES 
IN HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICE INSTITUTIONS 

Contract Pharmacy Services: inadequate description of proposed work and work 
experience was in corrections. Proposed Fee - fixed price of $32,250 

Senior Health Management: poorly developed proposal, reflected a weak 
understanding of the project, and inadequate staffing. Proposed Fee - negotiable rate of 
$125 per hour 

Applied Management Systems, Inc.: poorly described the work and did not have 
relevant pharmacy experience. Proposed Fee: variable hourly rates for different staff of 
$125, $115, and $105, travel costs are additional 

Ernst & Young: staff did not have public sector institutional experience and fees were 
high. Proposed Fee - hourly rates for staff were $150, $150, $125, and $85; travel 
expenses would be 15 - 20% of fees; total projected costs were $61,080. 

John Harris and Randy Malan: concerns that they would be promote the purchase of 
the Dlinois computer system which they developed and their service technology was 
viewed as dated. Proposed Fee - hourly rates for on site and off site were respectively, 
$80 and $50, airlines charges for round trip from SL Louis and Boston, and daily on site 
per diem of $150 per day. Projected total costs ranged from $27,740 to $45,780. 

Consultant to Health Care: proposed staff of one was not sufficient. Proposed Fee -
$65 per hour, with travel, food and lodging expenses. Initial phase costs projected at 
$8,000 with future negotiated fees. 

Concepts in Healthcare, Inc: very competitive proposal but there were concerns about 
their lack of experience with public institutional pharmacies. Proposed Fee - $100 per hour 
and up to $700 for out of pocket expenses. 

Health Care Consultants: well developed scope of work and staff had an excellent 
balance between the academic side of phannacy and practical, operational experience. 
Proposed Fee - $95 per hour with travel expenses up to $1,000. Projected total project 
cost of $37,575. 
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Philip CampbeU 
CommissioDer 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

RE: 

The Commonwealth of Massachusetts 
Executive Office of Health & Human Services 

Department of Mental Retardation 
160 North Washington Street 

Boston, MA 02114 

MEMORANDUM 

Mary Cerreto, Assistant Commissioner 
Laurie Ansorge, Assistant Commissioner 

Philip Campbell, commissioner~ 

August 27, 1992 

PHARMACY CONSOLIDATION 

'1/, 

Area Code (617) 
727-5608 

SentA, -to a.t \ 

&C.\l~~ 1hrec:tnrs -' . 

/ Based on conversation with EOHHS I have decided we will participate in the efforts to 
consolidate the delivery of pharmaceutical services across DPH, DMR and DMH facilities. 
Charlie Baker, Undersecretary for EOHHS, has suggested that one of the two statewide 
distribution centers be located at a DMR facility and be responsible for all DMR facilities. 
Whether or not the DMR distribution center will also support other EOHHs facilities has not 
been discussed. 

The benefit to the Commonwealth of having a single management structure statewide 
coupled with the potential benefits of statewide inventory control, standardization of personnel 
and combined purchasing power are significant. The additional benefits to DMR of having a 
single statewide distribution center located at one of our facilities and responsible to all of our 
facilities is also beneficial. 

Please schedule a meeting through B~madette for the purpose of discussing our next 
steps. 
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. RESPONSE TO 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL 

FROM 
THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSEITS 

~. STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS 

HPI Health Care Services, Inco (HPJ), a division of Diagnostek, Inco r' is a leading, 
diversified managed care provider of inpatient and outpatient .pharmacy 
services. HPI consistently provides Quality, comprehensive, cost effective 
pharmaceutical services to: 

• Hospitals 

acute care 
mental 'health" 
pediatric 
other specialty 
teaching 
government 
profit 
non-profit 
private 

• Long Term Care Facilities 
• Developmental Centers 
• Staff Model HMOs 
• Outpatient Clinics 
• Hospital based PPOs 
• Correctional Facilities 

I, founded in 1967, pioneered the concept of hospital-based contract pharmacy 
vices to address emerging regulatory and patient care needs. Over the .past 26 
us, API has provided . cost effective pharmaceutical services' to well over 800 
spitals, ranging in size from 10 occupied to 1,200 occupied, in 40 states. HPI has 
listory of introducing innovativ.e products and services, including, but not limited 
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A Hospital Pharmacy Services Proposal 

For 

THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS 
Executive Office of Health and Human Services 

One Ashburton. Place, Room 1109 
Boston, Massachuestts· 02108 

May 6, 1993 

. Prepared and Presented By: 

HPI Health Care Services, Inc. 
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THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS 

ough HCS will have no direct responsibility in providing pharmacy services to the 
of Massachusetts. as defined in the RFP, HPI has ready and timely access to its 

number of resources for support. Our network of over 650 ' retail pharmacies 
hout Massachusetts can support HPI's efforts relative to discharge, pass and 

atient pharmacy needs, as well as providing us a pool . of relief and temporary 
~·.MD't1' pharmacists to draw from, if required. Additiqnally, the combined purchasing 
·.·.~· '[Ioy\ler of HPI and HCS enhances cost savings and purchase savings opportunities for 

State of Massachusetts into the future, as the Stateso ·desires. 
>. - . 

",': In summary, HPI has a broad base of background and experience to address the 
:,··~··ph·armacy needs of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, the Hospitals and the 
.~:·,patients they serve. HPI's proven success is a result of our innovation, management 
. , experience and expertise, operational experience, university affiliations. and clinical 
. pharmacy expertise. all the while improving patient care and the financial performance 
of the pharmacy service provided . 

. HPI pioneered the concept of Regional Service Centers for Centralized Pharmacy 
"Distribution. The goal· in developing the Regional Servioe Center concept, successfully 

. 'achieved, was to: 

• improve operational efficiency by consolidating repetitive activities and 
tasks into a centralized pharmacy operation 

• ensure the provision of, and compliance to, a standardized drug 
distribution system 

• focus on expanding the level of clinical pharmacy services and drug 
information servtces provided, centrally and decentrally 

• provide on-go::1g, quality education programs for the' pharmac·y, nursing 
~!: \,; medical staffs 

For a more complete description of HPI's Regional Service Center concept and 
approach, please refer to Section 1 B of our response; 
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THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSEITS 

• 1991 - Managed Care Pharmacy Services 
• 1993 - Capitated Inpatient and Outpatient Pharmacy Services 

HPI's operating philosophy is to create a partnership with our Hospitals (and 
,"Owners") and that a long term.business relationship grows from mutual successes 
and common goals. HPI strongly believes, and has been able to demonstrate time and 
time again , that pharmacy costs are manageable if certain operating prinCiples are 
'maintained, which increases hospitalcontroi. It is our experience that cost savings 
and service enhancements are not mutually exclusive. 

HPI employs over 1,000 experienced pharmacists, technicians, nurses and 
management professionals. These specialists provide a proactive environment, 
11elping both- HPI and our Hospitals keep up with changing professional standards, 
patient care needs, reimbursement requirements, and administrative issues. 

In response to the health care needs of the 1990's, HPI, along with its sister company 
Health Care Services (HCS) I also a division of Diagnostek, Inc., has developed a 
totally integr'8ted approach to the provision 'Of pharmaceutical services. HCS was 
founded in 1970, presently servicing the mail order prescription needs of over seven 
million employees and retirees in all fifty states, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, 
the Virgin Islands, and Guam. This effort is supported by our network of over46,ooO 
retail pharmacies nationwide, with ouer 660 retail pharmaCies throughout the 
Commonwealth of ·Massachusetts. HCS has been able to streamline tts dispensing 
operation far beyond industry norms, while setting the standard for quality assurance 
excellence, aided by the industry's most advanced computerized automation system. 

HPI supports HCS's mail order and retail pharmacy network with its aggressive, 
proactive clinical pharmacy intervention. HPI provides this sophisticated level of 
service to the non-acute environment, with its ever increasing level of need. A 
primary element of our clinical pharmacy approach is to ensure the most cost 
effective, rational drug therapy is provided. Additionally, HPI monitors 'patient 
therapies, and most importantly, compliance, on a concurrent, prospective ' and 
retrospective basis. Compliance as related to: 

• phYSician compliance with established Formularies 
.. patient comptiance with prescribed therapies 'and regimens 

This proactive clinical intervention, on an outpatient basis by HPI, reduces the 
incidence of hospital re-admissions. 
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::------------------------------------
Comprehensive Services 

HPJ provides comprehensive pharmacy services to the State of Montana, 
Department of Institutions, with innovative and progressive, patient care 
oriented services, including, but [lot Jimited to, efficient drug distribution 
systems (days/supplies vary with each facility, based on length of stay 
and needs of the patient), sufficient inventories of medications and over
the-counter 'pharmaceuticals necessary to serve the patient, and 
comprehensive Clinical and Drug Information Services, all supported by 
a comprehensive computer system. 

Specifically, HPI provides the services listed below: 

• 24-hour Unit of Use Drug Distribution System (acute care) 
• 7, 14 or 30-day Distribution System (non-acute facilities) 
• Floor Stock Distribution System 
• Emergency, Back-up and Starter-Pak Medication System 
• Complete Pharmacy Patient Profile System, including provision ot 

Medication Administration ' Records for Nursing 
• Pharmacy Computer System 
• Reconciliation of Patient Medications relative to quantities 

dispensed, quantities charted as administered and medications 
returned to the central pharmacy 

• HPI Purchasing Program 
• HPI Inventory Control and Management Program 
• 24-hour University based Drug Information Services 
• Formulary Development and Review Program 
• Quality ·Assurance and Total Quality ·Management Programs 
• Drug Utilization Evaluation Program 
• Clinical Pharmacy Services 
• Clozaril Monitoring and Utilization Program 
• Electronic Transmission of Physician Orders 
• Administrative Reporting . Services (Le., Monthly, Quarterly and. 

Annual Reports to Administration) 
• Medication Stop Orders 
• Reduction of -Medication Errors . 
• Management Information Services 
• Forms Development and Review 
• Pre-Accreditation Surveys 
• In-Service Education Programs 
• Policy and Procedure Manual Development 
• Committee Participation 
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THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS 

Central Pharmacy 

The Central Pharmacy is located at the Montana State Hospital, Warm 
Springs. All seven Depanment of Institution Facilities are serviced from 
this Facility by the efficient use of personnel, computer support, proven 
pharmacy systems, experienced back-up support, etectronic transmission 
of prescriptions, reliable transportation, the application of sound 
management prinCiples and 24-hour on-call services. 

For initial dosage, a Floor Stock and Starter-Pak . system has been 
implemented at each Facility. Therefore, a patient's therapy regimen can 
be initiated prior to deliver)' of the patient's medication from the Central 
Pharmacy. Controls are established to involve a· pharmacist's review of ' 
floor stock, night locker and Starter-Pak utilization, and to limit nursing 
time spent in obtaining medications when the. facility pharmaCist. is not 
directly involved in dispensing initial doses. 

Delivery Visits 

Delivery of medicatiqns an~ suppl~es are .. by a combination of HPI delivery 
vehicles and/or common carrier. All delivery vehicles are of suffici~nt 
capacity to provide for exchange 'medication cubicles and comply with 
existing federal, state and ·Iocal laws regarding security· for routine and· 
controlled drugs. Vehicles are equipped for severe winter driving 
conditions to ensure dependable delivery. All deliveries are sealed 
against theft and are properly. inventoried to facilitate receipt at the 
Hospital. 

Delivery Schedule 

Prescription medications are delivered either the same day prescriptions 
are received at the Central Phannacy ~ or the next day, -depending upon 
the Facility location andlor time the prescription is received in the Central 
Pharmacy. HPI and each facility mutually agreed to the time by which 
prescriptions are to be received in the Central Pharmacy, and mutually 
agreed ·upon cart exchange intervals. ' . . . 
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